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Bandwidth Fundamentals

Bandwidth is the most fundamental element of computer networking for

video surveillance systems. Because video surveillance can consume an

immense amount of bandwidth and because variations in bandwidth load

of surveillance cameras can be so significant, understanding bandwidth for

video surveillance is critical.

We break down each of the following:

 Measuring Bandwidth

 Bits vs Bytes

 Kilo vs Mega vs Giga

 Bit Rates

 Compression and Bandwidth

 Bandwidth Per Camera

 Constant vs Variable Bit Rates (CBR vs VBR)

 Drivers of Camera Bandwidth Consumption

 Practical Examples of Camera Bandwidth

 Bandwidth Variance Over Time

 Bandwidth and Recorder Placement

 Client Viewing: Multi-Streaming and Transcoding

 Symmetric vs Asymmetric Networks

http://ipvm.com/
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 Network Bandwidth Capacities

 LAN vs WAN

 Sizing Networks for Video Surveillance

 Quiz Yourself: 10 Question Quiz to measure your knowledge on

bandwidth for video networks

Measuring Bandwidth

Bandwidth is typically measured in bits (e.g., 100Kb/s, 1Mb/s, 1000Mb/s,

etc.). A bit is the most fundamental unit of bandwidth and storage.

You should be comfortable measuring the bandwidth, in bits, on your

computer. On a PC, this can be done by opening up the task manager as

shown below:

On your computer, it typically shows bandwidth being received by and

bandwidth being sent out from your computer (i.e., when you watch a

YouTube video you are receiving bandwidth, when you send an email you
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are transmitting bandwidth). These are also known as download and

upload speeds respectively.

Bits vs Bytes

In video surveillance, bandwidth is typically measured in bits but

sometimes measured in bytes, causing confusion. 8 bits equals 1 byte, so

someone saying 40 Megabits per second and another person saying 5

Megabytes per second mean the same thing but is easy to misunderstand

or mishear.

Note: Click here to view the animation on IPVM.

Bits and bytes both use the same letter for shorthand reference. The only

difference is that bits uses a lower case ‘b’ and bytes uses an upper case ‘B’.

You can remember this by recalling that bytes are ‘bigger’ than bits. We see

people confuse this often because at a glance they look similar. For

example, 100Kb/s and 100KB/s, the latter is 8x greater than the former.

We recommend you use bits when describing video surveillance bandwidth

but beware that some people, often from the server / storage side, will use

bytes. Because of this, be alert and ask for confirmation if there is any

unclarity (i.e., “Sorry did you say X bits or bytes”).

Kilo vs Mega vs Giga

It takes a lot of bits (or bytes) to send video. In practice, you will never have

a video stream of 500b/s or even 500B/s. Video generally needs at least

thousands or millions of bits. Aggregated video streams often need billions

of bits.

https://ipvm.com/reports/bandwidth-guide-for-video-networks
http://ipvm.com/
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The common expression / prefixes for expressing large amount of

bandwidth are:

 Kilobits, is thousands, e.g., 500Kb/s is equal to 500,000b/s. An

individual video stream in the kilobits tends to be either low

resolution or low frame or high compression (or all of the above).

 Megabits is millions, e.g., 5Mb/s is equal to 5,000,000b/s. An

individual HD / MP video stream tends to be in the single digit

megabits (e.g., 2Mb/s or 4Mb/s or 8Mb/s are fairly common ranges).

More than 10Mb/s for an individual video stream is less common

(the most typical case is from using the less bandwidth efficient

MJPEG codec). However, a 100 cameras being streamed at the same

time can routinely require 200Mb/s or 400Mb/s, etc.

 Gigabits is billions, e.g., 5Gb/s is equal to 5,000,000,000b/s. One

rarely needs more than a gigabit of bandwidth for video surveillance

unless one has a very large-scale surveillance system backhauling all

video to a central site.

Bit Rates

Bandwidth is like vehicle speed. It is a rate over time. So just like you might

say you were driving 60mph (or 96kph), you could say the bandwidth of a

camera is 600Kb/s, i.e., that 600 kilobits were transmitted in a second. If

you say the bandwidth of your camera is 600Kb or 600KB, not only will you

be wrong, you will look incompetent.

Bit rates are always expressed as data (bits or bytes) over a second. Per

minute or hour are not applicable, primarily because networking

equipment is rated as what the device can handle per second.

http://ipvm.com/
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Compression and Bandwidth

Essentially all video surveillance that is sent on an IP network is

compressed. Surveillance cameras can produce uncompressed video (e.g.,

analog) but that is almost always compressed before sending over a

network. It is theoretically possible to send uncompressed surveillance

video over a network but the immense bit rate of even a single stream

(1,000Mb/s+) makes it impractical and unjustifiable for almost all.

Bandwidth Per Camera

Bandwidth is typically measured per camera and the amount of bandwidth

each camera needs can vary significantly.

One can and should sum / add up the bandwidth needs of each camera on

a network to determine total load. For example, if you have 10 cameras on

a network and 3 of them use 4Mb/s, 4 of them use 2Mb/s and 3 of them

use 1Mb/s, the total load on the network for those 10 cameras would be

23Mb/s.

http://ipvm.com/
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Constant vs Variable vs Max Bit Rates (CBR vs VBR vs MBR)

The amount of bandwidth a camera needs at any given time to maintain a

specific quality level varies over time, sometimes substantially. For example,

a camera might need 1Mb/s for an empty school hallway on a Sunday

afternoon but might need 4Mb/s for that same spot come Monday

morning.

There are three ways to deal with this:

 Variable bit rate (VBR), where the bit rate changes to keep

compression at a set level regardless of activity.

 Maximum bit rate (MBR), also called VBR with a cap, where the bit

rate changes but no more than a user defined maximum.

 Constant bit rates (CBR), where the bit rate of the camera does not

change even if the scene does.

Knowing what type of bit rate control a camera uses is critical, because it

impacts bandwidth load significantly. For more, see: CBR vs VBR vs MBR:

Surveillance Streaming.

https://ipvm.com/reports/vbr-vs-cbr-surveillance-streaming
https://ipvm.com/reports/vbr-vs-cbr-surveillance-streaming
http://ipvm.com/
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Drivers of Camera Bandwidth Consumption

There is no set standard or even typical camera bandwidth consumption.

Using a vehicle example, on a US highway, you can reasonably estimate

that almost all cars will drive between 55mph and 85mph.

For video surveillance, some video feeds are as low as 50Kb/s (.05Mb/s)

and others are routinely 300 times higher at (15000Kb/s) 15Mb/s.

Here are a few common drivers of camera bandwidth consumption:

 Resolution: everything else equal, the greater the resolution, the

greater the bandwidth

 Frame rate: everything else equal, the greater the frame rate, the

greater the bandwidth

 Scene complexity: The more activity in the scene (lots of cars and

people moving vs no on in the scene), the greater the bandwidth

needed.

 Low light: Night time often, but not always, requires more

bandwidth due to noise from cameras. See: Testing Bandwidth vs

Low Light.

https://ipvm.com/reports/resolution-tutorial
https://ipvm.com/reports/frame-rate-surveillance-guide
https://ipvm.com/reports/advanced-bandwidth-test
https://ipvm.com/reports/low-light-bandwidth-compression-test
https://ipvm.com/reports/testing-bandwidth-vs-low-light
https://ipvm.com/reports/testing-bandwidth-vs-low-light
http://ipvm.com/
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 Model variations: Some models depending on imager or processing

can consume far more or less bandwidth.

 Smart Codecs: This is relatively new (developed over the past couple

of years), but some cameras even using the same H.264 codec, can

intelligently adapt compression for great bandwidth reduction.

See: Smart CODEC Guide

Practical Examples of Camera Bandwidth

The following list is an excerpt from IPVM tests of actual bandwidth

recording for a variety of cameras:

 CIF 5FPS Office: 50 KB/s

 720P 10FPS Conference Room: 0.5 Mb/s

 720P 30FPS Intersection: 4 Mb/s

 1080P 10FPS Conference Room: 2 Mb/s

 1080P 30FPS IR On Intersection: 8 Mb/s

 5MP 15FPs Panoramic Office: 4.5 Mb/s

 4K 30FPS Intersection: 7 Mb/s

 4K 10 FPS Night Outdoors: 32 Mb/s

Bandwidth and Recorder Placement

Video surveillance consumes network bandwidth in one of the following 2

typical scenarios:

 Camera / encoder to recorder: Video is generally generated in

different devices than they are recorded (e.g., a camera generates

the video, a DVR / NVR / VMS server records it). In between, the

video needs to be transmitted. If it goes over an IP network (e.g., IP

cameras to NVR / VMS), bandwidth is required.

https://ipvm.com/reports/smart-codec-guide
https://ipvm.com/reports/smart-codec-guide
http://ipvm.com/
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 Recorder to client: Statistically, a very low percentage of video is

watched by humans. Often, where the person is watching is on a

different device on an IP network than the recorder. For example,

the recorder might be in a rack in an IT closet but the viewer (i.e.,

client) is on a laptop, mobile phone or a monitoring station.

Because of this design, the overwhelming majority of bandwidth needed in

surveillance systems is dictated by (1) camera type and (2) the relative

placement of cameras and recorders.

In terms of camera type, non IP cameras (NTSC / PAL analog, Analog HD,

HD SDI) typically do not consume network bandwidth unless video is being

sent to clients as each camera has a cable directly connected to a recorder.

For all camera types, the relative physical placement of the recorder near

the camera significantly impacts bandwidth needs. For example, imagine

1000 cameras, with 100 cameras each at 10 buildings on a campus. If each

building has a recorder, the peak bandwidth requirements will be ~90%

lower than if there is only a single site for recording (i.e., each building

recording its own might only need ~200Mb/s network connection

compared to ~2Gb/s if they are all being sent back to one building). There

are pros and cons to each approach but knowing where you will place

recorders has a major impact.

LAN vs WAN

The local area network (LAN) and the wide area network (WAN) are two

common acronyms in networking. LAN, as the name implies, refers to

networks that are local to a building or campus. By contrast, the WAN, are

networks that connect 'widely' across cities, states, countries, etc.

http://ipvm.com/
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Relatively speaking, bandwidth is cheaper and easier on LANs than WANs.

Network Bandwidth Capacities

In LANs, the three most common network bandwidth capacities are:

 100Mb/s

 1,000Mb/s (1 Gig)

 10,000Mb/s (10 Gig)

In particular, 100Mb/s and 1,000Mb/s connections are quite ordinary for

modern networks. For more, see the IP Network Hardware for Surveillance

Guide.

Lower than 100Mb/s networks in LANs are relics of the past. They may

exist from networks installed many years ago but no one installs LAN

networks under 100Mb/s today.

WANs can deliver the same or more bandwidth as the LAN but the costs

tend to be significantly higher (in the order of 10 or 100x more expensive

per bit) because these networks need to run great distances and across

many obstacles. While one certainly could secure a 1 Gig WAN connection,

the likelihood that one would do this for surveillance is very low, given the

cost this would typically incur.

Symmetric vs Asymmetric Bandwidth

Many WAN networks / connections have asymmetric bandwidth, a

problem for remote monitoring or recording of video.

https://ipvm.com/reports/surveillance-network-hardware-guide
https://ipvm.com/reports/surveillance-network-hardware-guide
http://ipvm.com/
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Symmetric bandwidth means the bandwidth is the same ‘up’ and ‘down’,

i.e., a link can send the same amount of bandwidth as it can receive

(100Mb/s up and 100Mb/s down is a classic example).

Asymmetric bandwidth means the bandwidth up and down are not the

same. Specifically, the bandwidth ‘up’ is frequently much lower than the

bandwidth ‘down’. This is common in homes and remote offices. These

asymetric connections provide sufficient downstream speeds while only

providing ~10% of those speeds for upload. The downstream bandwidth

might be 10Mb/s or 25Mb/s but the upstream might only be 500 Kb/s or

2Mb/s. In this example, if someone at home wanted to stream a movie

(send it downstream from the cloud / Internet), it would not be a

problem but if they wanted to upload a movie (or HD surveillance feed), it

would be a problem.

The most common asymmetric bandwidth WAN networks are:

 Cable Modem

 DSL

 Satellite

The main exceptions, those that offer symmetrical bandwidth

commonplace, are:

 Telecommunication / telephony networks (e.g., T1s, T3s) but these

are fairly expensive and relatively low bit rate (e.g., respectively

1.5Mb/s and 45Mb/s)

 Fiber to the Home (FTTH) / Business (FTTB) are much less expensive

than telephony networks and routinely offer 100Mb/s connections.

The main limitation is access to such networks. While increasing over

http://ipvm.com/
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the past decade, they tend to be limited to densely populated urban

areas.

Sizing Networks for Video Surveillance

Putting this information together, to size a network for video surveillance,

you will need to know:

 How much bandwidth each camera consumes, recognizing that wide

variations can exist

 How close (or far) the recorder is going to be placed to the cameras

connected to it, presuming they need an IP network

 What the bandwidth of those network connections are and what

pre-existing load those networks must also support.

For more, see: How to Calculate Surveillance Storage / Bandwidth

Quiz Yourself

See how much you know: Take the 10 Question Bandwidth for Video

Networks Quiz

https://ipvm.com/reports/calculate-storage-surveillance
https://ipvm.com/take/bw-video-network
https://ipvm.com/take/bw-video-network
http://ipvm.com/
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Network Addressing

The goal of this guide is to explain addressing devices on IP networks,

focusing on how IP cameras and recorders are used in those networks. For

even more IP networking basics, see our IP Video 101 Training.

We cover the following topics and their impact on surveillance/security

networks:

 MAC Addresses

 Multiple MACs Possible

 Manufacturer OUIs

 OEM Devices

 IP Addresses

 Address Conflicts

 Subnet Mask

 Subnetting Large Deployments

 Default Gateways

 IPv4 vs IPv6 Formats

 Video and IP Addresses

 Dynamic vs. Static Addresses

https://ipvm.com/reports/ip-video-training-course-101
http://ipvm.com/
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 Public vs Private Addresses

 Zero Config

 Network Classes

 Loopback / localhost

 Test Yourself

MAC Addresses

All network devices (PCs, servers, cameras, switches, etc.) have a fixed

address, called a MAC address (Media Access Control), a unique 12

character identifier, such as:

AC:CC:8E:0C:B5:F4

Since MAC addresses are issued at the factory and do not change, they are

often used for identifying devices on a network even if the IP address is

unknown or has changed.

Multiple Network Interface = Multiple MACs

If a device has multiple network interfaces, it may have more than one

single MAC address as the MAC is associated with a device's network

interfaces, not the general device. In the case of cameras with multiple

network connections (e.g., a camera with both a wired ethernet port and

an integrated wireless radio), the device would have multiple MAC

addresses.

Since the vast majority of cameras include only a single ethernet port, the

MAC address could be/is often indirectly used to describe the entire

camera.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/MAC_address
http://ipvm.com/
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Organizationally Unique Identifier

The first six digits of a MAC are called the OUI, and each manufacturer is

assigned one or more unique identifiers. For example, these are the OUIs

of some common cameras manufacturers:

In the case of manufacturers such as Sony, which are part of a larger

conglomerate, it is difficult to know which of these OUIs is used specifically

for security without scanning devices, as they are listed simply as "Sony

Corporation" in OUI lookups. Here is an OUI to manufacturer lookup

engine that lets you put in any manufacturer (IP cameras, DVRs, PCs, etc.)

and find their OUIs.

OEM Devices

In cases where manufacturers OEM their devices from another, which OUI

is used depends on manufacturing agreements. For example, checking the

MAC address of a Honeywell camera manufactured by Dahua (00:1f:55), it

is listed as Honeywell, however since they are using basically the same

firmware it is discovered as a Dahua camera within Dahua's device

discovery software:

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Organizationally_unique_identifier
https://www.wireshark.org/tools/oui-lookup.html
https://www.wireshark.org/tools/oui-lookup.html
https://www.wireshark.org/tools/oui-lookup.html
http://ipvm.com/
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Others, however, show the OUI of the original manufacturer relabeling the

camera. Below a Q-See brand camera is discovered at Dahua.

IP Addresses Defined

In video surveillance, many components are IP addressed, including IP

cameras, encoders, recorders, access control panels, and more. The IP

address of a camera is used to add it to a VMS or NVR, while client

software connects to the VMS or NVR typically via its IP address.

http://ipvm.com/
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An IP address (IPv4 specifically) consists of four parts (called octets because

they contain 8 bits of data) ranging in value from 0-255, separated by

periods, such as:

192.168.1.49

The IP address is divided into a network address (192.168.1 in the example

above) and a host address (.49 in this case). On a single LAN, the network

address is typically the same for all devices, while the host address differs.

So 192.168.1.49, 192.168.1.50, and 192.168.1.51 all reflect different

devices on the same network.

Analog vs IP Cameras IP Addressing

Analog cameras (whether SD or HD), by definition of being analog, do not

have or need IP addresses since they have no network interface. However,

analog cameras are generally connected to recorders or encoders that do

have network interfaces and therefore use IP addresses.

IP Address Conflicts

If more than one device attempts to use the same IP address, generally

neither will be able to connect to the network. On PCs, the user is typically

notified that a device has connected and is causing an IP address conflict.

However, if two cameras share the same address, errors will typically not

be generated, but cameras may randomly go offline or not stream video to

a recorder, leading to wasted troubleshooting time.

Note that some manufacturers ship their cameras with a hardcoded default

IP address. Plugging more than one into the network at a time may cause

address conflicts, so these cameras must be connected one at a time and

http://ipvm.com/
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re-addressed. Installers should check if their chosen manufacturer(s) use

default IP addresses and plan initial setup accordingly. An IP Scanner may

save you time and frustration.

Subnet Mask / Subnetting

Subnet masks are an advanced topic in IP addressing, outside the scope of

this report. Essentially, a subnet mask determines which parts of an IP

address reflect the "network" vs. the "host." In practice, the vast majority

of networks, surveillance included, use default subnet masks for the IP

address class (discussed below), most commonly 255.255.255.0. In class B

networks, e.g., 172.20.x.x), the default subnet mask is 255.255.0.0.

Subnets In Large Deployments

For larger camera networks which require over 255 device addresses,

subnet masks are most often used to expand the network to an additional

subnet or subnets. This is done by changing the last octet of the mask. For

every bit that is removed, an additional 255 host subnet becomes available.

As a practical example, changing subnet mask from 255.255.255.0 to

255.255.254.0 on a 192.168.0.1 network allows users to expand into the

192.168.1.1 network without using a router, a total of 510 hosts instead of

255, effectively doubling available IP addresses. Changing the mask to

255.255.248.0 expands this further to 2046 IPs

(192.168.0.1-192.168.7.254).

https://ipvm.com/reports/ip-scanners
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Subnetwork
http://ipvm.com/
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To see how subnet masks impact available addresses, users may refer

to commonly available subnet calculators.

For those interested in more information on subnetting, please see our

report on Subnetting For Video Surveillance.

Default Gateways

Generally, and typically in video surveillance, the term "default gateway" is

synonymous with routers. IP cameras and DVRs, like PCs, have fields to

enter the address of the default gateway. In practice, this means the

address of the router — the "gateway" to the internet.

The default gateway is needed for computers on other networks to access

the IP video surveillance equipment. For example, users at a remote site or

on their phones would typically not be able to connect to an IP camera or

recorder that does not have a default gateway set. Sometimes, in security

applications, not entering in a default gateway is done on purpose, to block

any access to the system.

IPv4 vs. IPv6

Because the use of the internet has expanded over time, concerns about

the number of addresses available using IPv4 format arose (called address

exhaustion), lead to the development of an expanded address format, IPv6.

https://www.adminsub.net/ipv4-subnet-calculator/172.20.128.1/255.255.248.0
https://ipvm.com/reports/subnetting
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/IPv4_address_exhaustion
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/IPv4_address_exhaustion
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/IPv6_address
http://ipvm.com/
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Unlike IPv4, which uses 32 bits (8x4) for each address, IPv6 uses 16 octets

(128 bits total), displayed in hexadecimal (0-9 + A-F). Each group separated

by colons represents two octets. For example:

FA80:4322:0000:0000:0202:B3EF:FE1E:8329

This increase in address size results in approximately

34 undecillion addresses, a huge increase over the IPv4 limit of about 4.2

billion addresses.

Many networks support either and both formats, and most modern IP

cameras can be configured to use either format. Note that the same format

should be used throughout.

IPv4 for Surveillance

Despite IPv6's larger address pool, IPv4 continues to be the dominant

format used. Especially for private networks, with a finite number of

connected devices like a surveillance system, address exhaustion is not a

practical problem. IPv4 remains easier to use and administer, and there is

little or no reason to use the more complex IPv6 format.

IPv6 Growing For Internet Addresses

Despite its limited use in surveillance networks, Google reports that

IPv6 usage among their users has jumped from ~10% in 2016 to ~20% so

far in 2018. This comes after taking 20 years (from IPv6's RFC adoption in

1996 until 2016) to reach 10%.

This growing adoption may increase use in internal networks, but IPv6 is

likely to remain limited to the public Internet for some time.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hexadecimal
http://3.bp.blogspot.com/_AhAi67KlM_Y/TQC-C_AD8aI/AAAAAAAAARc/OzM4_5DuS40/s1600/numerics.jpg
https://ipvm.com/forums/video-surveillance/topics/how-popular-is-ipv6
https://ipvm.com/forums/video-surveillance/topics/how-popular-is-ipv6
https://www.google.com/intl/en/ipv6/statistics.html
https://www.google.com/intl/en/ipv6/statistics.html
https://arstechnica.com/information-technology/2016/01/ipv6-celebrates-its-20th-birthday-by-reaching-10-percent-deployment/
http://ipvm.com/
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Static vs. Dynamic Addressing

Devices may be set with either a static (does not change over time) or

dynamic (changes periodically based on lease time) IP address. Because

cameras and NVRs are typically fixed devices and configured to

communicate via IP address, giving them dynamic addresses may cause

issues when the IP changes, forcing users to reconfigure devices. Therefore,

all devices in security systems are typically manually assigned static

addresses. Using dynamic addresses for devices that need to be found via

their IP address is comparable to trying to deliver postal to homes in a

town where the houses are renumbered and the streets are renamed

periodically.

However, there are some cases in which dynamic addresses may be used.

 When setting up a new surveillance network, a DHCP (dynamic host

configuration protocol) server is often used to temporarily assign IP

addresses to devices so they may be reached for configuration. for

example, a new camera connected to the network receives an

address from the server, which the installer users to perform initial

configuration and assign a permanent address.

 Some less crucial devices, such as client PCs and tablets may be

dynamically addressed. Since these devices are typically used only

periodically, and generally do not need to be reached for

configuration or connected to a VMS by IP address as cameras are,

assigning them a dynamic address is often sufficient.

For more detail on why static addressing is best practice for IP video

systems, read our Dynamic vs. Static IP Addresses post.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dynamic_Host_Configuration_Protocol
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dynamic_Host_Configuration_Protocol
https://ipvm.com/reports/dynamic-vs-static-ip-addresses
http://ipvm.com/
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Zero-Configuration

There is a subset of dynamic addresses available in use by

zero-configuration, commonly called zeroconf, which allows devices to use

a dynamic address without a DHCP server in place. In surveillance, the most

common example of this is initial setup of IP cameras. Connecting a laptop

directly to a camera, with both devices set to use dynamic addressing, they

will both be automatically addressed to an address beginning with 169.254.

This allows initial configuration to be performed and the IP address

changed without needing a DHCP server (note that many, but not all,

current cameras support this).

Loopback / localhost

The address 127.0.0.1 is the localhost / loopback address and serves two

purposes. As the loopback address it is used for testing the TCP/IP protocol

stack. If a machine has network connectivity problems, it is way to test that

the NIC and protocol are functioning correctly as shown below:

http://ipvm.com/
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When used as the localhost, it lets system know that the target is the same

as the host. This is commonly used when a client is running on the same

machine as a server and for web applications. The screenshot below shows

a machine running Exacqvision server and the client on the same machine.

The client connects using localhost.

Below is an image of machine running PRTG, where entering 127.0.0.1 into

a browser on that machine brings us to the web interface for PRTG.

Network Classes

In general, the relationship between potential unique addresses in a

network, and total potential number of unique sub-networks supported is a

http://ipvm.com/
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decision well beyond a surveillance system. The three most common

network classes are limited as follows:

 Class A: This type supports over 16 million IP addresses per network,

but only supports 128 different subnets. (From 0.0.0.0 to

127.255.255.255)

 Class B: The type supports over 65,000 IP addresses per network,

and about 16,000 different subnets. (From 128.0.0.0 to

191.255.255.255)

 Class C: This type supports only 256 IP addresses per network, but

almost 3 million subnets. (From 192.0.0.0 to 223.255.255.255)

The vast majority of surveillance/security networks use class C addresses,

as the number of devices simply does not require other classes.

Private/ Public Networks

Every device on the Internet has an IP address, but not every networked

device is on the internet. The difference is the boundary between private

vs. public networks. For example, an IP Video network might consist of

hundreds or thousands of cameras without a single unit being directly

connected to the internet.

Typically only a few tightly controlled devices like routers or firewalls are

given a public IP address. However, some recorders or IP cameras may be

publicly available (example 1, 2) on the web. This is far more common in

consumer/residential and small office use than midsize and enterprise

systems, which typically demand tighter security, with organizations' IT

department preferring not to open these devices to the internet.

http://198.82.159.136/view/viewer_index.shtml?id=149914
http://74.106.249.39/live.htm
http://ipvm.com/
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Portions of the "172" and the "192" address ranges are designated for

private networks. The remaining addresses are "public," and routable on

the global Internet. Private networks can use IP addresses anywhere in the

following ranges:

 192.168.0.0 - 192.168.255.255 (65,536 IP addresses)

 172.16.0.0 - 172.31.255.255 (1,048,576 IP addresses)

 10.0.0.0 - 10.255.255.255 (16,777,216 IP addresses)

In modern systems, IP addresses are associated with subnet masking,

which helps regulate traffic within a network at the expense of adding a

trivial configuration step. Most surveillance systems are installed on a class

C network, as evidenced in our Which Private IP Addresses Do You Use For

IP Video? discussion, in which 50% of respondents said they use 192.168.X

networks for their installations.

Test Your Knowledge

Take this 10 question quiz now

[Note: This guide was originally published in 2015, but substantially

updated in 2018 to reflect IPv4/IPv6 changes, subnet masking information,

and more]

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/IPv4_subnetting_reference
https://ipvm.com/forums/forums/video-surveillance/topics/which-private-ip-addresses-do-you-use
https://ipvm.com/forums/forums/video-surveillance/topics/which-private-ip-addresses-do-you-use
https://ipvm.com/take/network-addressing
http://ipvm.com/
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Subnetting

We cover reference of subnetting used in security networks, and how it

works. We explain how to add or remove IP addresses to your range,

borrowing bits, and the role of the subnet mask.

We provide information on:

 How borrowing bits works

 The role of the subnet mask

 Expanding the IP Pool

 Shrinking the IP Pool

 Common use in security

Why Subnet in Video Surveillance

There are a few reasons administrators may want to subnet their security

network, reviewed below:

 Running out of addresses

 Network security

 Ease of administration

http://ipvm.com/
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Running Out Of Addresses, Aka Address Exhaustion

The most common IP address scheme is 192.168.1.x (a class C network)

which provides 254 host addresses. However, in even mid-sized

surveillance and security systems, such as a school, mall, or other facility,

these addresses may be quickly consumed by cameras and NVRs. Further,

adding access control may consume an address for each controller.

Wireless radios to connect remote cameras consume additional addresses.

Dedicated viewing stations will also require addresses, etc.

By simply changing subnet mask by one bit (255.255.255.0 to

255.255.254.0), the network gains an additional 255 addresses which may

be used for additional devices. Every bit adds this same amount, so using a

mask of 255.255.240 would provide almost 4,000 devices on the subnet.

Network Security

By using different subnets for different logical networks (e.g., surveillance

vs. general LAN vs. voice), a device on subnet is prevented from accessing a

device on another. It simply cannot find the route to the other host.

Subnetting is also often deployed with VLANs, which we have more

information on here.

Ease Of Administration

Employing subnetting allows you to select an IP scheme with a realistic and

manageable amount of hosts. When scanning a network or using

a discovery tool on a small network it is quicker to scan a smaller network,

closer in number to actual in-use devices, rather than scan thousands of

unused addresses; e.g.

https://ipvm.com/reports/vlans-for-surveillance
https://ipvm.com/reports/vlans-for-surveillance
https://ipvm.com/reports/camera-discovery-tools
http://ipvm.com/
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Scanning 172.20.0.1 - 172.20.255.254 with subnet 255.255.0.0 = 65,534

addresses

Scanning 172.20.0.1 - 172.20.0.30 with subnet 255.255.255.224 = 30

addresses

The network with the classfull subnet mask will take about 2 hours to scan

with a discovery tool, like Advanced IP Scanner, while the smaller subnet

work will take just minutes.

Subnetting Basics

The subnet mask is a companion configuration to the IP address, and

determines which parts of an IP address reflect the "network" vs. the

"host." In practice, the vast majority of networks, surveillance included, use

default subnet masks, also called classfull addressing, for the IP address

class, most commonly 255.255.255.0.

[Note, for this guide we are only concerned with private addresses which

are broken into 3 classes below.]

Classfull Addresses / Private IP Addresses

Subnetting changes the subnet mask from classfull (Class A = 255.0.0.0, B =

255.255.0.0, C = 255.255.255.0) to classless using borrowed bits to change

those values, and in doing so changes the amount of hosts and networks.

You can choose to either increase hosts and decrease networks or decrease

hosts and increase networks. The graphic below shows the subnet masks

for each class and the amount of hosts and networks associated with each.

https://www.advanced-ip-scanner.com/
http://ipvm.com/
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The image below shows how bits make up the subnet mask. The network

bits are 1's, and 8 bits or 8 1's (11111111) = 255. The host bits are 0's,

which 00000000 = 0. The graphic below shows the default subnet mask for

each class, and associated bits.

Subnet Mask Determines Networks and Hosts

Deviating from the classfull subnet masks is subnetting, also called classless

addressing. The way that this is done is by borrowing bits from the other

this is done by changing 1 to 0 or 0 to 1. If more hosts are desired then bits

are borrowed from the network portion, and when more networks are

desired bits are borrowed from the host portion.

http://ipvm.com/
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Subnets In Large Deployments

For larger camera networks which require over 255 device addresses,

subnet masks are most often used to expand the network to an additional

subnet or subnets. This is done by changing the last octet of the mask. For

every bit that is removed, an additional 255 host subnet becomes available.

As a practical example, changing subnet mask from 255.255.255.0 to

255.255.254.0 on a 192.168.0.1 network allows users to expand into the

192.168.1.1 network without using a router, a total of 510 hosts instead of

255, effectively doubling available IP addresses. Changing the mask to

255.255.248.0 expands this further to 2,046 IPs

(192.168.0.1-192.168.7.254). This is illustrated below.

To see how subnet masks impact available addresses, users may refer

to commonly available subnet calculators.

https://www.adminsub.net/ipv4-subnet-calculator/172.20.128.1/255.255.248.0
http://ipvm.com/
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IP Network Hardware

Video surveillance systems depend on IP networking equipment. We

explain the key pieces of equipment and features, explaining where and

why they are typically used. The topics covered include:

 Fast / Gigabit / 10 Gigabit Ethernet

 Actual vs. Rated Throughput

 Ethernet Switches

 PoE vs non-PoE Switches

 Managed vs. Unmanaged Switches

 Routers / Default Gateways

 Media Converters - Fiber and Coax

 Ethernet over UTP Extenders

 Ethernet Network Distance

 Wireless

 Network Interface Cards

 Multiple NICs

 Customer Premise Equipment

 Racks and Shelves

http://ipvm.com/
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Network Speeds

The vast majority of network gear is rated for

either 100 Mb/s (Fast Ethernet) or 1,000 Mb/s

(Gigabit Ethernet/GbE). These ratings describe

throughput capacity, i.e., how much data each

port may handle. Other variants, such as 10 or 40 Gigabit Ethernet, are

available though generally not used in surveillance.

There are three common speed classes in use in networks today:

 Fast Ethernet: 100 Mb/second

 Gigabit Ethernet: 1,000 Mb/s

 Higher speeds: 10 Gb, 40 Gb, 100 Gb/s

Fast Ethernet

Fast Ethernet (100 Mb/sec) is used for connections to field devices, such as

cameras, encoders, and I/O modules. Rarely do these devices support

gigabit speeds. Despite multi-megapixel and 4K cameras becoming

common (with some including gigabit ports), camera streams are typically

15 Mb/s and below, simply not large enough to warrant the use of Gigabit

Ethernet for the bulk of the network.

Gigabit Ethernet

By contrast, Gigabit Ethernet (GbE) devices are rated to handle 10X more

data per second than Fast Ethernet devices. GbE devices are generally

moderately more expensive (20-30%) than their equivalent Fast Ethernet

counterparts. In surveillance, GbE is typically used to connect switches

together, as Fast Ethernet is typically not fast enough for these backbones.

http://ipvm.com/
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Additionally, it may be used to connect servers to storage devices

(NAS/SAN).

10+ Gigabit Ethernet

10 GbE and faster speeds are uncommon in surveillance. It is generally

used in data center applications connecting large quantities of switches and

servers which require more throughput than 1000 Mb/s links can provide.

The only likely application for 10 GbE in surveillance is in connecting large

quantities of servers to a storage network (SAN), typically only seen in very

large systems, such as citywide surveillance.

Faster speeds such as 40 and 100 GbE are very rare, expensive, and unlikely

to see use in surveillance in the near future.

Actual Throughput

Total actual throughput capacity of all of these options will be less than the

category implies, as other network variables and the switch design itself

deduct a portion of bandwidth as overhead. Typically, about 70-80% of

rated speed can be expected for actual throughput, meaning 70-80 Mb/s in

a Fast Ethernet link, 700-800 in GbE, etc.

Ethernet Switches

The switch is a key connecting device within IP surveillance networks. The

primary function of a switch is to provide distribution for data within a

network, with a typical role in a surveillance system of connecting cameras

to recorders and recorders to viewing clients.

Both standalone and rackmount switches are common, usually ranging

from 4 to 96 ports (or sometimes more) in a single box. At the high-end

http://ipvm.com/
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enterprise scale, multiple switches can be joined together into a single

logical unit potentially comprised of thousands of ports.

Fast Ethernet models may be furnished with two or four GbE ports, which

for surveillance applications is useful for connecting multiple switches

together leading to a central recording server. Alternatively, a switch may

come equipped with an SFP/+ port compatible for connecting the switch to

fiber optic cables or another high bandwidth cabling format.

Our most recent statistics show that integrators still prefer Cisco

switches over others, albeit by a smaller margin than in previous years.

PoE vs Non-PoE Switches

Statistically, most IP camera deployments use PoE switches. These are

Ethernet switches that also power IP cameras connected to them. The key

issues for PoE switches are how much total power they provide (many do

not provide enough if all ports are powering IP cameras) and how many

ports are PoE powered. Also, be sure to check how many ports on the

switch are PoE capable, as it is commonly less than the total port count e.g.

a 16 port PoE switch may only have 8 ports that provide PoE. For more, see

our PoE Guide for IP Video Surveillance.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Small_form-factor_pluggable_transceiver
https://ipvm.com/reports/fav-switches-17
https://ipvm.com/reports/fav-switches-17
https://ipvm.com/reports/nvr-poe-switch
https://ipvm.com/reports/surveillance-power-over-ethernet-poe-guide
http://ipvm.com/
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Managed Switches

Managed switches allow the user to connect, most commonly via web

interface, to perform monitoring and setup tasks. Differing levels of

management are available, normally referred to as "smart switches" versus

"fully managed", though the features contained by each vary by

manufacturer.

In surveillance, managed switches are more commonly used, as most PoE

models (outside of very small, low-cost 4-5 port options) include some sort

of management capability. Surveillance users may use the management

interface to reboot cameras by cycling PoE power, set up network

monitoring via SNMP, port mirroring for troubleshooting, segment

surveillance traffic via VLANs, or configure multicast, all functions not

found in unmanaged models. Below is the web interface of a Cisco

managed switch.

https://ipvm.com/reports/vlans-for-surveillance
https://ipvm.com/reports/vlans-for-surveillance
http://ipvm.com/
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Unmanaged Switches

Unmanaged switches offer no configuration or monitoring capabilities,

simply connecting devices on a single physical LAN. These switches are

typically the lowest-cost models available, but should be used only in very

small systems, typically 8 cameras and under, where monitoring and

advanced configuration are not required.

Routers

While switches are used to connect devices together in a local network,

routers are used to connect multiple networks. The router inspects

network traffic, sending only packets addressed outside the local network

through its WAN port to a modem (connected to the internet). Local traffic

is kept internal.

http://ipvm.com/
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While some routers are simply used to route network traffic, more

commonly they include firewall features. This allows only specific traffic

from specific devices through the router, based on rules set by users.

In surveillance, routers are most often

used to connect the surveillance

network to other networks, acting as a

physical firewall. This allows the

surveillance network to remain

inaccessible except to those hosts

which administrators choose.

Some routers additionally provide advanced features / services such as

VPN.

Typically IP cameras are not connected directly to routers, they are

connected to switches and then the switches are connected to the router.

Router/Switch 'Convergence'

Some routers may include switch ports, especially models intended for

remote sites or consumer use. This eliminates the need for a separate

switch in small networks. However, these ports are rarely PoE, so making

direct camera connections requires a separate PoE midspan.

Also, some switches include routing functions. However, these devices are

typically used in local area networks to more efficiently connect multiple

VLANs than traditional routers, while routers are still used for higher

security applications, such as connecting to the internet.

https://ipvm.com/reports/vpns
https://ipvm.com/reports/vpns
https://ipvm.com/reports/surveillance-power-over-ethernet-poe-guide
http://ipvm.com/
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Media Converters - Fiber and Coax

Media converters adapt Ethernet from

copper/UTP cables to fiber optics. Fiber

optic cables support higher bandwidth,

longer distances, and are immune to

common types of interference which

affect copper Ethernet cables.

In surveillance, fiber media converters are most commonly used to connect

cameras more than 100m away from a switch to a standard network, such

as pole-mounted cameras in parking lots. For more, see Daisy Chained

Fiber Explained.

Another type of media converter common to surveillance is the Ethernet

over Coax adapter. The specialized media converters allow users to reuse

existing coaxial cables installed for analog camera systems to connect new

IP cameras. We cover these in detail in our Ethernet Over Coax Shootout.

Ethernet Extenders

It is also possible to exceed distance limitations on typical UTP cabling far

beyond the 100m max by using Ethernet extenders, which connect inline in

long cable runs, regenerating the signal and passing PoE.

https://ipvm.com/reports/daisy-chained-fiber-explained
https://ipvm.com/reports/daisy-chained-fiber-explained
https://ipvm.com/reports/eoc-shootout
http://ipvm.com/
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These devices essentially eliminate the need to install an IDF with its own

switch at a given location to maintain standards compliant UTP cabling

while reaching long distances.

Ethernet Network Distances

Another key element that remains constant, regardless of speed, is the

distance between two devices. For Fast and Gigabit Ethernet over most

types of UTP cable, the distance should not exceed 100m (330') per the

guidelines set in IEEE802.3. Trying to stretch the distance longer leads to

data reliability problems, usually causing video quality and communication

issues between cameras, switches, and servers. For more see our long

distance Ethernet test.

There are some manufacturers which claim longer Ethernet distances,

which have functioned as advertised in our testing. However, these longer

cable runs do not adhere to standards, which may be unacceptable to

many users. Additionally, if standards-compliant equipment is used in the

future, cable runs will need to be reconfigured, and switches and/or

extenders added, etc.

Network Interface Cards

The Network Interface Card (NIC) performs the essential function of

connecting a computer to a network. A "computer" might be a server or

workstation, but could also describe an IP camera or NVR. In general, any

device that accessible or managed on a network includes a NIC.

In modern use, NIC typically does not refer to a separate card installed onto

a server's motherboard or camera's PCB. Instead, the NIC is often physically

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/IEEE_802.3
https://ipvm.com/reports/test-long-ethernet
https://ipvm.com/reports/test-long-ethernet
https://ipvm.com/reports/uniview-nvr-test
https://ipvm.com/reports/bicsi-and-ip-video-surveillance
http://ipvm.com/
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integrated with the computer it is matched with, and true dedicated

Network Interface Cards are typically only found in servers:

Multiple Server NIC Usage

Usually, devices like cameras have a single network interface, but a server

may have two or more. A common 'best practice' in terms of recorder

performance and security is to physically segregate network connections to

a dedicated NIC. A server might have two NICs, where one is connected to

the network of cameras and the other is connected to a common LAN

composed of workstations accessing video.

Every device network requires its own NIC. In mixed network environments

including both wired and wireless networks, computers must have separate

NICs for each. Each NIC has at least one IP address that declares its

presence and location on a network.

Customer Premise Equipment

Those involved in surveillance networks may encounter the term "CPE",

which stands for "customer premise equipment." CPE generally refers to

equipment at the customer location, but not owned by customer, most

often used to connect to another network, usually (but not always) the

http://ipvm.com/
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internet. Today, the most common types of CPE are cable and DSL modems

and fiber optic interfaces (e.g. FiOS) used for most internet connections.

Racks and Cabinets

There are several types of enclosures for organizing as well as securing

network equipment ranging from as single switch to full systems. These

racks, cabinets, and mounts come in a variety of sizes and form factors and

require special consideration for space, power, mounting, and other factors,

covered in detail in our Network Racks For Surveillance Guide

Wireless

This guide is intended only to cover the basics of wired infrastructure.

Wireless networking has its own considerations, design requirements, and

hardware selections, covered in our Wireless For Video Surveillance Guide.

Network designers may need to consider space and connectivity in

surveillance systems for some wireless hardware, such as controllers, but

these are more often used in Wi-Fi systems, not surveillance.

https://ipvm.com/reports/rack-cabinet-guide
https://ipvm.com/reports/wireless-networking-for-video-surveillance-guide
http://ipvm.com/
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Test your knowledge

Take this 10 question quiz now.

https://ipvm.com/take/ip-network-hardware-quiz
http://ipvm.com/
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PoE

We provide comprehensive explanations of the elements in selecting and

using Power Over Ethernet with IP cameras.

We cover:

 PoE vs Low Voltage

 When to Use PoE, When Not

 PSEs vs PDs

 PoE Classes

 802.3af vs 802.3at vs 802.3bt

 Nonstandard PoE Implementations

 Passive PoE

 Spare Pairs

 Distance Limitations

 PoE Extenders

 Power Consumption vs Specification

 Calculating Power Budget

 PoE via Switch, MidSpan or NVR

 The Top 5 PoE Misunderstanding

http://ipvm.com/
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PoE vs Low Voltage

All cameras need electrical power to operate.

'Power over Ethernet' (PoE) uses a single cable to connect a camera to both

the data network and a power supply. In most cases, powering cameras

before the advent of PoE meant using low voltage power using separate

power supplies and dedicated power wiring. PoE eliminates the second

cable / supply.

Using this single cable with power built into switches saves cost compared

to low voltage power supplies, typically ~$10-30 per camera. See: PoE vs

Low Voltage Power Supplies Cost Compared.

PoE Almost Always Used

PoE is supported and used, in practice, in almost all professional IP cameras

and installations.

Exceptions To PoE Use

There are some exceptions where PoE is not used with IP cameras:

 Fiber Ethernet: In applications where cameras are connected via

fiber, cameras are often powered via local low voltage power

instead.

 Solar power: Sites powered via solar may prefer low voltage power

to reduce conversions from 12/24VDC batteries to higher voltages

required for PoE.

https://ipvm.com/reports/poe-vs-low-voltage-power-supplies-cost-compared
https://ipvm.com/reports/poe-vs-low-voltage-power-supplies-cost-compared
http://ipvm.com/
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Additionally, many cameras today only support PoE creating logistical

issues in those edge cases where low voltage power is required. For

examples and details, see: Dealing with PoE Only Cameras.

PSEs vs. PDs

When looking at PoE specs, users may see the abbreviations PSE and PD

used frequently. These are simply shorthand for Power Sourcing Equipment

(switches, midspans, NVRs, etc.) and Powered Device (cameras, access

points, controllers, etc.).

PoE Standards

PoE is defined by IEEE standards. These include:

 802.3af, which is the 'standard' PoE used by 90%+ of all IP cameras,

supporting up to 15.4W

 802.3at, which is 'high' PoE used only by a small fraction of IP

cameras that need more than 15.4W and up to 30W. 802.3at

support is most commonly found / needed when dealing with PTZs

or cameras with integrated heaters / blowers.

 802.3bt, recently ratified, with the potential for 100W PoE, that is

beyond the needs of many IP cameras.

https://ipvm.com/reports/dealing-with-poeonly-cameras
https://ipvm.com/reports/poe-bt
http://ipvm.com/
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PoE Classes

PoE standards specify "classes" which segment / specify more precisely

how much power the device consumes. The chart below summarizes the

types and classes:

A formal PoE specification should include both a type and class, but that

requirement is typically ignored. Most often, PoE is defined as '802.3af'

only with no class modifier, meaning that anywhere between 0.44 to 15.4

W is available at the source. However, when a class is given, it limits further

the minimum and maximum power available. For example, if a midspan is

802.3af Class 2 rated, it can only deliver a max of 7.0 watts.

PoE Negotiation

When connecting a powered device to a switch or other PSE, a negotiation

process occurs, in which the device and switch determine the correct

http://ipvm.com/
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voltage and wattage and determine which class will be used. This process is

quick, a matter of only a few seconds, and typically not observable by

users.

Wattage Specs Are Not Classes

Note that while many cameras may list power requirements in their specs,

this does not mean that a given camera will be seen as the class befitting

that wattage by a PSE. For example, an IP camera with a specified power

draw of 6W should fall into class 2, but is just as likely to be classified as 0.

Users should not assume a given device will negotiate at a specific class

unless it is listed on spec sheets, and even then, skepticism is healthy as

many cameras are simply classified as 0 by PSE.

Class 0 Potential Issues

Regardless of actual consumption, many cameras are classified as Class 0

(max of 15.4W) by PSE. Because of this, switches may allocate more power

than is required. So if 8 IP cameras requiring 7W each (56W total) are

connected to a switch with a 60W power budget but classified as Class 0,

cameras may not all power up or may cycle power. However, this is not

http://ipvm.com/
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always the case, with many switches ignoring class and simply allocating

power based on actual draw.

Higher Power: 802.3bt Ratified In 2018

An even more substantial class of PoE (802.3bt) is was ratified in

September of 2018. That standard provides a variant of PoE able to deliver

100 watts at the source by using all four pairs in a category cable, a point

we cover in depth in the next section.

While the prospect of more than doubling 802.3at wattage is creating buzz,

using it for surveillance gear may not be necessary, as most IP cameras

consume less than 10W. The most likely markets for 802.3bt appear to be

lighting systems, electrical motor controllers, and high powered industrial

sensors. For more information please read our 802.3bt report.

Proprietary PoE

Not all devices claiming to be PoE use the 802.3at/af standards. Various

manufacturers have released proprietary variants which offer higher

wattages, such as Cisco's Universal PoE (60W) or Phihong's

MegaPoE (95W).

http://www.ieee802.org/3/bt/
http://www.ieee802.org/3/bt/p802d3bt_sponsor_timeline.pdf
http://www.ieee802.org/3/bt/p802d3bt_sponsor_timeline.pdf
http://electronicdesign.com/power/poe-targets-more-applications-higher-power-ieee-8023bt
https://ipvm.com/reports/poe-bt
https://www.cisco.com/c/en/us/products/collateral/switches/catalyst-4500-series-switches/white_paper_c11-670993.html
http://www.phihong.com/poe/mega_poe.php
http://www.phihong.com/poe/mega_poe.php
http://ipvm.com/
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In some cases, proprietary PoE implementations will work with

standards-based devices, so an 802.3af camera may be connected to a

UPoE switch, for example. In other variants, backwards compatibility is not

guaranteed. Users should double check this compatibility before

connecting equipment.

Passive PoE

In addition to the 802.3af/at/bt standards, some devices use so-called

"passive" PoE, which injects 12 or 24 VDC onto spare cable pairs with no

negotiation process used in standards based PoE. Power is supplied on

these pairs whether the device "requests" it or not.

In some cases, powered devices may handle passive PoE without issue.

However, those which are not specified to use may be damaged. Because

of this, we do not recommend using passive PoE unless the device explicitly

specifies it.

Passive PoE is most common in wireless equipment, such

as Ubiquiti or Mikrotik, but not common in IP cameras.

Alternative A vs. Alternative B

PoE is supplied over different pins depending on the power source used,

referred to as Alternatives A and B.

 Alternative A PoE injects power on the same pairs used for data (pins

1, 2, 3, and 6) with the remaining two pairs unused

 Alternative B injects power on unused pairs (pins 4, 5, 7, and 8)

http://ubnt.com/
https://wiki.mikrotik.com/wiki/Manual:PoE-In
http://ipvm.com/
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Most surveillance devices auto-sense which pairs are used to supply power.

Many PoE devices are 'Alternate A or B agnostic' and will work without

issue using either type of supply. However, some devices with only a

minority of connectors (ie: Axis M12 connector) as Alternate Type specific.

(The M12 is Type B PoE only.)

While the actual order of pins vary according to cabling standards

(ie: TIA/EIA 568A or B), those standards affect the 2 data pairs, not the

power pairs. Regardless of which wiring standard is used, if power sources

and devices comply with the 802.3af/at spec, power connections will be

made in the same way.

Distance Limitations

PoE is essentially limited to the same 100m distance limitation as of

non-PoE Ethernet cabling. Data being carried by the cable will drop and

degrade before the power drops below what the standard guarantees.

http://www.axis.com/gb/en/products/cables-and-connectors/male-m12-4p-connector-10-pcs
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/TIA/EIA-568
http://ipvm.com/
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Beyond 100m, there are two typical options for extended length PoE:

extenders and proprietary long length PoE.

PoE Extenders

For applications requiring more than 100m, PoE extenders are available.

Typically, they are pairs of adapters for each camera, with power injected

at the headend side. PoE extenders often provide 300m or even up to

600m total distance.

PoE extenders vary in price, but typically sell for $200-300 USD. For more,

see Long IP Camera Run Options: Fiber, PoE Extenders and EoC examined.

Proprietary Extended PoE

Some manufacturers have released NVRs and switches which allow longer

PoE distances, as much as 300-500m. This is typically achieved by using

higher voltages (70-80VDC) to account for voltage drop at longer distances.

Note that these variants are not standardized and are specified to work

only within a given manufacturer's product line (Uniview cameras with

Uniview NVRs, for example). Using standard cameras on ports configured

for extended PoE may cause damage to the camera.

https://ipvm.com/reports/poe-beyond-100m
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Voltage_drop
https://ipvm.com/reports/uniview-nvr-test
https://ipvm.com/reports/uniview-nvr-test
http://ipvm.com/
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Typical PoE Consumption Vs Specification

Each IP camera manufacturer publishes specifications for power draw in

addition to whether or not the camera supports PoE. This is important

knowing how much total power you need as even if all cameras are

'regular' 802.3af PoE, power draw can range from as low as 2 watts to as

high as 15. As a general rule of thumb, fixed IP cameras typically consume

about 4 - 7 watts of power.

IP camera power specifications are typically higher than what is actually

consumed by the camera, as verified in our IP Camera PoE Power

Consumption Test.

Calculating Power Budget

Multiple IP cameras are typically powered by a single device. As such, one

needs to check and add up the individual power requirements of cameras

in one's system. For example, the six cameras below total 34W power draw,

but the switch is able to supply only 30W total. Because of this, one camera

will not power up or will cycle power repeatedly.

https://ipvm.com/reports/ip-camera-power-use-rankings
https://ipvm.com/reports/ip-camera-power-use-rankings
http://ipvm.com/
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PoE via Switch or Midspan or NVR

PoE is typically provided in one of three ways:

 From a network switch that supports PoE

 Via a box installed in series with the cable called a midspan injector

 From an NVR with an embedded PoE switch

The network switch is, by far, the most common approach for providing

PoE power. The midspan is used much less often though is preferred by

some as it allows separating switch selection and support from midspan /

PoE power. See: PoE: Switch vs. Midspan Usage

Switch Issues

With the use of PoE common in many areas, finding switches that offer PoE

is not difficult.

https://ipvm.com/reports/poe-switch-vs-midspan-statistics
http://ipvm.com/
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However, care should be taken to confirm power is available on all switch

ports. Especially in lower-end or consumer switch gear, it is common to

enable PoE on one or half the available ports, but not them all:

Even 'professional' switches may only provide total power that is half of

what is needed for full 802.3af support. For example, 12 port switches

often support 90 total watts of PoE power, which is equivalent to 7.5 W per

port. If you use IP cameras on all 12 ports, your use may require than 90

watts total.

In such cases, cameras can randomly go offline and be mistaken for a 'bad'

camera when, in fact, is that the switch is turning off ports because it does

not have sufficient power to support all cameras (see PoE Power

Problems for more details). For a modest premium, some switches offer

'full' PoE power to all ports. In our 12 port switch example, this would be

180 watts (i.e., 15W x 12).

Midspans

The other option, midspan power injectors, are less commonly used but

may be the right choice in applications where PoE cameras are desired but

where a non-PoE network already exists, or where special PoE

https://ipvm.com/reports/poe-power-problems
https://ipvm.com/reports/poe-power-problems
http://ipvm.com/
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requirements can be satisfied more inexpensively than buying more

expensive gear.For example, if 8 cameras are required, but only one is

802.3at, it may be more cost effective to buy a lower power 802.3af switch

and a single 802.3at injector.

PoE Embedded NVRs

Some NVRs have PoE switches built in, which has become a popular option

for small systems. The main benefit of these units is simplicity, since buying

/ connecting to a separate PoE switch is eliminated.

https://ipvm.com/reports/nvr-poe-switch
https://ipvm.com/reports/nvr-poe-switch
http://ipvm.com/
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Note that users should be especially careful when calculating power budget

for use with PoE NVRs, as these units often support only lower power

classes on all ports and may not support 802.3at.

Top 5 PoE Misunderstandings

In our guided IPVM IP Networking course, we include PoE as a core

networking concept. Over the course of several sessions, certain questions

are asked by students on a routine basis. Here they are:

1. Can I accidentally double PoE wattage by using midspans & switches

together?

2. Does each port produce max rated wattage?

3. Can a cable plugged into a port, but not a camera electrocute me or

be a safety hazard?

4. How far can PoE travel on cable?

5. Will cameras using power supplies be damaged by also plugging

them into PoE ports?

In the sections below, we answer each question.

Question: "Can I accidentally double PoE wattage by using midspans &

switches together?"

Answer: No. The process of devices using PoE generally involves a

negotiation process where a device identifies and requests PoE power from

a source like a switch or midspan injector. Because those source devices do

not request power from potential sources, they do not themselves receive

any PoE power. In this way, the 'only' PoE applied to the cable is done by

the device nearest to the PoE powered camera or security device.

http://ipvm.com/
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We tested this scenario in our PoE Midspan With Switch Tested report and

describe the mechanics in full detail.

Question: "Does each port produce max rated wattage?

Answer: It is not guaranteed. While a port may be rated to deliver max

wattage, (ie: 15.4W for 802.3af or 60W for 802.3at) the ability of the PSE to

produce it depends on the total demand of PoE versus the maximum

outputted power available. In many cases, demand outpaces supply,

causing performance issues or brownout conditions for PoE devices.

For example, this consumer grade PoE switch (TPLink TL-SG1008P) has the

following output specs:

The max PoE power available on the switch is 53W. With 4 PoE ports, this

max power is divided between each, or: 53W / 4 ports = 13.25W per port.

However, the max PoE power available per port is rated at 15.4W per

802.3af to 15.4 W * 4 = 61.6W. The difference between maximum port

https://ipvm.com/reports/poe-switch-midspan
http://www.tp-link.com/lb/products/details/cat-42_TL-SG1008P.html
http://ipvm.com/
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specifications and max output power available at the switch is a full 8.6W.

This means if we had 4 cameras that required 15W each, the power budget

would be overdrawn.

Question: "Can a cable plugged into a port, but not a camera electrocute

me or be a safety hazard?"

Answer: No. Due to the initial negotiation process, PoE power is not

actively issued unless a connected device requests it. This means that a

cable connected to a PSE is not 'electrified' at all until plugged in to a PoE

device and will not present a safety danger because of incidental contact.

Question: "How far can PoE travel on cable?"

Answer: The maximum 100m described by the ethernet IEE802.3 standard

without using extenders or other means. By design, power will extend as

far as any maximum length cable can be networked. In reality, this

maximum length is much farther, per our IP Camera Long Distance

Ethernet Test, where full PoE voltages were measured a full 1000' away

from the source, beyond the point any data could travel on the same

connected cable.

While PoE is rated for the max cable distance, any distance further than

100m does not meet ethernet standards, and additional lengths will not be

supported and may void product warranties if used.

Question: "Will cameras using power supplies be damaged by also

plugging them into PoE ports?"

Answer: Not likely, but beware. In most cases, cameras or other PoE

devices will not request power even when available from a PSE if the device

https://ipvm.com/reports/test-long-ethernet
https://ipvm.com/reports/test-long-ethernet
http://ipvm.com/
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is already receiving power from a low-voltage power supply. However,

especially with older PoE devices, instructions may warn against doing this

at the risk of damaging the device.

In general, this is not an issue with newer cameras, but any disclaimers

against this situation should be strictly heeded.

Test your knowledge

Take this 5 question quiz now

https://ipvm.com/take/PoE_guide_for_IP_video_surveillance_quiz
http://ipvm.com/
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VLANs

Many people confidently say to 'use VLANs' as an answer to IP video

networking problems and as a way to signal expertise.

But how should VLANs be used? What benefits do they really deliver or

not?

We examine:

 Segmentation of applications across VLANs

 Untagged vs tagged VLANs

 Static vs dynamic VLANs

 VLANs for uplinks

 Bandwidth and VLANs

 QoS and VLANs

 Common applications of VLANs

Overview

A VLAN (Virtual Local Area Network) logically divides a single physical

switch or switches into multiple separate logical networks, making devices

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Vlan
http://ipvm.com/
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on one VLAN "invisible" to and unable to communicate with devices on

another unless they are routed together.

The graphic is diagram shows VLANs on a typical shared / converged

network. In this instance, surveillance traffic is separated from general

office and VOIP traffic via three separate VLANs. The only devices that can

communicate with each other in the illustration below are the camera and

the NVR, as they are in the same VLAN.

Untagged vs. Tagged VLANs

There are two fundamental types of VLANs, tagged and untagged:

Untagged VLANs

By default, all ports of a switch are added to a default untagged VLAN

(typically VLAN ID 1), meaning that all ports may "see" all others. Moving

specific ports to another VLAN ID as untagged segregates this traffic.

The benefit untagged VLANs is reduced configuration, as no endpoint

device configuration (cameras, servers, etc.) must be performed, as traffic

http://ipvm.com/
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is simply limited to the VLAN by the switch. However, ports (including

uplinks) may only be assigned to a single untagged VLAN. So if a specific

device must see multiple VLANs, such as office file transfer/printing,

surveillance, and VOIP, users must either use tagging (below) or route the

two VLAN segments together, both of which add complexity.

Tagged VLANs

Ports may also be tagged with specific VLAN IDs using 802.1Q tagging.

Traffic entering and exiting the port is tagged with a specific ID which is

inspected by the receiving device.

The benefit of tagged VLANs is that ports may be assigned to more than

one VLAN, unlike untagged. However, end devices connected to these

ports must also support 802.1Q, which is not supported by most IP cameras

or other security devices, and requires additional Windows components to

be installed/configured in PCs. Because of this, tagged VLANs are typically

only used for uplink.

Static VLANs

Note: Click here to view the Creating VLAN video on IPVM.

Most video surveillance networks use static VLANs configured per port. For

example, ports 1-12 on a switch may be part of the general LAN, while

13-24 are part of the camera VLAN.

Port based static VLANs are most common, and simplest to set up, but

must be manually reconfigured if devices are moved or added, unlike

dynamic VLANs. In the video below we provide a tutorial on configuring

port based VLANs:

https://ipvm.com/reports/vlans-for-surveillance
http://ipvm.com/
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Dynamic VLANs

Dynamic VLANs assign a port based on its MAC address, credentials, or type

of device. This provides greater flexibility, since devices may be plugged

into any port, and rearranged as needed.

However, initial setup of dynamic VLANs more time-consuming, as the

database or macros with the device identifiers or rules must be created,

making them less commonly used, especially in surveillance as cameras,

servers, and other equipment typically remains connected to the same port,

and are not moved.

MAC Based VLAN Example

There are a few variations of dynamic VLANs. Below we provide an image

from a managed switch that shows MAC based VLAN configuration. The

switch will discover the MAC address of the device connecting to it and

then add it to the appropriate VLAN based on the predefined policy.

http://ipvm.com/
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Other Dynamic VLAN Options

Dynamic VLANs are also set via two other means, neither of which is

common in surveillance:

 Macros/"Smart ports": This method uses protocols such as CDP/LLDP

to automatically check the device type connected and assign it to a

VLAN. This is commonly used in voice over IP and general network

settings, but the vast majority of IP cameras do not support the

required protocols, making it practically useless in surveillance.

 Active Directory/LDAP: Finally, devices which support Active

Directory/LDAP may be assigned to a specific group in coordination

with the domain controller. Few cameras support these protocols,

but it may be useful in assigning specific users (admins, security

managers, guards, etc.) rights to view surveillance devices,

regardless of which machine they log in from.

VLANs for Uplinks

There are two ways to handle VLANs in switch uplink ports.

 Dedicated VLAN per port: In switches with multiple uplink ports and

few VLANs, specific uplink ports may be assigned to a single VLAN.

This is the simplest method to use, though the number of VLANs

must be fewer than the number of uplink ports.

 Shared trunk port: Second, traffic may be sent over a shared uplink

port or ports, referred to as a trunk port. Traffic leaving trunk ports is

tagged as specific VLANs using 802.1q (see above). This method is

slightly more complex, but generally preferred as it allows for link

aggregation for failover and/or higher uplink throughput.

http://ipvm.com/
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VLAN Benefits

Increased security on shared networks is the main benefit of using VLANs.

By segmenting traffic into multiple virtual LANs, surveillance may securely

coexist on the same switch as general data or voice traffic. For practical

purposes, the networks are invisible to each other so clients on the office

LAN may not reach the surveillance VLAN.

Bandwidth Myths

In surveillance, VLANs are not used to save bandwidth, a popular myth. It is

technically true that VLANs reduce the amount of traffic on the LAN, since

broadcasts are not sent to the entire physical network, but only to the

originating VLAN. However, this generally only impacts performance on

very large networks, with hundreds of devices. In a 24-camera LAN, they

will have little to no effect. If your surveillance cameras overload your IP

network, other traffic on those switches will be impacted.

VLANs and QoS

One of the reasons VLANs are often seen as restricting or allocating

bandwidth is because they are often used in conjunction with quality of

service. QoS may be set by VLAN in most managed switches. A surveillance

VLAN, for example, may receive higher priority as a whole than general

data or voice VLANs.

Equipment Requirements

Implementing VLANs requires managed switches be used, as unmanaged

switches offer no configuration capability. The vast majority of managed

switches (both fully-managed and smart switches) available today are

http://ipvm.com/
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VLAN-capable. Users may see our switch recommendations for surveillance

systems for more information.

VLAN Scenarios for Surveillance

How VLANs are applied varies, depending on the application:

 Small systems: In low camera count systems, such as small retail,

VLANs are generally not used as low-cost unmanaged switches

without VLAN support are most often deployed. Also, viewing is

normally performed on the same computer as general office tasks,

so creating VLANs would require routing be set up, adding cost.

 Converged network: When sharing a LAN with other services, often

the case of schools and small or mid-sized offices, VLANs are

normally implemented. It is not uncommon for these facilities to use

one VLAN for data, one for VOIP traffic, and one for security, to

better segment these services. Routing between the general office

VLAN and security VLAN is normally required, to give select workers

access to video.

 Dedicated network without VLANs: When using a dedicated,

separate camera network, VLANs are often not needed or desired. If

access from the general LAN is needed, the two separate physical

networks are connected via router.

 Dedicated network with VLANs: In large systems, multiple VLANs

may be used, even when using a dedicated security network.

Cameras and clients are placed on separate VLANs, to prevent any

potential tampering by users on monitoring stations directly access

the cameras' web interfaces. When access control is deployed on the

network, as well, many manufacturers recommend using a separate

https://ipvm.com/reports/switches-for-surveillance
https://ipvm.com/reports/switches-for-surveillance
http://ipvm.com/
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VLAN, as access systems may create broadcast traffic which may

create issues in the surveillance system.

Conclusions

While the value of VLANs is significantly inflated by many, they do have

some importance in shared LANs, preventing unauthorized access to video.

However, VLANs are not a panacea in network security, and should be

deployed only when necessary. Creating a truly converged network

demands more configuration and coordination, not simply VLANs.

Test your knowledge

Take this 6 question quiz now

https://ipvm.com/take/VLANs-for-surveillance-quiz
http://ipvm.com/
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QoS

Along with VLANs, QoS is one of the most misunderstood topics in IP

surveillance networks. Many purported "experts" claim it is required in any

and all surveillance systems, but little clear guidance is given about why,

leaving those new to the field confused. We cover the basics of QoS, what

it is, how it is applied, and when it should be used.

We explain:

 What is Quality of Service

 How Quality of Service is Applied

 Limitations

 Practical Uses

 Setting up QoS

 Quiz Yourself: 5 Question Quiz to measure your knowledge on QoS

for Surveillance

This is one of many tutorials on networking for surveillance. Others

include: Wireless Networking for Video Surveillance, Network Addressing

for Video Surveillance, Bandwidth Guide for Video Surveillance, Remote

Network Access for Video Surveillance, Network Monitoring / SNMP for

Video Surveillance, and more.

https://ipvm.com/reports/wireless-networking-for-video-surveillance-guide
https://ipvm.com/reports/ip-camera-network-addressing-overview
https://ipvm.com/reports/ip-camera-network-addressing-overview
https://ipvm.com/reports/bandwidth-guide-for-video-networks
https://ipvm.com/reports/remote-network-access-video-surveillance
https://ipvm.com/reports/remote-network-access-video-surveillance
https://ipvm.com/reports/snmp-for-video-surveillance
https://ipvm.com/reports/snmp-for-video-surveillance
http://ipvm.com/
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What is Quality of Service?

Quality of Service (QoS) refers to strategies used to manage

available bandwidth for specific applications. Typically, it is applied when IP

video or VoIP services are present on the same network as typical data

traffic (file transfers, internet use, etc.). Video and voice are highly

latency-sensitive, unlike these other services, and may be adversely

effected if bandwidth is not managed, resulting in lost packets and high

latency. These issues may result in dropped frames, degraded streams,

camera disconnections or other undesirable or unpredictable effects.

How QoS is Applied

There are three methods by which QoS is generally applied:

 By Application: Setting QoS by application is perhaps most common.

This method categorizes and allocates bandwidth based on the type

of application it serves. For example, FTP traffic may be assigned a

lower priority than streaming video, to maintain higher frame rates

and quality. Setting QoS by application requires that all components

(cameras, switches, servers, etc.) support QoS, normally via DiffServ,

the most common means today of tagging traffic by its application.

 By VLAN: Different VLANs may be assigned different QoS, allowing a

security VLAN higher priority than the office LAN, so cameras,

servers, and viewing clients receive a larger share of bandwidth.

Setting QoS by VLAN requires that all devices support VLAN tagging,

but QoS is set at the switch, requiring nothing further at end devices.

 By User: Finally, QoS may also be set by user. This is generally not

used in security, but may still be preferred by network

administrators or database workers who require a certain amount of

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Quality_of_service
https://ipvm.com/reports/bandwidth-guide-for-video-networks
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Differentiated_services
https://ipvm.com/reports/vlans-for-surveillance
http://ipvm.com/
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guaranteed bandwidth to perform their work, while those

performing lighter tasks, do not. This method is more

time-consuming to configure, since QoS setup must be tied to

network login, adding additional complexity.

No matter which method is used, if QoS is desired, managed switches must

be used, as QoS can not be configured on unmanaged switches. Below we

provide an example of managed switch's QoS settings [Note: A Cisco switch

is shown as they are most common in surveillance networks].

Some vendors, like Netgear, have unmanaged switches that honor IEEE

802.1p and DSCP priority tags.

No Guarantees

QoS is a prioritization in most cases, and not a bandwidth guarantee,

arranging the order in which packets / data are queued for sending. Some

switches may offer bandwidth reservation, allowing specific services to

receive only X amount of bandwidth, instead of a simple prioritization.

However, this is generally not used, as it is featured in more expensive

https://ipvm.com/reports/fav-switches-17
http://www.downloads.netgear.com/files/GDC/datasheet/en/600Series.pdf
http://www.downloads.netgear.com/files/GDC/datasheet/en/600Series.pdf
http://ipvm.com/
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enterprise switches, and restricted to trunk connections between switches

or WAN connections. In most cases, prioritization via DiffServ is sufficient.

Dedicated vs Shared Network Use

For installations using a dedicated security network (most common in IP

video), QoS will have little practical effect. Shown below are the statistics

derived from integrator surveys which illustrate the large majority of

surveillance networks are dedicated, and therefor likely will not benefit

from QoS.

There may be potential gains if multiple systems, i.e., surveillance, access

control, and IP intercom are used on the same network, but overall this is

likely unnecessary.

In shared networks, QoS may be vital for systems of any size. In a four or

eight camera system sharing a switch in a small retail or office applications,

chances are that available bandwidth without QoS is sufficient. However, in

larger systems, such as schools, mid-sized offices, campus environments,

etc., QoS is more desirable, if not necessary, as these networks may easily

become congested.

https://ipvm.com/reports/ded-con-net
https://ipvm.com/reports/ded-con-net
http://ipvm.com/
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Setting Up QoS

For example, in a shared enterprise network, where IP surveillance, voice,

and data all are present, QoS is generally set in one of two ways:

 First, by application, using DiffServ tagging to prioritize applications.

Typically, voice is prioritized first, followed by video, then file

transfer, internet data, and other general uses. Degradation to voice

is most noticeable to users, while video may handle light latency

better, making voice the higher priority. As an example we have an

IP camera setup below. When using DiffServ, QoS must be

configured in each camera, typically by entering a DiffServ code

point (DSCP), which correlates to priority level, assigned in the

switch. In some cameras, different DSCPs may be set for services

such as audio, video, alarm, and management, so these functions are

prioritized separately. Most, but not all, IP cameras supports DiffServ

so check ahead if you plan to use this method. Below is DiffServ

configuration for a Hikvision camera:

 Second, by VLAN. In this case, the entire voice VLAN, followed by

security, and finally by file transfer and internet data VLANs would

http://ipvm.com/
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be assigned QoS as a whole. For the most part, this is effectively the

same as QoS by application, but prioritizes all traffic on the VLAN,

meaning that management tasks, audio, I/O data, and other

non-video system functions all receive the same priority.

CBR vs. VBR for QoS

Even without a network enabled for QoS, you can set up your camera

streams to improve quality of service. To do so, use MBR / VBR with bit rate

caps, or CBR, as this will constrain cameras overloading your network.

Combining the two will provide the most predictable results. Using CBR or

bit rate caps provides a fixed bandwidth target, allowing easier estimation

of throughput, while QoS provides prioritization of traffic, reducing latency

and packet loss. Below, shows the bitrate options for a Hikvision camera.

Note: Click here to view the user interface animation on IPVM.

Conclusions

Given most integrators prefer to run their surveillance systems on a

dedicated network, QoS is generally not needed. In larger, shared networks,

however, it becomes vital in preventing unexpected performance

degradation.

Test your knowledge

Take this 5 question quiz now

https://ipvm.com/report/vbr_vs_cbr_surveillance_streaming
https://ipvm.com/report/vbr_vs_cbr_surveillance_streaming
https://ipvm.com/reports/qos-for-surveillance
https://ipvm.com/take/QoS-for-surveillance-quiz
http://ipvm.com/
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Multicasting

Network bandwidth can be a concern for

some surveillance systems. While

improvements in video codecs, such

as smart codecs for H.264 and H.265, have

reduced bandwidth needs significantly,

large systems still encounter issues with large amounts of video data and

viewers. We look at the basics of multicast networks, a

frequently-mentioned means of reducing bandwidth, where they will save

bandwidth and where they will not.

We explain:

 The Basics of Multicast

 Use in Surveillance

 Unicast / Multicast Combinations

 Network Support

 VMS Support

 Quiz Yourself: 5 Question Quiz to measure knowledge of Multicast

for Surveillance

This is one of many tutorials on networking for surveillance. Others

include: Wireless Networking for Video Surveillance, Network Addressing

for Video Surveillance, Bandwidth Guide for Video

Surveillance, Remote Network Access for Video Surveillance, Network

Monitoring / SNMP for Video Surveillance, and more.

https://ipvm.com/reports/smart-codec-guide
https://ipvm.com/reports/h265-camera-test
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Multicast
https://ipvm.com/reports/wireless-networking-for-video-surveillance-guide
https://ipvm.com/reports/ip-camera-network-addressing-overview
https://ipvm.com/reports/ip-camera-network-addressing-overview
https://ipvm.com/reports/bandwidth-guide-for-video-networks
https://ipvm.com/reports/bandwidth-guide-for-video-networks
https://ipvm.com/reports/remote-network-access-video-surveillance
https://ipvm.com/reports/snmp-for-video-surveillance
https://ipvm.com/reports/snmp-for-video-surveillance
http://ipvm.com/
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The Basics

In order to understand multicast's use in surveillance applications, users

should understand the basics. In most typical network applications, unicast

transmission is used. In this method, the source device, such as an IP

camera, transmits as many copies of the video feed as are requested by

destinations. The main drawback of this is inefficiency. If the camera is set

to a 2 Mbps stream size, for example, four clients requesting video will

utilize 8 Mbps of bandwidth. This image illustrates unicast transmission

from the sender (red) to three recipients (green):

In multicast transmission, however, there is no direct connection between

the source and destination(s). Destinations, such as surveillance clients, are

joined in a multicast group, which receives a single copy of the video

stream which is replicated to each client. So four viewers requesting a 2

Mbps stream will only use 2 Mbps of bandwidth, instead of the 8 Mbps

used in a unicast network. The following image illustrates multicast

transmission from the sender (red) to three recipients (green):

http://ipvm.com/
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Use In Surveillance

Multicast is often cited as a must-have capability in any surveillance system.

This is simply not the case. In systems with a limited number of

destinations, such as one recording server and one or two viewing clients,

multicast will save little bandwidth. True, it will potentially save the

bandwidth of a stream, but in many cases this is negligible, as the network

is rarely a bottleneck in smaller systems. In cases where recording and

viewing use separate streams, one to the server, one to the client, no

bandwidth will be saved, as each stream is only being sent to one

destination.

However, in larger deployments, where a larger number of cameras are

viewed by a large number of clients, multicast may be critical. In municipal

or corporate command centers, for example, half a dozen clients may be

connected 24/7, with additional occasional users. Client usage may spike

during critical events, as well.

Unicast/Multicast Combinations

In some cases, VMS systems may be capable of taking in a unicast stream

and re-streaming it as multicast to clients. This can be useful when using

cameras connected via means that don't support multicast, such as some
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wireless links or VPN connections. In this case, the VMS server makes a

single connection to the camera and sends the stream out as multicast to a

client, reducing bandwidth. In other cases, such as a client connecting

through a VPN which does not support multicast, the VMS may transmit

video from multicast cameras as a unicast stream. These features are

typically limited to enterprise-level VMSs, however.

Network Support

Multicast IP addresses are designated as Class D, with an address range of

224.0.0.0 to 239.255.255.255. The following image illustrates multicast

configuration on an IP camera though actual capabilities and configuration

options may vary by manufacturer.

Multicast networks require that all components support IGMP (Internet

Group Management Protocol), which manages the joining and leaving of

multicast groups. IGMP is supported by most, if not all managed switches

https://ipvm.com/reports/ip-camera-network-addressing-overview
http://ipvm.com/
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today. The image below shows a Cisco switch and the settings to setup

Multicast for VLAN 200 and several ports

The majority of camera manufacturers support multicast streaming, as well.

VMS support is limited, however, as shown below.

Multicast networks do add complexity to installation and troubleshooting.

Unicast networks can be easily deployed by those with basic network

experience, as the main concerns are the source and destination addresses.

Most technicians have no issues IP addressing cameras and client machines.

IGMP setup, performed in the switch, is simply beyond the scope of most

low-level techs' training, however. Troubleshooting is also no longer as

simple as checking a single source address and destination address, due to

the creation of multicast groups, which are addressed separately. Combine

this with the number of "moving parts" involved (cameras, clients, servers,

and switches), all with their own multicast implementation and potential

issues, and multicast is best left to experienced IT techs.

http://ipvm.com/
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VMS Support

Most major camera manufacturers now support multicast

streaming, however some of the major VMS providers do not. A quick

check of VMS players shows the following multicast support from each:

This noted, since multicast is complex to deploy and can depend on a

number of networking components, we strongly advise checking detailed

technical references on how well and easy it is to deploy multicast with

your preferred VMS.

Test Your Knowledge

Click here to take a 5 question quiz

https://ipvm.com/take/Multicasting-Surveillance-Tutorial-quiz
http://ipvm.com/
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NTP / Network Time

Inaccurate time can lead to missing or inadmissible video, yet this topic is

often overlooked, with cameras and servers left defaulted, synchronized to

different sources or not at all. However, setting up a proper time server in a

surveillance network often requires little time or money and can prevent or

mitigate these potentially disastrous issues.

We review network time for surveillance, covering these key topics:

 Time protocols: NTP, SNTP, Windows Time

 How cameras handle time sync - on arrival vs camera timestamp

 How recorders / VMS synchronize time

 Time server options

 What you should sync

 IP vs Non-IP Cameras

Time Protocols: SNTP, NTP, PTP

There are three common time protocols in use in networks today:

 SNTP: Simple Network Time Protocol is the simplest time protocol in

use, and also most common in surveillance. SNTP uses fewer

http://ipvm.com/
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resources than NTP or PTP, which makes it appropriate for lower

powered devices such as IP cameras and embedded recorders.

However, it is less accurate than NTP, able to sync only to a single

source, and does not perform extensive error checking of its source,

which can lead to inaccurate time (though this is not common).

 NTP: Network Time Protocol is more complex than SNTP and

requires more resources, but it is able to synchronize to multiple

time sources, perform error correction and checking of sources for

time drift from expected. It is generally used by Windows/Linux

servers or dedicated time servers.

 PTP: Precision Time Protocol is relatively new compared to

NTP/SNTP, and was introduced for synchronization of highly

sensitive applications. While NTP and SNTP provide millisecond

accuracy, PTP is accurate down to nanoseconds. Because of this, it

requires hardware support for proper timing and greater resources

than other protocols, and is generally not used in surveillance.

Device Support

A time server running one of these protocols provides time to devices

(cameras, client PCs, servers, etc.) which request it. This synchronization is

often performed every hour, though some may choose to run it more often,

in cases where high accuracy is required. Note that running time

synchronization on a small number of devices produces very little traffic, so

reducing synchronization interval is likely to have little impact on the

network.

Surveillance devices often are not clear whether they support NTP or SNTP.

It is common for devices to simply state 'time synchronization' instead of

http://ipvm.com/
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SNTP or NTP specifically. Effectively, though, devices support both

protocols, as synchronization packets are identical. Additional features of

NTP not supported by a SNTP requesting devices are simply disregarded.

Windows Time

It's worth noting that Windows includes a time protocol of its own which

has historically been used in many networks. However, configuring a time

server using Windows Time requires users to edit the Windows registry,

which many users may not be comfortable with. Additionally, it is

notoriously inaccurate, with multiple seconds of drift common, so should

not be used in surveillance.

How Cameras Handle Time

The vast majority of current IP cameras, including low cost and consumer

models, allow for automatic synchronization of the camera to a time server.

Users typically simply enter the server IP address or hostname, port, and

time zone, and the camera retrieves current UTC time and adjusts its

on-board clock. This synchronization is typically performed hourly, though

some cameras allow for a different interval to be set.

This image shows these typical settings:

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Network_Time_Protocol
http://support.microsoft.com/kb/816042
http://ipvm.com/
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Time Zones and Daylight Savings

Because time servers provide UTC, which applies no time zone or daylight

savings (DST) adjustments, these settings must be configured in the camera.

Each camera must be set to its local time zone. For DST, many devices

include configurable options for start/end dates and time offset (typically 1

hour). Camera time is automatically adjusted when DST begins and ends.

These settings are shown in this sample image:

However, in some cameras, only an "enable DST" checkbox is provided, and

users must manually set and reset time when daylight savings begins and

ends. Care should be taken to ensure this is done, as inaccurate time will be

provided if it is not.

Manual Sync

In addition to automatic sync options, many cameras also allow the time to

be manually set. This is not recommended, as manual adjustment may

easily be forgotten or incorrectly set, and adjusting time on even a handful

of cameras may become tedious and time consuming. Because each

camera is changed manually, it is difficult to get the time on each camera

to the same second, and could be a minute or more off. Drifting will occur
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over time and can cause the cameras to be many minutes or more off. In

this case you may see obscure time differences (i.e. 6 minutes off, 18

minutes off, etc) between cameras and other devices on the network.

How Recorders / VMS Synchronize Time

There are two ways VMSes handle timestamps: stamping frames upon

arrival, or using the camera's timestamp.

Stamping on Arrival

Stamping on arrival is exactly what it sounds like, with the VMS marking the

time it receives each frame of video. This avoids issues caused by camera

time being inaccurate, as the server is the sole source of time. In very large

systems, or systems with high latency, it may take longer for frames from

one camera to arrive than frames from another camera, which will cause

video to be out of sync. However, this is rarely a practical concern, as time

differences are very small (<1 second) and these issues are not common.

Using Camera Timestamps

Other systems use the timestamp added to video by the camera. If cameras

are properly synchronized to a time server, this should not be an issue.

However, if one or more cameras are using inaccurate time, issues may

result, varying from annoying to severe.

If a camera's clock is fast by two hours, video on the VMS system will be

marked as two hours off. Searching for video at the expected time will

produce video from another time, while the desired video has actually

been stored two hours in the future. This makes synchronized playback
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unusable. Worse, it may make video inadmissible in court, as the

timestamps do not reflect the actual time a crime took place.

Time Servers

There are three basic ways to serve time to a surveillance network:

Public Servers

Public servers such as time.gov and ntp.org are most commonly used to

synchronize time of PCs, though some cameras also use them by default.

However, in order to use these servers, all devices must have internet

access, which is often undesirable in surveillance networks. Also, using

these servers for multiple devices is considered poor practice in the IT

industry, as local servers greatly reduce traffic and requests made of public

sources.

Private Servers

In a surveillance LAN, one (or more) servers may be configured as a time

server. This machine then retrieves time from a public source such as

ntp.org or is manually set, and serves time to all other devices in the

network. This is most often configured via third party programs such

as Meinberg NTP or NetTime.

This screenshot shows the setup of a typical NetTime server, in this case

pulling from multiple sources, with a 15 minute synch frequency:

https://www.meinbergglobal.com/english/sw/ntp.htm
http://www.timesynctool.com/
http://ipvm.com/
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Since nearly any PC may be set up to act as a time server (including the

VMS server), without much-increased load, private servers retrieving time

from an Internet source is the most common time synching option in

surveillance.

Dedicated Time Servers

Finally, in systems where accurate time is required but the surveillance

system is not connected to the internet, dedicated GPS based time servers

are used. These devices retrieve time from GPS satellites via antenna,

either mounted to a window or external, and act as NTP/SNTP servers for

the rest of the network.

Dedicated GPS time servers vary in price. Lower priced models range from

about $300 USD online (Time Machines TM1000A) to about $700 USD

online (Veracity Timenet). Advanced servers (such

as Spectracom and Meinberg) with extremely precise nanosecond accuracy,

redundant external antennas, and other advanced features sell for easily

2-3 times this price, or more.

https://timemachinescorp.com/product/gps-time-server-tm1000a/
https://www.google.com/shopping/product/18170923485309674222?q=veracity+timenet&safe=off&rlz=1C5CHFA_enUS503US503&es_sm=91&biw=1280&bih=801&bav=on.2,or.r_cp.r_qf.&bvm=bv.84349003,d.cWc&tch=1&ech=1&psi=3M7HVLeVENPjsATNlYF4.1422380765208.3&prds=paur:ClkAsKraX1EnheTdAth_LUqN9pBhbL5Pl_2JHIvAgyUjy8qKByNbZAOQGTwnqeV33546pVL9YxJbdsc2hdxoyn_S-Tz3pI-vGFSE2q8QxJGsLjFAqqiq32AUmBIZAFPVH72jzSl0WHZUqnDVAMmXpvAW6nQ7Bw&ei=387HVMCrBMLdsATW-oHICw&ved=0COoDEKYrMAA
https://www.google.com/shopping/product/18170923485309674222?q=veracity+timenet&safe=off&rlz=1C5CHFA_enUS503US503&es_sm=91&biw=1280&bih=801&bav=on.2,or.r_cp.r_qf.&bvm=bv.84349003,d.cWc&tch=1&ech=1&psi=3M7HVLeVENPjsATNlYF4.1422380765208.3&prds=paur:ClkAsKraX1EnheTdAth_LUqN9pBhbL5Pl_2JHIvAgyUjy8qKByNbZAOQGTwnqeV33546pVL9YxJbdsc2hdxoyn_S-Tz3pI-vGFSE2q8QxJGsLjFAqqiq32AUmBIZAFPVH72jzSl0WHZUqnDVAMmXpvAW6nQ7Bw&ei=387HVMCrBMLdsATW-oHICw&ved=0COoDEKYrMAA
http://www.veracityglobal.com/products/networked-video-integration-devices/timenet.aspx
http://www.spectracomcorp.com/
http://www.meinberg.de/english/
http://ipvm.com/
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Because of the added installation and material cost, GPS servers are

typically only used in systems where the surveillance network is closed,

without access to the internet.

IP vs Non-IP Cameras

Non-IP Cameras, like analog, HD analog, HD-SDI, do not have any concept

or implementation of 'time'. The encoder or recorder these cameras

connect to stamps time when video is received. In small systems, with only

a single encoder or recorder, this generally results in the time of all

cameras being synchronized. A time server, however, can still be beneficial

to ensure the time is accurate. Moreover, if there are multiple recorders

connecting to non-IP cameras, the same risk exists with those recorders

being out of sync like multiple IP cameras.

What Should I Sync?

To avoid any potential problems, regardless of how the VMS server handles

timestamps, we recommend that all cameras, VMS servers, and clients be

synchronized to the same time source. Though it may not be necessary,

entering time server information requires minimal time during initial setup

and eliminates one potential source of issues.

Poll - Do You Time Synch?

Note: Click here to view the poll results on IPVM.

Test your knowledge

Click here to take a 6 question quiz

https://ipvm.com/reports/network-time-guide-for-video-surveillance
https://ipvm.com/take/NTP-Network-Time-Guide-For-Video-Surveillance-Quiz
http://ipvm.com/
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SNMP / Network Monitoring

Surveillance systems typically rely on the the VMS to report issues, but this

most often just means knowing a camera is "down" with no warning or

detailed information.

Network monitoring systems can give users more insight into their network,

from the camera to the switch to the VMS server, but are seen as too

complex or expensive to be used in simple surveillance systems.

However, significant practical benefits can be gained by understanding

these monitoring platforms, with free software available, and minimal

setup time.

We take a look at network monitoring specific to surveillance, explain the

basics and software available, and give real practical examples of its use.

Topics Covered

We cover these topics:

 What Is SNMP?

 What Are Traps And Requests?

 Network Monitoring Software Basics

http://ipvm.com/
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 SNMP Integration Challenges

 Using Network Monitoring Systems Demonstration

 SNMP Traps Basics

 Using SNMP Traps

 Device SNMP Support

 MIB File Overview

 Manufacturer MIB Support

 Default Sensor Support Rare

 Surveillance Applications

 Camera Monitoring

 Server/VMS Monitoring

 Switch/Router Monitoring

 Other Related Systems

What Is SNMP?

Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP) is used to monitor health

and performance information of networked devices. This information is

either requested by an "manager", such as an SNMP monitoring server, or

sent as a message (called a "trap") by a device.

 Requests generally include variable information, such as CPU usage,

bandwidth, disk write speed, etc. Each of these parameters typically

consumes a "sensor" license in an SNMP monitoring platform,

discussed below.

 Traps are used to notify the manager of significant events, such as

temperature alerts, power supply failures, camera tampering, etc.,

which do not have a variable status.

http://ipvm.com/
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Network Monitoring Software

Devices are monitored using a specialized monitoring software which

interprets SNMP requests and traps (as well as other protocols) and

presents usable information, most often graphically. Devices such as

cameras, servers, switches, etc., are added (much like adding cameras to a

VMS) and one or more "sensors" associated with them. A sensor includes

anything which may be monitored, such as pings, uptime, bandwidth, or

throughput.

There are many network monitoring platforms available, all with varying

featuresets and protocol support, both paid and free. Some popular

platforms include:

 PRTG: Free for up to 100 sensors, license required for higher sensor

counts.

 SolarWinds: License required

 Spiceworks: Free

 WhatsUp Gold: License required

 ManageEngine: License required, 1000 sensor minimum.

In our demonstrations for this guide, we used PRTG because it is one of the

most popular platforms available. Additionally, it offers a wide variety of

sensor types (SNMP, Windows Management Instrumentation, SSH for

Linux/MAC, HTTP, Ping, and more), and free licensing for up to 100 sensors.

SNMP Integration Challenges

Requests are more complex to implement than traps, since the manager

must know which specific SNMP parameters to inspect and how to

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Comparison_of_network_monitoring_systems
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Comparison_of_network_monitoring_systems
http://www.paessler.com/prtg
https://shop.paessler.com/shop/prtg/new/
https://www.solarwinds.com/
http://www.spiceworks.com/free-network-monitoring-management-software/
http://www.ipswitch.com/products/network-monitoring.aspx
http://www.manageengine.com/network-monitoring/opmanager-editions.html
http://www.manageengine.com/network-monitoring/opmanager-editions.html
http://ipvm.com/
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interpret the response (similar to a camera/VMS integration), while traps

are generally sent in a raw state.

Additionally, there is no standard for which requests a specific device

supports, so for example while some manufacturers may support SNMP

traffic on all devices, others do not. Worse, this is rarely documented by

camera/recorder manufacturers, leaving users to experiment for

themselves to find out exactly what sensors are supported.

Using Network Monitoring Systems

This video demonstrates the basics of adding devices as well as configuring

and monitoring sensors in network monitoring software:

Note: Click here to view the Monitoring SNMP video on IPVM.

SNMP Traps

Traps are monitored using a special type of sensor, simply called a receiver,

which is used to receive and interpret trap data into usable information. In

their raw form, traps contain complex syntax with pertinent information

sometimes difficult to find or not in plain text. For example one

manufacturer's traps look like this:

SNMPv2-SMI-v1::enterprises.3967.1.3.2.1.1.1 = 0

SNMPv2-SMI-v1::enterprises.3967.1.3.2.1.1.1 = 1

Without interpretation, this message is useless to the user. However, once

the trap is translated into usable information, it may be used to create

alerts or warnings upon specific events.

https://ipvm.com/reports/snmp-for-video-surveillance
http://ipvm.com/
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We review traps in this video:

Note: Click here to view the SNMP Traps video on IPVM.

Device SNMP Support

SNMP supports varies by device, with cameras typically providing the least

information, while servers and switches provide more detail.

 Cameras: Most IP cameras do not support any information requests,

so are limited to simple ping and HTTP sensors. A few manufacturers

(such as Hanwha, discussed below) support more detailed sensors,

while others, including as Avigilon, Axis, and Hikvision, include more

detail via MIB files (explained below), such as Ethernet throughput,

temperature, and local recording status, but this is rare. Some

cameras also include support for traps upon error, though for which

events and how detailed varies widely.

 Servers (Windows/Linux): Servers deliver more detailed information,

including detailed performance metrics, such as CPU load,

throughput in and out, memory usage, disk I/O, and more. However,

server SNMP configuration is more complex due to the number of

sensors supported and may require trial and error to see exactly

which parameters do and do not work.

 Embedded NVRs: Unlike VMS servers, embedded NVRs rarely

support SNMP sensors, at least out of the box. Some may be

integrated via manufacturer MIB files like cameras, but this is

uncommon.

 Managed Switches: Finally, most managed switches deliver detailed

information, typically on a port by port basis. Throughput in and out

for each port may be viewed, along with errors, VLAN traffic, and

https://ipvm.com/reports/snmp-for-video-surveillance
https://ipvm.com/reports/vlans-for-surveillance
http://ipvm.com/
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more. However, note that monitoring every port of a switch may be

costly, as each port is typically seen as a separate sensor by

monitoring platforms, and thus another license. Because of this, key

ports such as server uplinks or backbone connections may be

monitored instead.

Dealing With MIBs

With so many unique device manufacturers with differing SNMP

implementations, network monitoring developers cannot be expected to

interface with and interpret all of them. Because of this, manufacturers

may release MIB files (Management Information Base) which contain

details on which requests and traps they support. These files are

then imported into the network monitoring application which uses them to

interpret SNMP data.

This image shows the contents of Axis' MIB files (publicly available for

download), ready for import to PRTG:

http://www.paessler.com/tools/mibimporter
http://www.axis.com/techsup/software/video_mib/index.htm
http://www.axis.com/techsup/software/video_mib/index.htm
http://ipvm.com/
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MIBs Uncommon

Note that MIB files are rare in surveillance and not available for all

manufacturers. Users should not assume that they may simply download a

MIB to monitor their cameras or recorders in detail. Even among those

manufacturers which offer them, exactly what sensors are supported varies,

so MIB application is more trial and error and experimentation than hard

and fast expected performance.

Several manufacturers publicly offer MIBs, including:

 Avigilon

 Axis

 Hanwha

 Hikvision

 Pelco

Note that MIBs may also be manually developed using various tools.

However, this is a time consuming process and beyond the scope of this

guide.

Default Sensor Support Rare

In our tests, there are few manufacturers which include more detailed

sensors out of the box, without requiring MIB files. For example, Hanwha

provides Ethernet traffic, CPU load, and SD card disk space using standard

SNMP sensors, not MIBs. However, this feature is very rare.

http://avigilon.com/support-and-downloads/for-cameras-and-hardware/firmware-updates-and-downloads/
https://www.axis.com/en-us/support/downloads/axis-video-mib
http://track.ipvm.com/f/a/qWKLK8b5SbfWIrbwPaxZew~~/AACNvAA~/RgRdXZFmP0Q4aHR0cHM6Ly93d3cuaGFud2hhLXNlY3VyaXR5LmNvbS9lbi9kYXRhLWNlbnRlci9zbm1wLW1pYi9XA3NwY0IKAADmXXxbH4rCDFIOZXRoYW5AaXB2bS5jb21YBAAAAAA~
https://github.com/pgmillon/observium/blob/master/mibs/hikvision/HIKVISION-MIB
https://www.pelco.com/search
https://www.mg-soft.si/builder.html
http://ipvm.com/
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Surveillance Applications

There are several use cases where network monitoring may be an

advantage, including:

 Camera monitoring

 Server/NVR monitoring

 Routers/switches

 Other systems (UPS, wireless)

Camera Monitoring

While VMS systems provide basic information on cameras, including

up/down status and throughput, SNMP and networking monitoring

systems may provide more detail.

 Monitoring throughput sent by a camera, users can be alerted if the

camera stream drops below extreme levels, which may indicate

video loss, even if the camera is still shown as up and responding to

pings. This monitoring may be performed either at the camera

(bandwidth out) or at the switch port (bandwidth in). For example,

"Traffic In" in the switchport below shows a camera stream size of

~3.4 Mb/s (3,367 Kb/s).

http://ipvm.com/
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 Additionally, using a sensor to check HTTP web page health of the

camera's web interface shows whether the camera is responsive,

regardless of whether it is responding to ping or not. This is one

potential indication that a camera has failed, as other services on the

camera may stop (web server, streaming, etc.) while it still responds

to pings.

 Finally, even if only pings can be monitored, users can see not only if

the camera is up or down, but increases in latency, as well. This

could indicate the camera becoming overtaxed, such as periods of

high motion, or trying to keep up with demands for low

compression/high bandwidth/high framerate streaming.

In addition to notification, users may also view graphs of historic data,

which may be used to plan for hard disk capacity, verify cameras are

streaming at expected bitrates, etc. For example, the image below shows

information for traffic in volume and speed over a 30 day period, with the

camera consuming ~665 GB of storage space, and averaging about 6.2 Mb

per second.

http://ipvm.com/
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Server/Recording Monitoring

Network monitoring systems can be used to monitor basic server

performance, such as CPU and memory load, throughput, and more. While

these parameters are available using Performance Monitor or other tools,

using a monitoring system centralizes this information for multiple servers,

and allows for better warning and error alerts from a centralized location.

SNMP also allows specific Windows services to be monitored. This allows

users better visibility of detailed system status and more troubleshooting

information, since service stops/starts are logged and may be correlated to

other issues, such as high throughput, high CPU usage, etc.

Finally, server disks may be monitored to tell at a high level whether video

is being recorded or not. By monitoring disk writes throughput per second,

users may be alerted if this traffic drops below an expected level. For

http://ipvm.com/
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example, if cameras are being written to disk at a minimum of 12 Mb/s,

and disk writes drop to 100 Kb/s, but cameras are still up and streaming,

there is likely a server recording issue which users should investigate.

Switches/Routers

In many cases, switch ports may be the only way of monitoring camera

throughput if the camera does not support the SNMP traffic sensor or

display throughput via MIB files. However, note that monitoring switch

ports requires numerous sensors, which typically each consume a license.

For example, looking at a 48 port switch below, we can see each port is

displayed separately (gigabitethernet1, gigabitethernet2, etc.). Monitoring

all ports of this switch would require 52 separate sensors (48 PoE ports plus

4 uplinks), making it more likely that only key ports (critical cameras,

servers, uplinks) would be monitored.

http://ipvm.com/
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Routers also consumer a sensor license port port, but are typically lower

port count than switches. Routers also frequently display additional

information on other services, such as firewall traffic or VPN traffic, which

may be useful in multi-site systems. For instance, the example below shows

a SonicWall router in PRTG, monitoring multiple VPNs:

Other Systems

In addition to core surveillance components, users may be interested in

monitoring related systems as well, such as UPS (uninterruptible power

supply), wireless radios, or access control systems. The specific sensors

available for each vary widely, with UPSes often well supported with

detailed information while access systems may only support up/down

status of devices.

Example Devices and Alerts

Finally, in this video we review common devices and alerts which may be

used for each in surveillance monitoring:

Note: Click here to view the video on IPVM.

Test your knowledge

https://ipvm.com/reports/surveillance-backup-power-guide
https://ipvm.com/reports/surveillance-backup-power-guide
https://ipvm.com/reports/snmp-for-video-surveillance
http://ipvm.com/
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Click here to take a 5 question quiz.

https://ipvm.com/take/Network-Monitoring-SNMP for-Video-Surveillance-Guide-Quiz
http://ipvm.com/
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Network Cabling

http://ipvm.com/
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Network Cabling

We teach the fundamentals of network cabling for video surveillance

networks, how they should be installed, and the differences in testing them

for production networks.

Specifically, we examine:

 Cat 5e vs. Cat 6a vs Cat 7a Basics

 Why More Than Cat 5e is Often Unnecessary for Video

 STP vs. UTP Overview

 When You Should Use STP

 Solid vs. Stranded vs. CCA

 Wiremapping

 Cable Identification

 Service Detection

 PoE Detection

 Cable Labeling

 Using Cable Trays & Hooks

 Importance of Cable Jackets

 Why Drawing Maps Is Vital

 Avoiding Excessive Service Loops

http://ipvm.com/
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 Installation Specifications

 Crosstalk Defined

 Propagation Delay

 Cable Verifiers

 Cable Qualifiers

 Cable Certifiers

 Choosing Between Verifiers, Qualifiers and Certifiers

Cat 5e vs Cat 6a vs Cat7

Cat 5e and Cat 6a are the two most common UTP cables used today, while

Cat 7 is a niche offering for super high bandwidth connections where fiber

is not a viable option. All three types have similar construction, made up of

four twisted pairs of copper wire in the range of 22-24 AWG under a single

jacket. They do have some key differences, however:

 Cat 5e: Cat 5e is rated to a max operating frequency of 100 MHz. It's

main use historically has been for Fast Ethernet (100Base-T), but it's

capable of gigabit speeds using all four pairs, as well. Cat 5e uses

24AWG conductors, with few exceptions. The following image shows

a partially stripped Cat 5e cable:

 Cat 6a: Cat 6a is rated to a max operating frequency of 500 MHz. A

variant of gigabit Ethernet was created to take advantage of its

better performance characteristics to use only two pairs for gigabit

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Category_5_cable
http://ipvm.com/
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speeds and is capable of up to 10-gigabit Ethernet. However, most

gigabit transmission still uses four pairs today. Cat 6a often uses 23

AWG conductors, which makes it less flexible and gives it a larger

outside diameter, requiring more care in installation. Cat 6a cables

also commonly use a physical barrier in the cable to maintain

separate between pairs. The following image shows a stripped Cat

6a cable. The white separator can be seen in the middle of the pairs:

 Cat 7a: Even faster and with tighter cross-talk specifications than Cat

6a, Cat 7a cables are rated to a max operating frequency of 1000

MHz. While conductor wire gauge is typically unchanged from Cat 6a,

the faster frequency of Cat 7a is a result of precise twist

specifications, and the mandatory inclusion of a full braided shield

and individual pair shield. Throughput is rated at the same 10-gigabit

Ethernet capacity of Cat 6a, and the extra bandwidth capacity is

unnecessary for typical video surveillance applications and

unneeded for connecting cameras to switches. The image below

shows the integral shielding in Cat 7a cables:

http://ipvm.com/
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Aside from the physical characteristics, there are a number of other

parameters which these cables are tested for, such as crosstalk

(interference between conductors), attenuation (signal loss due to

distance), and return loss (loss of signal power due to reflected signal). Cat

7a and Cat 6a also are tested for performance parameters Cat 5e is not,

essentially for better interference rejection. These factors, combined with

increased bandwidth, are what allow higher-rated cables to perform

better.

Do I Need Cat 6a or Cat 7a?

Most Integrators, in 2020, have moved on from Cat 5e to Cat 6 / 6a. Based

on the above information, the question then becomes whether surveillance

applications need this extra performance provided by Cat 6a or Cat 7a? No.

IP cameras do not need gigabit Ethernet connections, and Cat 5e is more

than enough for connecting cameras to switches.

On the other hand, many IT organizations have standardized on Cat6a for

their entire infrastructure, both for future proofing and for special need

applications. Even if IP cameras do not require the extra capabilities of Cat

6a, such standardization may require all video surveillance devices to use

Cat6a as well.

http://ipvm.com/
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Where Cat 6a or Cat 7a does have potential, however, is in locations which

may be more difficult environments. These include "noisy" facilities with a

lot of RF or electromagnetic interference, which may create transmission

errors. High temperatures also negatively impact cable performance, as

throughput decreases as temperature increases. Finally, if a large number

(100+) of cables are to installed in the same path, such as a cable tray,

signal coupling can occur.

Cat 6a and Cat 7a's superior performance allows them to reject

interference from these outside sources better than Cat 5e. Additionally,

they simply allow for more headroom due to increased bandwidth. This

means that while its performance may be decreasing due to any of the

above factors, it has a better chance of maintaining a usable level of

performance where Cat 5e could not. Substantially decreased performance

can lead to blocking and ghosting in video, or just plain video loss.

STP vs. UTP Overview

A quick physical comparison between STP and UTP, or 'unshielded twisted

pair' cabling reveals the primary differences. The image bellows the

additional metallic shielding surrounding wire pairs in STP:

http://ipvm.com/
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'Shielding' should not be confused with 'cable screening' where a single

layer or metallic foil or mesh covers the entire bundle of wires. While the

decision to individually wrap pairs versus gross wrap the entire bundle

shares some of the same benefits, they are not equivalent to one other and

result in different performance.

The common abbreviation for shielded twisted pair cable, 'STP', is

sometimes noted as 'U/FTP' or 'Unscreened/Foil-shielded twisted pair'. As

cabling standards develop and are refined over time, cabling products

devoted to high-end data center applications have driven changes to the

nomenclature. However, for most surveillance video applications 'STP' is

most widely used.

Electrical Interference: Video Killer

In the video surveillance world, the emphasis is often on cameras and NVRs,

with little attention to the cabling in between. When video quality

problems arise, it can be a frustrating exercise to swap camera and tweak

settings, only to discover problems are still present. However, taking a hard

look at cabling can resolve maddening issues. Take the example in the

image below:

http://ipvm.com/
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Electrical interference in the cabling itself cause this type of problem. Not

only does the cable transmit intended data streams, but it also can attract

and transmit unwelcome 'noise'. A jacketed cable can serve as an 'ad-hoc

antenna' helps emphasizes why cable shielding is sometimes critical.

The adage goes: "You're only as strong as your weakest link." This certainly

applies to video networks, where the performance of world-class cameras

and video recorders can be ruined by shoddy network design.

Physical Differences

The following list summarizes the tangible differences between UTP and

STP.

 Metallic Foil Shield: A thin layer of foil, commonly aluminum,

surrounds wire pairs. This layer is often called the 'drain', and must

be properly terminated. Failure to adequately ground the drain can

amplify the problems that STP attempts to mitigate.

 Thicker Jacket: The added layers of foil increase the weight add

diameter to the cable bundle. As a result, a thicker plastic insulating

jacket is needed, which adds rigidity. Overall, STP is heavier and

thicker compared to UTP, and may be more difficult to install as a

result.

 Cores, Pull Strips, and Groundwires: Depending on the exact

manufacturer and brand of STP, other features may be present not

commonly found in UTP cabling. This includes plastic divider 'core'

sprues, strings to aid stripping the jacket, and additional electrical

grounding wires.

Functional Differences
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Those additional physical features provide STP with properties that UTP

does not possess.

 EMI resistance: The primary advantage of shielding is protection

from environmental electromagnetic interference, or EMI. Because

each pair is individually wrapped, the ability for ambient

interference to permeate and carry down the cable is significantly

minimized or eliminated.

 Isolated line noise: Interference can be a 'two-way street' in that

unshielded cabling is a source itself of interference. In some

applications, like sensitive medical imaging or manufacturing, normal

ethernet cabling can be a uncontrolled conduit for interference.

Again, the addition of pair shielding minimizes or eliminates this

problem.

 Higher transmission rates: Some studies suggest that the reduction

in noise increases the bandwidth capabilities of shielded cabling.

However, these claims should be met with some caution. Any gross

improvement in transmission rate has likely root cause in the tighter

'twisting' of cable pairs during manufacture rather than the

reduction in EMI. In any case, any additional increase in transmission

speeds must also be supported by the terminating connectors.

Transmission speeds are only as fast as Cat5E or Cat 6 terminations

are rated, which mitigates the impact of this claim.

Cost Difference

Using STP adds between $20 to $40 per camera compared to UTP cabling,

assuming cable runs of 150 feet, based on STP cable costs ~40% more than

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Electromagnetic_interference
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UTP and depending on how much additional labor or larger conduit is

needed for the larger, heavier and more rigid STP.

Where should STP be used?

The simple answer: anywhere interference could be a problem. Since that

alone is fairly obtuse, here are some common sources of interference that

affect network video:

 Adjacent to High Voltage Wiring: Power wiring can interfere with

data transmission even when run parallel to each other. Even wiring

run a compliant distance apart within a grounded raceway can be a

source of video interference. While no hard specification exists for

when to use STP in this situation for video, best practices in data

networking design follow that any data cabling sharing the same

raceway, regardless of how it is contained in EMT or conduit, must

be run using STP cable.

 Near Inductive Sources: Data cabling run near common

electromechanical features like electric motors, power transformers,

magnetic coils, or solenoids can introduce significant EMI. These

sources are characterized by their 'inductive' properties, or their

reliance on magnetic fields for operation. Devices like HVAC

equipment, ventilation fans, door maglocks, electrical switchgear,

and industrial machinery can generate enough interference to

degrade video quality.

 GSM Devices/Walkie Talkies: Common low powered communication

radios disrupt data transmission. While a token handset may not be

significant enough to be a problem, locating data runs near high

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Electrical_conduit
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Electromagnetic_induction
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powered repeaters or transmitters should be run using STP to

eliminate problems.

 Fluorescent Light Fixtures: One of the biggest sources of EMI are

these common light fixtures. Given the common occurrence of

ethernet cables running directly overhead of these fixtures in

acoustic tile ceilings, if cabling cannot be run in formal cable trays, it

should be run using STP cable.

Practical Use

In our experience, the vast majority of all surveillance ethernet cabling has

been run using UTP, and we have no significant issues to report. We went

to our LinkedIn group to gauge how commonly STP is used, and a

significant majority claim voted "seldom" to "never". Since specifying

networks with appropriate shield is imperatively acknowledged in

datacenter and networking design "best practices [link no longer

available]", is it also significant to specify in video network design?

When Is Using STP Mandatory?

Industry giant Axis Communications recently declared use of STP

mandatory for outdoor cameras per the following whitepaper [link no

longer available]:

"Our recommendation is to deploy an STP network cable in demanding

electrical environments. Examples of demanding indoor environments are

where the network cable is located in parallel with electrical mains supply

cables or where large inductive loads such as motors or contractors are in

close vicinity to the camera or its cable.It is also mandatory to use an STP
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cable where the camera is used outdoors or where the network cable is

routed outdoors."

This is a bold statement given that ~40% of all cameras are installed outside.

Observing Axis' recommendation may not drive a significant increase in

overall project cost but it is likely overkill relative to common problems

faced.

Rather, our experience disagrees with the generalized application of STP.

The smartest use of STP is where ethernet is run in the 'high risk' areas

identified above, or where earth-grounding switches and endpoint devices

is not possible.

Solid vs. Stranded vs. CCA

The build of cabling varies, generally in the manner the conductor is

constructed. The material of the conductor itself is commonly copper or

aluminum, with aluminum resulting in a cheaper, lighter, but less

conductive wire type.

Conductor copper grades are higher performing, but are heavier and more

costly. Because of the cost, using solid conductors is often replaced by

'stranded' varieties, which is composed of multiple 'threads' of copper

wires twisted together into a single conductor.

However, the method often results in minute differences in resistance,

with solid conductors being better than stranded types.

The differences between solid vs stranded is often more pronounced when

copper strands are subbed out of copper plated aluminum conductor,

https://ipvm.com/updates/1369
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called 'CCA' cable. While the least expensive of all cabling options, it can be

a big performance difference:

1. The conductor are more brittle and prone to break during pulling.

2. CCA has higher resistance than copper, which results in more

aggressive voltage drops and increased heat, a potentially big

problem when using PoE.

3. CCA oxidizes when exposed, resulting in decreased efficiency and

degraded performance.

4. CCA generally has higher attenuation which can increase flaws in

video streaming.

Top 5 Cable Installation Tips

Here are our top 5 tips:

1. Label All Cables: One of the most costly oversights when running cable is

neglecting labels. As we previously covered in our Cable Labeling Best

Practices report, we address how a few minutes of labor to labeling things

can save thousands of dollars in troubleshooting time later. Having the

ability to quickly determine the specific cable a camera is using and where

it is connected in a switch make quick work of eliminating lengthy 'hunt &

peck' diagnosing efforts.

2. Use Cable Trays/Hooks/Tubing: Loose cabling above drop ceilings or

along trusses have a way of becoming hopeless tangled messes over time.

Every time a ceiling tile gets popped or moved, the cables run atop get

displaced. In Example 1 image above, the pictured state of the cabling is

due to ceiling repair project that simply cast aside the network as an

obstacle. Even after substantial reworking and re-stringing of cable, the

https://ipvm.com/updates/1580
https://ipvm.com/updates/1580
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system had problems with camera outages and unlabeled cable runs. The

images below show examples of trays and hooks in use:

3. Jacket Color is Important: Using a specific color to denote cables belong

to a certain system can be important. In Example 2 above, many colors are

used but in a random fashion. Staying with a color scheme, even when not

required by an overarching standard, will help eliminate 'monochromatic

confusion' of lumping multiple data networks or low-voltage systems

together.
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Because 'blue' and 'gray' jacketed cables are the most common datacomm

colors, and 'red' is reserved for fire system applications, the best 'standard

stock' colors for video surveillance available at most distributors are greens,

yellows, purples, and oranges. However many non-standard color options

are available to choose from, and are only limited by order lead time and

extra cost.

4. Draw a Map: Not only is drawing a map of cable runs and drops

invaluable reference for surveillance maintenance, it also can be

referenced by other projects that might disturb cabling. If the function of

cabling is unknown, it can easily been seen as 'not critical' or even 'out of

service'. However, a map of each run and it's scaled location on a floor plan

makes it easy to locate and readily identifiable as part of a critical system.

Ensuring that the information is accurate is vital when planning work, and

every time work is performed that changes the location or index of cabling,

the map must be updated.

For those performing in-depth or high volumes of design/installation

cabling work, AutoCAD is the ideal platform to produce these maps (see

our 'AutoCAD for Surveillance' report), as they can easily be incorporated

into official print sets. However, for incidental and occasional map drawing,

a program like Visio (see our 'Visio for Surveillance' report) is easier to

navigate and use.

https://ipvm.com/updates/1652
https://ipvm.com/updates/1482
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5. Don't Use Excessive Service Loops: One of the most common, and

needlessly messy, habits of integrators is to pay out excessive amounts of

cable as 'service loops' at the end of cable runs. Service loops should

contain a few feet of extra cabling to cover the inevitable camera shift or

network rack movement. However, coiling up twenty or fifty feet at the

end of runs 'just in case' needlessly drives cost and creates clutter.

For service loops, BICSI standards recommend 3m at the rack and 1m at the

outlet or device. Note that it says RECOMMEND. It is recommended where

practicable, and excessive loops are discouraged.

The performance impact of line interference and improper bend radii

encouraged by lengthy service loops can negate any potential benefit the

extra cable may provide in the future. Using 'long enough' loops reduces

the amount of cable to troubleshoot, hang neatly in small spaces, and keep

organized.

http://ipvm.com/
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Installation Specifications

While no 'universal' code or spec exists for running cable, BICSI has

published a number of 'best practice' guides [link no longer available] for

design and installation. Frequently, when installation specifications are

mentioned in a bid or scope of work, a BICSI publication number is given.

These documents define how installation work is to be executed,and

almost universally recommend the 5 tips above as part of a network

project. Among the commonly cited specs are:

 NECA/BICSI 607-2011, Standard for Telecommunications Bonding

and Grounding Planning and Installation Methods for Commercial

Buildings

 BICSI 002-2011, Data Center Design and Implementation Best

Practices

 ANSI/BICSI 001-2009, Information Transport Systems Design

Standard for K-12 Educational Institutions

 ANSI/NECA/BICSI 568-2006, Standard for Installing Commercial

Building Telecommunications Cabling

 Electronic Safety and Security Design Reference Manual (ESSDRM)

 Telecommunications Distribution Methods Manual (TDMM)

Even if projects do not explicitly state work must conform to one or more

of the spec guides, it is in the installer's best interest to take the guidelines

to heart in order to keep the 'nightmares' at bay.

Cable Testing

Proper cable installation is key to trouble-free surveillance systems.
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However, testing is often an afterthought, with problems only discovered

when cameras have problems, resulting in increased troubleshooting, or

even worse, re-installation. Simple, inexpensive testers are available, which

can easily prevent these issues without adding substantial install time.

The Three Main Test Tool Types

Verifiers, Qualifiers and certifiers and the 3 main test tool types to select

from:

 Certifiers are the only of the three to test to EIA/TIA568B standards,

which ensures manufacturer warranty and essentially guarantees

link performance. Main downside is high price of ~$10,000, 4 to 5x

of a qualifier.

 Qualifiers deliver a detailed technical test but is not

standards-compliant, aiming primarily to give a 'real world' test at a

lower price than certifiers.

 Verifiers provide only basic cable testing that misses issues such as

crosstalk, loss, and skew. Their main upside is that the testers are, by

far the cheapest, at only a few hundred dollars.

For more in depth information read our Network Cable Testing Guide

Cable Verifiers

Cable verifiers perform the most common tests needed to ensure basic

cable performance, though exact features and functions vary by

manufacturer. Verifiers consist of the handheld test unit itself, and one or

more remote units, plugged into the far end of the cable to be tested.

Some also allow testing of coax cables via F connector.

https://ipvm.com/reports/utp-cable-testing-guide
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The most common features of verifiers are:

 Wiremap: Wiremap determines whether UTP is terminated correctly,

with the correct pairs in the right place on the connector, typically

to EIA/TIA 568A/B. This may be displayed graphically, via LEDs or

numbers. Graphical wiremap is much simpler to use for the

inexperienced, as it displays exactly which pins are the issue, and

how they are crossed. In the case of coax cables, it simply shows

whether there are any shorts between shield and center conductor.

 Length/distance to fault: The verifier determines the length of cable

so installers may be sure UTP does not exceed 100m. This function

also shows the distance to cable faults, such as breaks and shorts, so

repairs can be made more easily.

 Cable identification: Each remote unit has a unique identifier, so that

users may connect to multiple cables or jacks at once, and use the

handheld unit to locate each. This can speed troubleshooting if

cables are existing or mislabeled, instead of having to check a single

cable at a time.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/TIA/EIA-568
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 Service detection: Many modern verifiers can detect the use of

Ethernet, PoE, or POTS telephony on a cable, and which pairs are

used. While this does not verify proper operation, it does show

whether a cable is plugged into a switch or cross-connected to a

phone line.

Verifiers generally do not save and store test results, a feature commonly

found in qualifiers and certifiers, though some exceptions are available,

such as the ByteBrothers RWC1000K [link no longer available].

This video below reviews the use of a typical verifier.

Note: Click here to view the MicroScanner video on IPVM.

Product Options

Cable verifiers range in price from about $125-450 USD, with cost generally

driven by graphic vs. LED display, display size, and number of functions.

Lower cost models such as the Ideal VDV II (~$125 online) provide a smaller

display and numeric indication of wiremap compared to the graphical

display in more expensive models. More fully featured options such as

the Fluke MicroScanner (~$450 online) and ByteBrothers RWC1000K

(~$400), offer a larger graphical wiremap display, or the ability to save test

results.

Qualifiers

Qualifiers add some additional functions, but are not precisely calibrated

and testing to standards, making them the middle ground between

verifiers and certifiers.

https://ipvm.com/reports/network-cabling-video-surveillance
https://www.google.com/shopping/product/6462509035744164298?q=ideal+vdv+ii&espv=2&biw=1450&bih=937&bav=on.2,or.r_qf.&bvm=bv.83829542,d.cWc&ion=1&tch=1&ech=1&psi=8CrBVOSQJ4jgsATL4YLwDg.1421945585783.5&prds=paur:ClkAsKraX2tm0efnJ5EzvB0CezcCGQ9_OmQ92La5fnQ1sQ4SlMtPVq5Rmg7W9L1MOHedrtRBorbORio1JosTzkcUV0eKxJNmAb1QRf5Ufi_lB2Ft9I-5GV88EhIZAFPVH70TwJ_U_uGobYPUWOIy3m4hz3Xv8w&ei=9irBVK7VBK_ksAST7IKADw&ved=0CHQQpiswAQ
http://www.flukenetworks.com/datacom-cabling/copper-testing/MicroScanner-Cable-Verifier
http://www.google.com/products/catalog?hl=en&tok=8VoOVHhWJdWUaME0PvKC8g&pq=microscanner%C2%B2&cp=1&gs_id=b&xhr=t&q=fluke+microscanner&safe=off&bav=on.2,or.r_gc.r_pw.r_cp.r_qf.,cf.osb&biw=1305&bih=735&um=1&ie=UTF-8&tbm=shop&cid=16136219184714154940&sa=X&ei=zw60T-vzFs6I6AG_nYHcDw&sqi=2&ved=0CMUBEPMCMAE
https://www.google.com/shopping/product/203781980850467451?q=byte+brothers+rwc1000k&safe=off&rlz=1C5CHFA_enUS503US503&espv=2&biw=1280&bih=805&bav=on.2,or.r_cp.r_qf.&bvm=bv.83829542,d.cWc&ion=1&tch=1&ech=1&psi=hCK_VIZA8_2wBNargWg.1421812357457.5&prds=paur:ClkAsKraXyOIzuzlNcATCEebVZt-YlDnP3v7rPPoB0kZhuH6gPIWKe5qnClGy1TwVnRD7gtO0TCdxtRXa8b1BOGpEqkHZRTeGoFZQfDnHF_WnV4iW4XZQE20ChIZAFPVH711ZUjQnU9vNLAOs-Q4cz7UKvjoDg&ei=jCK_VIjTJOOxsATJlYLoDg&ved=0CGUQpiswAA
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The models typically include the wiremap, length, identification and service

detection of verifiers, but add functions such as:

 Service testing: Instead of simply detecting Ethernet service on a

cable, qualifiers runs simple tests to check cable bandwidth and

basic issues and determine whether it will support 10/100, GbE, etc.

These tests typically include crosstalk, though not to the level a

certifier tests.

 PoE testing: Instead of simply indicating that PoE is present,

qualifiers display measurements such as voltage and maximum

wattage, which can indicate whether a port is 802.3af or 802.at, and

troubleshoot issues with power budget.

 Saved test results: The vast majority of qualifiers record test results

to on-board storage, so these may be printed out or stored at the

end of a project for documentation.

 More detailed displays: Qualifiers display more detailed fault

information than verifiers, showing the estimated distance to the

cable fault, and whether it's a short or crosstalk issue, often caused

by crushed or damaged (but not cut) cables.

Product Options

Qualifiers are a large price increase over verifiers. The Fluke CableIQ sells

for about $1,100 online, more than twice the price of their verifier model,

the MicroScanner. Some, such as Ideal's SignalTek line (~$2,000 online), are

priced even higher.

Qualifiers are not as widely available as verifiers, with Fluke, the Ideal

SignalTek NT, and ByteBrothers Low Voltage Pro [link no longer available],

being some of the most common and popular among installers.

https://www.google.com/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=1&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0CEkQFjAA&url=http://www.flukenetworks.com/enterprise-network/network-testing/CableIQ-Qualification-Tester&ei=jyzBVMbVEJbfsASgtoDgDg&usg=AFQjCNHfpY2ZG35dGKG-r7ZKtYf4WaG3PQ&bvm=bv.83829542,d.cWc
https://www.google.com/shopping/product/15022433611984399263?q=fluke+cableiq&espv=2&biw=1450&bih=937&bav=on.2,or.r_qf.&bvm=bv.83829542,d.cWc&ion=1&tch=1&ech=1&psi=MCzBVODNCYvGsQSbmoCgDg.1421945904683.5&prds=paur:ClkAsKraX983-qWTj2lXd5COdQaZ2je_kBmNnftg8YS9cDMPeX8BamYypG7u0l5smd9u1PY3MD4n-82e42WfL74QsTuwKctfbF79Pm3b7UtvhtNro3ZkOa3NSBIZAFPVH70y2Nm8nTNa3cVbihMGVgbU06T2YQ&ei=NSzBVOH_IrOAsQSzv4GgCg&ved=0CG0QpiswAA
https://www.google.com/shopping/product/7287055600570957382?q=IDEAL+Networks+R156003+Network+Transmission+Tester&biw=1344&bih=781&bav=on.2,or.r_cp.&bvm=bv.142059868,d.ZGg&tch=1&ech=1&psi=mjVcWJe1MMvNgAaT-oGIAw.1482438042763.3&prds=hsec:online,paur:ClkAsKraX9InPPOs9bZEaSSEW4Kj_TD7b1xaim61H2jec72zgplAKAwf0J8jdoml_SHwoFmMQFgpAspZN2wsy00YnqkU1qrS2tNEjG7PzO9M-eZitxiYM1BVNxIZAFPVH70O-EHPvOJQYq0xTZYzbHa2UE2o9w&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwi1oaeJ0IjRAhVD8IMKHQZ3DYYQ2SsICA
https://www.idealnetworks.net/us/en/products/network-testing/network-transmission-tester-signaltek-nt.aspx
https://www.idealnetworks.net/us/en/products/network-testing/network-transmission-tester-signaltek-nt.aspx
http://ipvm.com/
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Certifiers

Certifiers test cables to ANSI/EIA/TIA standards, running a full battery of

tests, including those run by verifiers and qualifiers (wiremap, length),

while adding others and running more in depth crosstalk testing.

These tests include:

 Crosstalk: This test measures the amount of signal which is leaked

from one pair of a cable to another, or from one cable to another.

This includes 6-8 different crosstalk tests (near end, far end, alien

crosstalk, etc.) depending on the category of the cable being tested.

Qualifiers simply test basic "crosstalk", without all of these detailed

measurements.

 Propagation delay: This test is similar to latency, measuring the time

it takes for signal to reach the far end of the cable.

 Delay skew: Skew tests measure the difference in delay among all

four pairs of the cable. Significant differences can indicate cable

faults or stressed cables.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Copper_cable_certification
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Crosstalk_(electronics)
http://ipvm.com/
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 Insertion/return loss: These are measurements of the signal loss

caused by connectors in the cable run (insertion loss) or by reflected

signal back at the test point (return loss) typically caused by poor

terminations or cable faults.

This PDF is a detailed test report produced by a cable certifier:

Product Options

Cable certifiers are far more costly than other testers, generally at least

$5,000, though $10,000+ is not uncommon, with full kits including fiber

optic adapters often selling for $20,000. In addition to initial cost, certifiers

must be factory recalibrated periodically (every 2-3 years), which ranges

from a few hundred to over a thousand dollars.

Due to the very strict tolerances required for calibrated testers such as

these, only a handful of manufacturers sell cable certifiers, with the Fluke

DSX and Ideal LANtek lines two of the most common.

What Do I Need?

In general, integrators should keep at least a verifier on hand. Wiremap

and length are the key elements which should be tested in any cabling

install, prior to devices being installed. It is common for at least one or two

cables in an installation to have crossed or shorted pairs. Instead of simply

guessing and/or re-terminating the cable without diagnosing the problem,

a verifier may show exactly what is wrong.

Those doing mid-size installs with the budget to support it may want to

invest in a qualifier. The ability to test services and document results may

be used not only for installation and troubleshooting, but as a

https://ipvm-uploads.s3.amazonaws.com/uploads/1b5f/a488/dsp4300_after.pdf
http://www.flukenetworks.com/datacom-cabling/Versiv/DSX-5000-Cableanalyzer
http://www.flukenetworks.com/datacom-cabling/Versiv/DSX-5000-Cableanalyzer
https://www.idealnetworks.net/us/en/products/cable-testing/copper-testing/cable-certifiers-lantek-iii-series.aspx
http://ipvm.com/
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differentiator, since many integrators (especially small ones) do not provide

these services or documentation.

Only in rare cases should integrators invest in a certifier, since the quantity

of cables in most security projects is low, and full-blown certification tests

not often required. In some instances, customers or RFPs may require a

certifier be used, and test results documented as part of the closeout

process. However, if this is only a periodic need, certifiers are available for

rent for a few hundred dollars, well below their out of pocket cost, as well

as the cost of maintaining their calibration.

Fiber Use and Testing

Most networks are twisted pair based (UTP/STP/ScTP, etc.), which is what

we have covered above. For fiber links, see: Using Fiber Optics for

Surveillance

https://ipvm.com/reports/fiber-optics-for-surveillance
https://ipvm.com/reports/fiber-optics-for-surveillance
http://ipvm.com/
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STP vs UTP

For many video system designers, deciding which ethernet cabling to use is

a quick decision: go with the cheapest. However, this overlooks the

possibility cable, and the video it carries, needs extra protection against

common electromagnetic interference.

Is the difference between cable types that significant? We examine

shielded cable, look at how it can prevent video problems, and compare it

to nonshielded alternatives.

We explain:

 How Electrical Interference Affects Video Quality

 What Shielded Cable Looks Like Compared To UTP

 Physical Differences Between Cable Types

 Other Names For STP

 Typical STP vs UTP Costs

 Use STP Against Common Sources of Interference

 Practical Use Is Limited, But Axis Disagrees

https://ipvm.com/reports/net-cable
https://ipvm.com/reports/net-cable
https://ipvm.com/reports/net-cable
http://ipvm.com/
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One Of Many Cable Tutorial Series

This tutorial is one of a number IPVM has addressing the topic of cabling.

Others include: Cat 5e vs. Cat 6 for IP Cameras, Cabling Best Practices

Guide, Network Cable Testing Guide, Grounding and Bonding for Video

Surveillance, and more.

Electrical Interference Affects Video Quality

In the video surveillance world, the emphasis is often on cameras and NVRs,

but little attention to the cabling in between. When video quality problems

arise, it can be a frustrating exercise to swap camera and tweak settings,

only to discover problems are still present.

However, taking a hard look at cabling can resolve maddening issues. Take

the example in the image below:

Electrical interference in the cabling itself cause this type of problem. Not

only does the cable transmit intended data streams, but it also can attract

and transmit unwelcome 'noise'. A jacketed cable can serve as an 'ad-hoc

antenna' helps emphasize why cable shielding is sometimes critical.

https://ipvm.com/reports/cat-5e-vs-cat-6-for-surveillance
https://ipvm.com/reports/avoiding-cabling-nightmares
https://ipvm.com/reports/avoiding-cabling-nightmares
https://ipvm.com/reports/utp-cable-testing-guide
https://ipvm.com/reports/grounding-and-bonding-for-video-surveillance
https://ipvm.com/reports/grounding-and-bonding-for-video-surveillance
http://ipvm.com/
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'STP' Is Integrated Cable Shielding

A quick physical comparison between nonshielded UTP and STP, or

'shielded twisted pair' cabling reveals the primary differences. The image

below shows the additional metallic foil shielding surrounding wire pairs in

STP:

'Shielding' should not be confused with 'cable screening' where a single

layer or metallic foil or mesh covers the entire bundle of wires. While the

decision to individually wrap pairs versus gross wrap the entire bundle

shares some of the same benefits, they are not equivalent to one other and

result in different performance.

Other Names For STP

The common abbreviation for shielded twisted pair cable, 'STP', is

sometimes called 'U/FTP' for 'Unscreened/Foil-shielded twisted pair' or

'S/FTP' for 'Shielded/Foil-screened twisted pair' instead. Especially for

structured cabling specifications, some may use these alternate

abbreviations to describe shielded cabling. However, in general use, the

'STP' abbreviation is most widely used.

http://ipvm.com/
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Physical Differences Between Cable Types

The following list summarizes the tangible differences between UTP and

STP.

 Metallic Foil Shield: A thin layer of foil, commonly aluminum,

surrounds wire pairs. This layer is often called the 'drain', and must

be properly terminated. Failure to adequately ground the drain can

amplify the problems that STP attempts to mitigate.

 Thicker Jacket: The added layers of foil increase the weight add

diameter to the cable bundle. As a result, a thicker plastic insulating

jacket is needed, which adds rigidity. Overall, STP is heavier and

thicker compared to UTP, and may be more difficult to install as a

result.

 Cores, Pull Strips, and Groundwires: Depending on the exact

manufacturer and brand of STP, other features may be present not

commonly found in UTP cabling. This includes plastic divider 'core'

sprues, strings to aid stripping the jacket, and additional electrical

grounding wires. Below IS an outdoor rated cable with a center core

that separates the pairs into quadrants within the jacket.

http://ipvm.com/
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STP vs UTP Functional Differences

Those additional physical features provide STP with properties that UTP

does not possess.

 EMI resistance: The primary advantage of shielding is protection

from environmental electromagnetic interference, or EMI. Because

each pair is individually wrapped, the ability for ambient

interference to permeate and carry down the cable is significantly

minimized or eliminated.

 Isolated line noise: Interference can be a 'two-way street' in that

unshielded cabling is a source itself of interference. In some

applications, like sensitive medical imaging or manufacturing, normal

ethernet cabling can be a uncontrolled conduit for interference that

throws those instruments off. Again, the addition of pair shielding

minimizes or eliminates this problem.

Cost Difference

Using STP adds between $20 to $40 per camera compared to UTP cabling,

assuming cable runs of 150 feet, based on STP cable costs ~40% more than

UTP and depending on how much additional labor or larger conduit is

needed for the larger, heavier and more rigid STP.

Use STP Against Common Sources of Interference

Simply, STP should be used where interference could be a problem. To firm

up where these places commonly are found, here are some places where

interference could impact video quality:

Adjacent to High Voltage Wiring

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Electromagnetic_interference
http://ipvm.com/
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Power wiring can interfere with data transmission when run adjacent to or

too near each other. Even wiring run a compliant distance apart within a

grounded raceway can be a source of video interference.

While no hard specification exists for when to use STP in this situation for

video, best practices in data networking design follow that any data cabling

sharing the same raceway, regardless of how it is contained in EMT or

conduit, must be run using STP cable.

Near Inductive Devices

Data cabling run near common electromechanical features like electric

motors, power transformers, magnetic coils, or solenoids can introduce

significant EMI. Especially for industrial facilities, where these devices are

common, shielding cable runs is an important protection.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Electrical_conduit
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Electrical_conduit
http://ipvm.com/
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These sources are characterized by their 'inductive' properties, or their

reliance on magnetic fields for operation. Cable proximity to devices like

HVAC equipment, ventilation fans, door maglocks, electrical switchgear,

and industrial machinery can generate enough interference to degrade

video quality.

GSM Devices/Walkie Talkies

Common low powered communication radios disrupt data transmission.

While a token handset may not be significant enough to be a problem,

locating data runs near high powered repeaters or transmitters should be

run using STP to eliminate problems.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Electromagnetic_induction
http://ipvm.com/
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Fluorescent Light Fixtures

One of the biggest sources of EMI are common light fixtures. Given the

common occurrence of ethernet cables running overhead of these fixtures,

if cabling cannot be run in formal cable trays on Conduit, it should be run

using STP cable.

Even worse, there are many occasions where ethernet 'installed by others'

is to be used for video. In many cases, cabling previously installed is the

source of video quality problems that remain unfixed until the cable

network is corrected.

Practical Use Is Limited

In our experience, the vast majority of all surveillance ethernet cabling has

been run using UTP, and we have no significant issues to report. Since

specifying networks with the appropriate shield is imperatively

acknowledged in datacenter and networking design "best practices [link no

longer available]", it is generally suitable for video network design.

https://ipvm.com/reports/conduit-types-explained
http://ipvm.com/
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Axis: Mandatory STP Use Outdoors

Industry giant Axis Communications declared use of STP mandatory for

outdoor cameras per the following whitepaper [link no longer available]:

"Our recommendation is to deploy an STP network cable in demanding

electrical environments. Examples of demanding indoor environments are

where the network cable is located in parallel with electrical mains supply

cables or where large inductive loads such as motors or contractors are in

close vicinity to the camera or its cable. It is also mandatory to use an STP

cable where the camera is used outdoors or where the network cable is

routed outdoors."

This is a bold statement given that ~40% of all cameras are installed outside.

Observing Axis' recommendation may drive a significant increase in overall

project cost and is likely overkill relative to common problems faced.

Rather, our experience disagrees with the generalized application of STP.

The smartest use of STP is where ethernet is run in the 'high risk' areas

identified above.

Test your knowledge

Click Here to take a 4 questions quiz

https://ipvm.com/updates/1369
https://ipvm.com/take/STP-vs-UTP-for-Surveillance-Quiz
http://ipvm.com/
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IP Camera Cable Termination

Terminating cables properly is critical to network performance, but it can

be a tricky task with multiple steps. Fortunately, this task is easy to manage

and get right when the proper tools, connectors, and methods are

understood.

We teach the key points of network cable termination, including:

 Tools used for terminating: Strippers, cutting tools, punch down and

crimp tools

 Connectors and patch panels

 Jacks vs. modular plugs

 How to terminate modular plugs

 How to terminate and install RJ45 jacks

 How to punch down patch panels

 Speciality modular plugs

 Differences in Cat 5e and Cat 6 connectors

Plus, we include 4 video demonstrations on stripping cable jackets,

terminating RJ45 mod tips, terminating CAT 6 network cable to a keystone

jack and patch panel termination.

http://ipvm.com/
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This is part of our ongoing series of installation guides including:

 IP Camera Cabling Installation Guide

 Installing Dome Cameras Indoors Guide

 Installing Box Cameras Indoors Guide

 Installation Hardware for Video Surveillance - Indoor Fasteners

Direct Connect Vs. Jack And Patch

Before any discussion of terminating cables, users should decide whether

cables will be terminated with a modular plug directly into the camera

(direct connect), or if a jack will be installed with a short patch cable to the

camera or other device (jack and patch).

Direct connect is most common in IP cameras, but installers should be

aware that not all users prefer this method. Some bid specs may require a

jack to be installed, as well. Additionally, cables are rarely terminated to

plugs at the switch/NVR end but are instead typically terminated to a patch

panel to more easily facilitate labeling and moves and changes.

Readers should see our report IP Camera - Direct Attached vs Jack &

Patch for full discussion of the pros and cons of these methods. The parts

https://ipvm.com/reports/cable-install
https://ipvm.com/reports/installing-dome-cameras-indoors
https://ipvm.com/reports/install-box-cams-indoors
https://ipvm.com/reports/indoor-fasteners-guide
https://ipvm.com/reports/ip-camera-cable-termination-examined
https://ipvm.com/reports/ip-camera-cable-termination-examined
http://ipvm.com/
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and tools required will vary based on whether the Jack and Patch or Direct

Connect method are selected, but this guide includes information on both.

Tools Used for Network Cable Termination

Only a few tools are needed for successful termination, but most of them

are specialized to this task and unlikely to be in any general electrical or

construction tool belt.

 Cutting tools: First, tools are required to cut cables to length,

typically electrician's scissors, also known as snips. However, some

may use diagonal cutters or flush cutters. Experienced users may use

scissors for stripping cables, as well, though this is generally not

recommended as individual conductors may be nicked in the

process.

 Stripping tools: Specialized UTP strippers use a sharp blade set to a

precise depth that scores the outer jacket of the CAT cable without

cutting into individual pairs inside. These tools are typically the

fastest and easiest way to strip UTP cables for termination. Cable

stripper pricing varies widely, but most cost less than ~$15 each.

https://ipvm.com/forums/video-surveillance/topics/what-scissors-snips-do-you-prefer
https://www.google.com/search?tbm=shop&q=cat6+jacket+stripper&spell=1&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwjAvd_tjqLdAhWqwFkKHZMeCtsQBQjXAigA&biw=1920&bih=974
http://ipvm.com/
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 Punch Down / Impact Tool: Impact tools are used to terminate

individual wires in a CAT cable to patch panel or keystone jack. A

wire is placed in a special connection point and "punched" down,

making contact with two small points (called IDCs/insulation

displacement connectors). Punchdown tools most often include

"110" blades used for jacks and patch panels, but others are also

available for telecom blocks or proprietary manufacturer's

connectors.

 Modular Crimper: This hand tool is used to attach RJ45 modular

connectors to UTP cables. They commonly include cutters and

strippers, as well. Crimpers typically are intended for RJ45 8

conductor plugs, but may also be used for smaller plugs used in

telephone installs. Ratcheting crimpers are available which are

intended to provide a more foolproof connection than non-ratchet

crimpers, but this is practically a matter of preference, with many

http://ipvm.com/
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experienced installers preferring non-ratching tools for speed.

Crimpers can be found online for ~$25.

Connectors and Termination Points

There are three typical connector types used in surveillance and other

networks:

 RJ45 Modular Plugs/Tips: Modular tips/plus are the "male"

connection type in UTP cable. These connectors are terminated to

the end of the cable for either patching or direct connect. They are

also often pre-terminated to patch cables. There are some key

factors to watch out for in selecting modular plugs, which we discuss

below.

https://www.google.com/search?biw=1920&bih=974&tbm=shop&ei=cOKOW6qaGZHt5gKa5rfwBA&q=rj45+crimper&oq=rj45+crimper&gs_l=psy-ab.3..0l3.328645.330885.0.331956.12.9.0.3.3.0.268.948.7j0j2.9.0....0...1c.1.64.psy-ab..0.12.962....0.5Yp7IA78crE
http://ipvm.com/
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 Keystone Module / Jack: Jacks are a single port female connection,

used when connecting a single device such as a camera or door

controller. Jacks use a standardized width and height, typically

referred to as "keystone" size, though with some slight variation

which may make some jacks difficult to fit into others' wall plates or

surface mount blocks.

 Patch Panel: A termination point for network cabling that is typically

installed in a rack/cabinet to consolidate terminations for cables run

to multiple devices. Patch panels are available in various port counts,

such as 16, 24, 48, 96, etc. In addition to 19" rack mount panels,

some smaller installs may use wall mount brackets in lower port

counts, but this is less common.

https://ipvm.com/reports/rack-cabinet-guide
http://ipvm.com/
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Stripping Cable Jacket

Before the cable can be terminated in any fashion the outer jacket needs to

be stripped to expose the internal conductors. This should be done

carefully to avoid damage to individual conductors, as they may break if

nicked or fail to pass cable certification tests.

Stripping should generally be done with a cable stripper intended for the

task. Using a pair of snips/scissors or other cutters may damage the cable.

The video below demonstrates cable stripping and discusses issues to

avoid.

Note: Click here to view the Stripping Cable Jacket Cleanly video on

IPVM.

Terminating RJ45 Modular Tips

Terminating RJ45 mod tips can be tricky and requires practice to perform

quickly and accurately. Dealing with 8 small gauge conductors, maintaining

twists, properly aligning wires in the connector, and trimming cables may

be frustrating for inexperienced techs.

We review the process in this video:

Note: Click here to view the RJ-45 Modular Connector video on IPVM.

Keystone Jacks

The video below demonstrates terminating CAT 6 network cable to a

keystone jack, which is used in either surface mount blocks or wall plates.

https://ipvm.com/reports/utp-cable-testing-guide
https://ipvm.com/reports/terminating-cable
https://ipvm.com/reports/terminating-cable
http://ipvm.com/
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Like mod plugs, there are some tricks to terminating jacks properly,

demonstrated here:

Note: Click here to view the Keystone Terminate & Biscuit Jack video

on IPVM.

Patch Panel

Finally, the video below demonstrates terminating cable to a patch panel

using a jacket stripper and impact tool. There are various methods used to

dress cables into patch panels, with some techs preferring to bring cables

from the side of the panel, others using cable managers or lacing bars to

bring it in perpendicular to the punchdown, and combinations between

these approaches. Essentially, these are a matter of preference, and as long

as proper bend radius and jacket stripping guidelines are followed, all are

acceptable.

Note: Click here to view the Patch Panel Termination video on IPVM.

Category 6A/6/5e Connector Differences

Because Cat 6/6A cables may use heavier 23 AWG cable than the typical 24

gauge used in most UTP cables, connectors may vary slightly. For example,

instead of conductors simply being in a straight line in smaller Cat 5e plugs,

Cat 6A mod plugs stagger the conductors in order to fit them all in proper

alignment.

https://ipvm.com/reports/terminating-cable
https://ipvm.com/reports/terminating-cable
http://ipvm.com/
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This difference is subtle, but critical because connector types must match

the cable types they terminate. Cat 6a connectors should not be used to

terminate Cat 5e cable because the fit and orientation of wires is critical to

cable performance.

Single Piece Vs. Multiple Piece Connectors

Most modular plugs are a single piece, with wires simply fed into the back

of the connector. However, for more exacting standards, such as Cat 6A,

multi piece connectors may be used, with a "liner" used to hold conductors

in place when inserting, and a "sled" used to align connections properly

before crimping.

http://ipvm.com/
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Mod plug prices vary from ~$0.10 for typical Cat 5e plugs to as much as

~$0.40 for three-piece Cat 6A connectors.

Compression Gland Connectors

A less common, but weather resistant and water-proof type of connector is

often used for camera hung outside or in harsh environments. The exact

installation process varies according to designs, but in general, these

multi-piece connector assemblies use special gaskets or glands for

protecting internal wire connections and the overall termination piece.

This video demonstrates a compression gland connector used by Axis.

Notice that while no special tools are required, the process for terminating

a cable is ten or more steps that are very specific:

Note: Click here to view the RJ-45 Push Pull Connector video on IPVM.

While pricing for compression gland connectors vary, they range from

$5.00 to $25+ each.

These specialty tools are often assembled into kits available from

low-voltage distributors and cost less than $50 for budget tools. However,

unless attaching connectors is an infrequent task, technicians may find the

quality and durability of premium kits valuable, with the cost of those

reaching several hundred dollars which frequently add basic cable testers

to the kit.

Wiring Standards

Cable installations use a specific wiring standard which determines which

conductors fall on specific pins of a connector. The most common is T568B,

with many components such as jacks and patch panels simply defaulting to

https://ipvm.com/reports/terminating-cable
http://www.amazon.com/Paladin-Tools-70007-Complete-Network/dp/B0018BL0PO/ref=sr_1_3?ie=UTF8&qid=1446735797&sr=8-3&keywords=network+cable+crimper
http://www.amazon.com/Klein-Tools-VDV026-812-Installer-Starter/dp/B004W7OU7G/ref=sr_1_108?ie=UTF8&qid=1446736249&sr=8-108&keywords=network+cable+crimper+kit
http://ipvm.com/
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this method without any other option. However, some include alternate

labels or stickers used to indicate T568A, which reverses the location of

green and orange in the termination.

Installers should be aware of these standards, but should only use T-568A

when specifically needed and otherwise default to T-568B.

Cable Testing

A key aspect of creating cables and attaching connectors frequently

overlooked is checking them for function. It is easy to create errors or

incorrectly terminate connectors, and cable checkers are a quick way to

verify work was done correctly.

The degree of checking can range from simple function checks all the way

to detailed certification of wire runs, and testing units can range in price

from $25 to $10,000+ depending on needed result. We cover this subject in

detail in our Network Cable Testing Guide, and will soon release a new

tutorial guide on cable testing with several video demonstrations.

https://ipvm.com/reports/utp-cable-testing-guide
http://ipvm.com/
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Termination Labor

The amount of time it takes to properly prepare and terminate a UTP cable

is not long; someone who has done the process a few times can learn to

complete the process in less than a minute (60 seconds) per termination,

although factors like cable location, certification, and cable type can add

several minutes to the typical quick process.

For example, if using STP or cable including a drainwire, installing the

connector to maintain solid contact with that conductor usually slows the

process down and may add 5 to 10 minutes to the normal termination

process for checking continuity. And when weatherproof connectors are

used, like the compression gland type mentioned above, the precise nature

of installing cabling inside may add another 5 to 10 minutes per end.

http://ipvm.com/
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Network Ports

Network ports are critical for remote video viewing and recording and

without proper configuration, IP video will not work. Beyond that it is

critical to understand how they relate to security.

We examine:

 Why ports are used

 The format for ports

 How ports are assigned

 Well-Known ports for video surveillance

 Uncommon / manufacturer specific ports

 Risks of open ports

 Multiple port use for VMSes

 Using NMAP to scan ports

Why Ports Are Used

A computer will generally have a single IP address but will often

communicate via different applications or services.

http://ipvm.com/
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To accommodate this, IP addresses support multiple 'ports', up to 65,535.

Ports (also called 'sockets') define particular channels for data to flow to

points in a network, like from cameras to a recorder, or a recorder to a

client. Ports help a computer know how to use the data it receives, so with

any data streamed on a video port can be quickly processed for viewing, or

emails can be received by an email client for reading, or web traffic by a

browser and so on.

With the large range of ports available, significant portions of network

traffic are assigned for specific use or specific applications, and this greatly

speeds up the process of a computer's specific applications knowing which

data applies and which data does not.

Port Format

The way particular ports are addressed is a variation of the IP address

scheme. For example, an IPv4 address port is identified by adding a colon

and port number at the end, like this (port index in bold):

192.168.0.223:554

When you visit a webpage, you might assume there is no port needed but

that is only because web browsers handle that for you. For example, the IP

address form IPVM.com is 23.22.211.9. Going to http://18.213.155.10 and

https://18.213.255.10:80 both take you to the IPVM homepage, it is just

that the browser knows / assumes you mean port 80 when you type in

"http://"

http://ipvm.com/
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How are Ports Assigned?

Port numbers are assigned according to three groups, based on how

general or how specific they are to general network applications. All

potential ports, from #0 to #65,535 are assigned accordingly:

 System Ports, from Port 0 - 1023: System Ports are assigned

by IANA as standards per RFC6335. These are reserved for general,

well-known uses.

 User Ports, from Port 1024 - 49151: User Ports are assigned

by IANA per RFC6335. These are for specific software operation use.

Many surveillance and security platforms have port reservations in

this group.

 Dynamic Ports, from Port 49152 - 65535: Dynamic Ports are not

assigned. This block is essentially not administrated and kept open

for general use, often for private or temporary assignments within a

network. This is what surveillance manufacturers often use for their

own internal communications between their servers/recorders and

clients.

The group responsible for assigning port functions, Internet Assigned

Numbers Authority (IANA), is part of the same oversight group that assigns

IP Address allocations and a number of other 'root level' administrative IDs

in modern internet and network use.

Well-Known Ports

When it comes to typical ports being used by surveillance, the most

generally open and used ports are found in the 'System' group, including:

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Internet_Assigned_Numbers_Authority
http://www.iana.org/go/rfc6335
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Internet_Assigned_Numbers_Authority
http://www.iana.org/go/rfc6335
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Internet_Assigned_Numbers_Authority
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 Port 80: HTTP (Hypertext Transfer Protocol) for general websites and

web traffic

 Port 21: FTP control for file transfer, including image files

 Port 22: SSH, or secure shell transfer for port forwarding and secure

portal logins

 Port 23: Telnet, or unencrypted text communication, often used for

'command line control' of cameras and even servers.

 Port 443: Secure Socket Layer, or 'secured' HTTP

traffic. Uncommonly used to secure video streams.

 Port 554: RTSP (Real Time Streaming Protocol) for video, used widely

and a pre-requisite for ONVIF streams

There are many well-know ports, though most are not relevant to

surveillance applications. See a full list of 'well-known' ports here.

Uncommon / Manufacturer Specific Ports for Video Surveillance

However, many surveillance systems use port assignments that are

specifically reserved for their use. Some of these reservations include:

 Port 2804: March Networks Digital Video Recorders and Enterprise

Service Manager

 Port 22609: Exacqvision video client

 Port 37777/78: Dahua video forwarding port

 Port 38880: Avigilon ACC video client

 Port 49152: UPnP device discovery protocol

Port Security Risk

In many cases, surveillance platforms will use 'uncommon' user or dynamic

ports that must be approved to pass traffic through security firewalls for

https://ipvm.com/forums/forums/video-surveillance/topics/https-how-useful-is-to-for-ip-cameras
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Real_Time_Streaming_Protocol
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_TCP_and_UDP_port_numbers
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use. If these port assignments are not known and approved, video

surveillance systems will not work.

Best security practices for networks often require blocking traffic all ports

but those explicitly allowed for recognized use. In general, part of 'locking

down' a network includes turning off ports in firewalls regardless of which

IP address the originate from. This mitigates the risk of harmful viruses or

other exploits from sliding through into a network.

This cyber security report shows the default ports that open on cameras

from ten manufacturers.

Multiple Port Use Common

Surveillance systems generally use multiple ports during operation. Despite

a camera or a recorder having just one IP address, that single resource may

have many different ports collecting or sending data. In general, opening

up the requisite ports needed by the surveillance system is part of the

initial configuration process, with VMSes typically publishing a list of

needed ports like this one from Genetec.

https://ipvm.com/reports/cyber-compare
http://downloadcenter1.genetec.com/products/SecurityCenter/5.1/SR2/Security_Center/EN.Security Center Installation and Upgrade Guide 5.1 SR2.pdf
http://ipvm.com/
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NMAP Port Scanning Tools

Because surveillance systems can open many ports, minimizing the group

to just those that are needed is a key network security step.

Especially given recent hacking exploits taking advantage of ports opened

by surveillance systems, tools like NMAP can be used to find what ports

must be opened and which ports can be closed by turning off unneeded or

unused features like UPnP, Telnet, and FTP. Below we provide a screenshot

of an NMAP scan.

For more details on how NMAP can identify and help minimize open port

security risks, see our: NMAPing IP Cameras note.

https://ipvm.com/reports/nmap-ip-cameras
https://ipvm.com/reports/nmap-ip-cameras
http://ipvm.com/
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Cabling Best Practices

Surveillance cabling can be a major problem. Poorly installed and

maintained networks are often costly, lengthy, frustrating ordeals to

manage.

While keeping cables organized is not an advanced topic to understand and

practice, we address a few basic rules can go far in preventing "cabling

nightmares."

We explain:

 Real Life Examples

 The 5 'Best Practices' That Make A Difference

 Cabling Specifications

 5 Question Quiz

Real-Life Examples

Just about every integrator and installer has example stories to share of

video surveillance networks that are a mess. In the snapshots below, we

share some member photos depicting just these 'nightmare networks':

http://ipvm.com/
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Top 5 Tips

Here are our top 5 tips:

1. Label All Cables

One of the most costly oversights when running cable is neglecting labels.

As we previously covered in our Cable Labeling Best Practices report, we

address how a few minutes of labor in labeling can save thousands of

dollars in troubleshooting time later. Having the ability to quickly

determine the specific cable a camera is using and where it is connected in

a switch make quick work sorting through big bundles of cable looking for

one specific cable.

2. Use Cable Trays/Hooks/Tubing

Loose cabling above drop ceilings or along trusses have a way of becoming

hopeless tangled messes over time. When ceiling tiles get popped or

moved, the cables run atop get displaced. Even after substantial reworking

and re-stringing of cable, the system had problems with camera outages

and unlabeled cable runs. The images below show examples of trays and

hooks in use:

https://ipvm.com/updates/1580
http://ipvm.com/
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3. Jacket Color is Important

Using a specific color to denote cables belong to a certain system can be

important. In Example 2 above, many colors are used but in a random

fashion. Staying with a color scheme, even when not required by an

overarching standard, will help eliminate 'monochromatic confusion' of

lumping multiple data networks or low-voltage systems together.

Because 'blue' and 'gray' jacketed cables are the most common data-comm

colors, and 'red' is reserved for fire system applications, the best 'standard

stock' colors for video surveillance available at most distributors are greens,

yellows, purples, and oranges. However many non-standard color options

are available to choose from, and are only limited by order lead time and

extra cost.

4. Draw a Map

Not only is drawing a map of cable runs and drops invaluable reference for

surveillance maintenance, it also can be referenced by other projects that

might disturb cabling. If the function of cabling is unknown, it can easily

been seen as 'not critical' or even 'out of service'. However, a map of each

http://ipvm.com/
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run and it's scaled location on a floor plan makes it easy to locate and

readily identifiable as part of a critical system. Ensuring that the

information is accurate is vital when planning work, and every time work is

performed that changes the location or index of cabling, the map must be

updated.

For those performing in-depth or high volumes of design/installation

cabling work, AutoCAD is the ideal platform to produce these maps (see

our 'AutoCAD for Surveillance' report), as they can easily be incorporated

into official print sets. However, for incidental and occasional map drawing,

a program like Visio (see our 'Visio for Surveillance' report) is easier to

navigate and use.

5. Don't Use Excessive Service Loops

One of the most common, and needlessly messy, habits of integrators is to

pay out excessive amounts of cable or use significantly over-length patch

cords as 'service loops' at the end of cable runs. Service loops should

contain a few feet of extra cabling to cover the inevitable camera shift or

https://ipvm.com/updates/1652
https://ipvm.com/updates/1482
http://ipvm.com/
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network rack movement. However, coiling up twenty or fifty feet at the

end of runs, or using 10' path cords when 3' is all that is needed 'just in

case' needlessly drives cost and creates clutter.

For service loops, BICSI standards state 3m at the rack and 1m at the outlet

or device, recommended where practicable, and excessive loops are

discouraged.

The performance impact of line interference and improper bend radii

encouraged by lengthy service loops can negate any potential benefit the

extra cable may provide in the future. Using 'long enough' loops reduces

the amount of cable to troubleshoot, hang neatly in small spaces, and keep

organized.

Specifications

While no 'universal' code or spec exists for running cable, BICSI has

published a number of 'best practice' guides [link no longer available] for

design and installation. Frequently, when installation specifications are

mentioned in a bid or scope of work, a BICSI publication number is given.

http://ipvm.com/
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These documents define how installation work is to be executed,and

almost universally recommend the 5 tips above as part of a network

project. Among the commonly cited specs are:

 NECA/BICSI 607-2011, Standard for Telecommunications Bonding

and Grounding Planning and Installation Methods for Commercial

Buildings

 BICSI 002-2011, Data Center Design and Implementation Best

Practices

 ANSI/BICSI 001-2009, Information Transport Systems Design

Standard for K-12 Educational Institutions

 ANSI/NECA/BICSI 568-2006, Standard for Installing Commercial

Building Telecommunications Cabling

 Electronic Safety and Security Design Reference Manual (ESSDRM)

 Telecommunications Distribution Methods Manual (TDMM)

Even if projects do not explicitly state work must conform to one or more

of the spec guides, it is in the installer's best interest to take the guidelines

to heart in order to keep the 'nightmares' at bay.

Test your knowledge

Click Here to take this 5 question quiz

https://ipvm.com/take/Cabling-Best-Practices-Guide-Quiz
http://ipvm.com/
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Horizontal Cabling

There are a few options when it comes to professionally installing

horizontal cabling for video surveillance networks. The three options

examined here are:

 'Direct Attached', where the first terminates the field cabling with an

RJ45 modular plug, and connects it directly to the camera.

 'Jack & Patch', where the cables are first terminated to a jack or

patch panel, and then connected to security devices by patch cord.

 'MPTL', Modular Plug Terminated Link is a hybrid of the two

methods above with a female jack / patch panel at the head end and

an RJ45 modular plug on the far end connecting directly to the

camera.

We explain the options, tradeoffs, and elaborate on the pros and cons of

each method.

The Three Methods

Direct Attach Method: The most common method of attaching devices to a

network is simply plugging each terminated end into a device. Cables are

run directly to a switch and to a camera or controller in the field, using an

http://ipvm.com/
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RJ45 modular plug at both ends of the cable. Testing is performed from

these plugs across the length of the single cable.

However, many cite a second more permanent method is better despite

being more complex:

Jack and Patch Approach: According to the 12th Edition of BICSI's

TDMM and prior, all horizontal cabling should be terminated in the closet

end on a patch panel, and in the field, on a jack. Starting in later editions,

this requirement was relaxed for security equipment and other installations

where accessibility may be difficult or tampering may be a risk.

Connections are made from the patch panel to switch, and from the jack to

device with patch cords. The resulting section of cable from patch panel to

jack is called the 'permanent link'. Typically jacks are installed in a wallplate

for interior cameras, and patch from the plate to the camera. In exterior

applications, jacks are commonly mounted in junction boxes.

https://www.bicsi.org/education-certification/education-@-bicsi-learning-academy/technical-publications/telecommunications-distribution-methods-manual
https://www.bicsi.org/education-certification/education-@-bicsi-learning-academy/technical-publications/telecommunications-distribution-methods-manual
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Most recently ANSI/TIA has added a hybrid approach.

MPTL (Modular Plug Terminated Link): The standard ANSI/TIA-568.2-D,

published in 2018, includes a specification for horizontal cabling which is is

a hybrid of both 'Jack and Patch' and 'Direct Attach' cabling methods. The

standard specifies a female jack on one end and a male plug on the other

end. In surveillance networks this is typically a patch panel port at the head

end patched to an NVR or switch, and the far end terminated with an RJ45

modular plug connected directly to the camera. This method offers the

benefit of using patch panels for organized termination at the head end

with the ease of installation at the far end.

http://ipvm.com/
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The Heart Of The Debate

Historically, the major issue driving this debate is the 'modified permanent

link' which modular plugs create. Since cables are specified by standards to

be terminated in the typical link fashion, testers were created to test the

normal permanent link, resulting in not-quite-accurate tests when testing

through a modular plug.

In 2020 this is no longer a practical concern as certifiers are equipped to

test, the permanent link, full channel, and most recently MPTL.

Building automation systems have used the direct attach method for years,

as it was recognized by TIA standards that in some cases a jack and patch

cable are impractical or unserviceable. Current Editions of BICSI's Electronic

Safety and Security design reference have come to the same conclusion.

However, it should be noted that security applications break other

fundamental rules of BISCI standards, such as each outlet being mounted

18" above finished floor with two cables run to it. Security devices, just like

BAS devices, are application-specific, and different standards apply while

respecting original intent where possible.

http://ipvm.com/
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Which Method Should I Use?

While, practically speaking, there is nothing wrong with any of these

methods, and much is left up to preference, directly attaching plugs is

generally preferred by the majority of integrators. There are two main

drawbacks which may be a problem when using this method:

 Cable flexibility: In UTP cable used for horizontal runs, each of the

eight conductors (four pairs) is made from a solid copper conductor.

In patch cables, each conductor is made up of multiple thin copper

strands. This makes the conductor, and in turn, the entire cable,

more flexible. For this reason, patch cables may be able to fit into

tight domes where sharp bends are without straining or pinching the

cable where solid conductor cable would have issues. Strictly

speaking, however, according to standards, bend radius is four times

the diameter of the cable, regardless of solid or stranded

construction.

 Modular plug construction: While Cat 5e cable is almost always 24

AWG, some manufacturers of Cat 6 and higher cables have sized

conductors up to 23 AWG. Care should be taken when selecting

cable/modular plug combinations, to make sure the plug is rated for

the category cable being installed and will handle larger-gauge wire,

or it may not work properly, or simply not at all.

Users should be aware of challenges in specific applications, as well:

 Interior cameras: When installing interior cameras, the key

consideration is where the camera will be mounted. If the cameras

are to be wall-mounted, or in the case of warehouse or other

open-ceiling environments, installing jacks is simple, either in a

https://ipvm.com/reports/installing-dome-cameras-indoors
http://ipvm.com/
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surface-mount or recessed box with wallplate. When using

ceiling-mounted domes, however, installation is trickier. As

discussed in our installation issues update, exposed connections are

not allowed by code above drop ceilings. This means that, unless the

dome has room enough to install a jack inside it (which is unlikely), a

junction box must be provided to house the connections, making the

direct attach method much simpler.

 Exterior cameras: Using jacks in exterior locations can be much

trickier than their interior counterparts. If using box cameras, a jack

may be located in the housing. However, exterior domes are as

unlikely as their interior counterparts to have enough space to locate

a jack and patch cable. If an enclosure is provided, for surge

protection, wireless equipment, or other needs, the jack may be

located there. In most cases, however, the direct attach method will

be simpler. For more information check out our Outdoor Camera

Installation Guide.

No matter which method is used, care must be taken during installation.

Maximum cable pulling tension and not exceeding bend radii should be

observed. All components should be matching category rated, including

mod plug and patch cables. If all of these are followed, connections should

experience few issues.

https://ipvm.com/reports/outdoor-install
https://ipvm.com/reports/outdoor-install
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Cable Installation

http://ipvm.com/
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BICSI

Spend enough time around networks and eventually someone will

mention BICSI, the oft-referenced but only vaguely known standards body

prevalent in the IT world. The question is: how do BICSI and their guidelines

practically affect your surveillance installation? We look at this question,

key things to know, and other areas they cover.

Specifically we explain:

 The TDMM

 The RCDD Credential

 Standards vs. Codes

 Modular Plugs

 Terminating to Patch Panel

 Testing Cables

 Cable Labeling

 Cable Supports

 Firestops

 Telecommunications Rooms

 Grounding / Bonding

 Power Distribution

http://www.bicsi.org/
http://ipvm.com/
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BICSI Overview

BICSI (Building Industry Consulting Service International) is a

standards-making body focused on IT and related industries, such as life

safety, security, audio-visual, and more. They are best known for publishing

two manuals which effectively serve as the de facto standards of the

cabling industry:

 Telecommunications Distributation Methods Manual (TDMM): This

publication covers design and planning of network systems, covering

cabling, bonding/grounding systems, cable supports, equipment

room planning, space calculations, and more. It also forms the basis

of the Registered Communications Distribution Designer (RCDD)

credential. The TDMM is a huge amount of material, with the 13th

edition over 2100 pages, with most of it irrelevant to surveillance.

 Information Technology Systems Installation Methods Manual

(ITSIMM): The ITS installation manual focuses on actual installation

issues, such as how cable should be terminated and supported,

firestopping methods, planning cable paths and spaces, etc. This

manual is used as the study material for BICSI's certified installer

program.

BICSI publishes other manuals, as well, covering electronic safety and

security, data centers, project management, and more, but they are

generally not utilized as much as the above.

These manuals are not cheap. BICSI sells the TDMM for $365 USD ($295 for

members) online [link no longer available]. The ITSIMM is less expensive,

but still $205 ($185 member) [link no longer available].

https://www.bicsi.org/education-certification/education-@-bicsi-learning-academy/technical-publications/telecommunications-distribution-methods-manual
https://www.bicsi.org/education-certification/certification/registered-communications-distribution-designer
https://www.bicsi.org/education-certification/certification/registered-communications-distribution-designer
https://www.bicsi.org/education-certification/certification/cabling-installation
https://www.bicsi.org/education-certification/certification/cabling-installation
https://www.bicsi.org/education-certification/certification/cabling-installation
https://www.bicsi.org/education-certification/certification/cabling-installation
http://ipvm.com/
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The RCDD Credential

The RCDD is BICSI's design credential, generally pursued by those actively

doing design and engineering of network infrastructure on a regular (if not

daily) basis. Because it uses the TDMM as its reference material, it is a

lot of material to know (over 2100 pages), with work experience

requirements and references required, and a closed book proctored exam.

For the vast majority of designers in the security industry, the RCDD is

unnecessary. Most of the material covered is general to cabling and other

infrastructure and not regularly used.

BICSI's Electronic Safety and Security credential [link no longer available]

was their only credential relevant to security, but was not really respected

or required, with few outside of the BICSI set even aware of its existence.

BICSI retired the credential at the end of 2015.

Standards, Not Codes

Note that unlike NFPA or IEC, BICSI publishes standards, not codes. This

means that while the material they contain is often viewed as best practice,

building inspectors and other code officials do not require systems to be

installed to standards, and do not issue fines for breaking standards.

https://ipvm.com/reports/us-low-voltage-codes-explained
http://ipvm.com/
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The most common area BICSI standards are used is in large construction

projects, where the TDMM covers most of Division 27 of the CSI spec.

While security is contained in Division 28, cables installed for it must be in

accordance with 27. These projects are typically (but not always) bid

projects, with telecom just one part of a much larger project.

Outside of construction, IT departments in large facilities (corporate,

campus, government, etc.) are typically most concerned with BICSI

standards as they have much more network infrastructure to install and

maintain than smaller facilities. Adherence to standards (especially testing,

supports, labeling, etc.) helps to ease upkeep and keep ceilings and

equipment rooms neater. Since multiple contractors are typical in these

facilities, installing multiple systems over the course of years may quickly

lead to confusion as to what cable is used for what, where it goes, etc.

Key Areas

Cables installed for surveillance or access control generally make up only a

small percentage of the overall project, and are often added separately (if

not as an afterthought). However, surveillance professionals should know

enough to properly install cables so they follow the same standards as the

rest of the facility. Even in buildings where the owner is not concerned with

standards, installing cables properly may decrease installation and

troubleshooting time, and provide a more professional appearance.

Below are some key points relevant to surveillance from the TDMM and

ITSIMM:

http://buildipedia.com/knowledgebase/division-27-communications
https://ipvm.com/forums/forums/video-surveillance/topics/rebooting-security-bidding-sia-csi-asking-for-help
http://ipvm.com/
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Modular Plugs Are OK

One of the biggest debates in the BICSI crowd in recent years was whether

connecting a cable to a camera with a modular plug (instead of a jack and

patch cord) was acceptable. This practice was technically against standards,

which required a permanent link (the section of cable installed in the

walls/ceiling of a building) to terminate in a jack at both ends, and be

connected to equipment via patch cords. Partly this was for testing

purposes, as cable certification equipment was calibrated to use test cords

which required jacks be installed.

However, in the past 2-3 years, driven by the ESS standard, BICSI has

approved the use of modular plugs, referred to as the "direct attach"

method, creating a "modified permanent link", with the patch panel side

terminating to a jack, but the device end terminated with a plug.

Current testers have included different adapters to account for this change.

Note that installers must be careful to use category (5e/6, etc.) rated mod

plugs when using this method. While terminating to a modular plug is

acceptable at the device end, cables are required to be terminated to a

patch panel at the head end. They may not be terminated with a plug and

http://ipvm.com/
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connected directly to a switch, a common practice in many small

surveillance deployments.

For more on this debate, see our: IP Camera - Direct Attached vs Jack &

Patch note.

Cable Testing

In most cases, security integrators do not certify and document every cable

they install. However, by BICSI standards [link no longer available], this is

required. A record of each cable's test performance (wiremap, crosstalk,

etc.) is recorded by the tester and kept for verification, typically

electronically. Aside from standards, test records are also usually required

by cable/component manufacturer warranty.

Labeling

When adding cables to a standards-compliant installation, security

installers should follow the labeling scheme in place. Typically this includes

identifiers for which room, rack, patch panel, and port a cable terminates in.

Labeling is a big topic in BICSI design, with its own standards [link no longer

available], and these schemes can be fairly complex.

https://ipvm.com/reports/ip-camera-cable-termination-examined
https://ipvm.com/reports/ip-camera-cable-termination-examined
http://ipvm.com/
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Cable Supports

Standards specify that cables should be supported every 48-60 inches or

installed in cable tray or conduit. Technically, cable is to be pulled, then

placed into supports (lifted onto tray or into J-hooks), but this is rarely

done in practice as ceiling obstructions make it impractical.

Maintain Firestopping

When adding cables to an existing (or new) installation, users should be

careful to repair any firestopped pathways they may have disturbed, or

apply firestop to new ones created. Readers may see our Cabling Through

Firewalls guide for full information on methods.

Other Areas Covered

Aside from the practical areas above, the TDMM covers many

infrastructure topics which may be of interest to some, but most installers

and designers do not need to know by rote, including:

Telecommunications Rooms

The TDMM provides an entire chapter of guidelines for how

telecommunications rooms (TCs, IDFs, MDFs, ERs, etc.) should be located,

sized, and laid out. This chapter may be of interest to security designers as

space for equipment may not be considered by the original designer,

whether it requires rack space, such as servers or NVRs, or especially

wall-mounted access control or intrusion detection equipment or power

supplies.

https://ipvm.com/reports/cabling-through-firewalls
https://ipvm.com/reports/cabling-through-firewalls
http://ipvm.com/
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Grounding/Bonding

The TDMM specifies the use of a dedicated telecommunications

grounding/bonding infrastructure, consisting of a dedicated grounding

backbone run to each telecommunications room, terminated to a

grounding busbar (TGB). Equipment and racks are then connected to this

busbar for proper ground. Security equipment requiring a ground (often

needed in access control for proper operation) should connect to this

busbar.

Power Distribution

Finally, another chapter covers power distribution [link no longer available],

including power conditioning and protection, as well as UPS systems. It

does not specifically warrant the use of either protection or UPS systems,

but gives guidelines on selection and sizing. If security servers and

https://global.ihs.com/doc_detail.cfm?&item_s_key=00574775
https://global.ihs.com/doc_detail.cfm?&item_s_key=00574775
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equipment are being added to an existing UPS or power system, designers

should consult with the owner, and be careful new equipment does not

overload existing circuits or reduce backup power capacity.

http://ipvm.com/
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Cable Strapping

Many say using zip-ties is asking for problems. And BICSI prohibits them.

But many video surveillance integrators use them regularly. What should

you do?

We contrast and explain the tradeoffs between:

 Zipties (often Nylon)

 Hook and Loop Straps (also called Velcro)

 Cable Lacing (Typically Waxed String)

We also examine why zipties are risky, but still commonly used.

Zipties Are Bad: Myth or Fact?

Cabling standards authority BICSI takes a strong stance on the matter,

essentially forbidding zipties and recommends Hook and Loop Straps

instead.

From the BICSI Information Transport Systems Installation Methods

Manual (ITSIMM):

https://ipvm.com/reports/bicsi-and-ip-video-surveillance
https://www.bicsi.org/double.aspx?l=3346
https://www.bicsi.org/double.aspx?l=3346
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To understand the potential risk to video, the fact that network Category

cable types are composed of twisted conductor pairs is important:

In order to preserve the best possible video signal, the internal twists must

not be bent or kinked out of shape and alignment. The 'ziptie risk' is that

overly tight ratcheted straps will physically displace conductors and create

an interference point and potentially be disastrous for performance

-sensitive IP video traffic.

http://ipvm.com/
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But Is This A Practical Issue?

Despite BICSI's stance against zipties, examples of problems in using them

are uncommon. Indeed, professional data centers with hundreds of server

racks use them and claim they are not a source of performance problems:

Note: Click here to view the Cat 6 Amazing Dressing & Termination on

IPVM.

Proponents of zipties claim that as long as the strap is not tightly ratcheted

to the cable jacket, but installed with only light contact between the strap

and cable the delicate twists of category cable will not be disturbed.

However, it is worth pointing out that reusing regular zipties is frequently

not possible and they often must be cut for removal during cable moves,

adds, or changes. Other cable management products like Hook and Loop

Straps can be reused, can be detached quickly, and make deformation of

the secured cable difficult.

Zipties Examined

The most maligned method is also the least expensive and requires no

special training or tools to use, although clipping ties so that no sharp

'alligator teeth' remain is necessary to prevent deep scratches or

lacerations from future arms brushing against them. Bulk packs of zipties

are available such they cost less than $0.02 each, in variable lengths, and

variable base materials rated for harsh or hazardous environments.

https://ipvm.com/reports/should-you-use-cable-zipties
http://ipvm.com/
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In general, Zipties are typically single-use fasteners and removing them

often requires destroying them unless more costly reusable types are used.

However, due to their great strength and ratcheting design, they hold

bundles of cables tightly for decades with no need for maintenance.

Hook and Loop Straps Examined

The cable strapping method BICSI recommends are softer fabric strips of

Velcro, or generically "Hook and Loop' material. Because of widespread

adoption in cabling, many options and lengths of these straps are available.

However, the typical cost of these straps are higher, often costing $0.10 or

more each.

Another potential issue with these straps in they can work loose over time,

especially when exposed to harsh environments. This can mean that

periodic tightening in difficult environments may be required.

http://ipvm.com/
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Cable Lacing Examined

While replaced by more modern strapping methods, technique and trade

skill intensive cable lacing is sometimes still seen or used in environments

using great numbers of cables. Other environments subject to continual

motion or harsh environment swings like ships or offshore oil platforms

employ this method because of high dependability and inert waxed cord

strapping.

While the cost of a spool of lacing tape/cord is low (1000 feet for ~$30), the

cost of installing it in a neat fashion with tight knotting can take years of

practice to perfect. Novices are not likely able to install Cable Lacing to

professional standards without training and experience, and the overhead

required accounts for its relative lack of widespread use.

Poll/Vote

Note: Click here to view the Which Cable Strapping Method Do You

Use / Prefer poll results on IPVM.

https://ipvm.com/reports/should-you-use-cable-zipties
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IP Camera Cabling Installation

How to install network cabling for IP cameras, including:

 Estimating cable run length (with video tutorial)

 Accounting for vertical length

 Tracking cable remaining (with video tutorial)

 Selecting a staging location (with video tutorial)

 The importance of labeling

 Basics of using push rods (with video tutorial)

 Fishing walls/dropping cables (with video tutorial)

Estimate Cable Run Length

Before any wires are pulled or even planned, it is important to estimate the

actual length of the drop to be installed. Inexperienced installers frequently

eyeball cable runs only to come up short and need to re-pull.

Note: Click here to view the Estimating Cable Length on IPVM.

There are several ways to do this, in order of accuracy:

 Measuring wheels: The most accurate way to estimate cable run

length is with a measuring wheel from the point where the camera

https://ipvm.com/reports/cable-install
https://ipvm.com/reports/measuring-wheels-examined
http://ipvm.com/
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or other device will be installed to where the head end/NVR/switch

will be located. Wheels are more accurate than other methods

which require some guesswork.

 Count ceiling tiles: The next possible way to measure run length is by

counting drop ceiling tiles, which are a fixed size (2'x2' or 2'x4' in

North America and 595mm in Europe. Ceiling tiles may simply be

counted along the cable path and totaled to provide an accurate

estimate of length.

 Pace it off: Finally, when no other options are available or for very

rough estimates, installers may walk the cable path and count steps,

with each step equating to roughly 30". However, this method is

riskiest, as different people have longer or shorter pace length and

may get very different results, especially on long runs.

Add Vertical Length

In addition to the horizontal cable distance, installers should make sure

they include cable length for vertical sections of the cable run, to drop

down a wall to the camera location, down a rack to be terminated, etc. A

good rule of thumb is 10' at each end, though some installers may prefer

longer for service loops or simply to be sure they have enough slack to

terminate.

Mark Cable Box/Spool With Length

Another tip for avoiding coming up short is to mark the cable boxes or

spools after each use with how much cable remains. This also makes

managing your supplies more efficient since you can easily see which box

of cable you could use for a specific run or runs.

http://ipvm.com/
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Staging Pulls

One of the biggest mistakes made before any cables are even pulled is

failing to properly stage cables, making pulls more difficult, adding labor

cost and increasing the likelihood of cables being pulled short or damaged.

Note: Click here to view the Picking The Pull Spot video on IPVM.

When staging cable pulls, there are a few guidelines to follow:

 Near an end point: The best place from which to pull cable is near an

end point, e.g., a camera location or patch panel location. This seems

obvious to many, but still, some installers may decide it is better to

start midway and spool off cable and pull in the opposite direction.

This method is simply more difficult and likely to lead to shortages or

wasted cable.

 Reduce corner pulls: Second, cable runs should be set up in a

location which eliminates as many corners as possible. Corners

either require an additional tech to assist with the pull or for a slack

loop to be pulled and managed, both of which increase cost or

difficulty.

 Out of the way of traffic: Finally, the best staging points are out of

the way of normal facility traffic. Pulling cable in an active office is

highly disruptive and in some cases dangerous, as lying cables are a

trip hazard. Setting up pulls in a less busy area is preferred if work is

done during normal hours.

The video below demonstrates picking a strategic point to place the box /

spool of cable. The position selected allows most of the cable drop to be

run from that starting point and also avoids three more 90° bends. After

https://ipvm.com/reports/cable-install
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the majority of the run is pulled, the final 20' to enter the server room can

then run to the MDF. Avoiding these turns helps keep pressure of off the

cable and will help reduce jacket burn / tear.

Label All Cables

Cables and their boxes/reels should be labeled prior to pulling with a

unique identifier. This could be as simple as 1, 2, 3, 4, etc. in small systems,

but may require more complex numbering in pulls where cables may be

staggered or split off to different locations (C114-1, C114-2, C118-1, C119-1,

etc.).

Note: Click here to view the Prepping The Cable Box video on IPVM.

This is another area which is often overlooked, with some techs simply

saying they will tone out the cables later to identify them, and others not

clearly labeling them, leading to confusing between 1s and 7s or 2s and 5s,

etc.

Use Wiring Rods to Run Cables

One of the most common tools for running cables is wiring rods commonly

called glow sticks, push rods, or fish sticks. Rather than move the cable

hand over hand these flexible rods enable the installer to span distance

from ~6' and up to even 30' at a time.

https://ipvm.com/reports/cable-install
https://www.google.com/search?q=greenlee+tone+generator&oq=greenlee+tone+generator&aqs=chrome..69i57j69i60j0l4.3894j0j4&sourceid=chrome&ie=UTF-8
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After pushing a rod some distance it can be difficult to find it at the new

location. The rod may have diverted from the intended course or may have

hit an obstruction. Glow in the dark wire rods help with this issue, clearly

visible in a dark ceiling, shown below.

Note: Click here to view the sequence of picture on IPVM.

There are also light up tip attachments for push rods. These small battery

powered LEDs attach to the front end of the push rod and make it easier

for you or your helper to locate the end of the rod.

Push Rod Attachments

Drop ceilings are very common, however, push rods can often get stuck on

the ceiling grid or other obstructions. This costs time and it is also

frustrating to whip or bounce the rod over obstruction after obstruction. To

reduce these issues, installers may use special attachments for the push

rods which help it bounce over obstacles, called an egg beater or whisk or

in some cases simply a ball.

Note: Click here to view the Using The Right Attachment video on IPVM.

https://ipvm.com/reports/cable-install
https://ipvm.com/forums/video-surveillance/topics/are-lighted-fish-rod-tips-worth-it
https://ipvm.com/reports/cable-install
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Vertical Runs

The vertical section of cable installation may seem the easiest since it

typically only about a 10' section of the entire drop, however fishing a cable

up or down a wall can easily be the most challenging part, with many like

wall framing, firewalls, various insulation types which must be avoided.

Typically, it is quicker and easier to fish a cable from top to bottom. This is

because the access hole is usually larger at the location where the jack or

plug will be installed than the smaller hole used to enter the wall. However,

there may be cases where the cable is easier to push down the wall

attached to a push rod instead of attempting to fish up the wall.

Unfortunately, there is no true best practice for how to determine how a

cable should be fished, since it can be partly art and practice instead of

simply a specific method. Installers should expect to spend some time

formulating the best plan for each drop and not assume that all walls in a

facility are the same.

We demonstrate the basics of fishing in a typical wall (insulated drywall on

metal studs) in this video.

Note: Click here to view the Wall Fish video on IPVM.

Wear Your Tools

Installing network cable requires ladder work and using your hands to push

or pull the cable, drag line, or rods. Installation also requires hand tools e.g.

snips, screw drivers, punch down tool, crimper, electrical tape. It will save

time and frustration if you wear a toolbelt or tool sheath. Going up and

https://ipvm.com/reports/cable-install
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down ladder or walking around a job site to fetch tools is inefficient and

unprofessional.

Further Reading

After a cable is run, it must be properly terminated. We plan to cover this

topic with demonstrations in an upcoming report. Readers should also

see Network Connectors for IP Cameras Guide for details on jacks, mod

plugs, and other connector types.

After cables are installed and terminated, cameras may be installed,

covered in detail in our reports Installing Dome Cameras

Indoors and Installing Box Cameras Indoors.

Finally, our Cabling Best Practices Guide covers additional issues not

discussed here, including cable management, cable jacket colors, floorplan

documentation, and more.

https://ipvm.com/reports/network-connectors-for-ip-cameras
https://ipvm.com/reports/installing-dome-cameras-indoors
https://ipvm.com/reports/installing-dome-cameras-indoors
https://ipvm.com/reports/install-box-cams-indoors
https://ipvm.com/reports/avoiding-cabling-nightmares
http://ipvm.com/
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Network Cable Testing

Proper cable installation is key to trouble-free surveillance systems.

However, testing is often an afterthought, with problems only discovered

when cameras have problems, resulting in increased troubleshooting, or

even worse, re-installation. Simple, inexpensive testers are available, which

can easily prevent these issues without adding substantial install time.

We examine:

 Wiremapping

 Cable Identification

 Service Detection

 PoE Detection

 Crosstalk

 Propagation Delay

 Low Cost Cable Testers

 Cable Verifiers

 Cable Qualifiers

 Cable Certifiers

 Choosing Between Verifiers, Qualifiers and Certifiers

 Channel vs Permanent Link

http://ipvm.com/
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The Four Main Test Tool Types

Wiremap testers, verifiers, qualifiers and certifiers are the 4 main test tool

types to select from:

 Certifiers are the only of the three to test to ANSI/EIA/TIA568B

standards, which ensures manufacturer warranty and essentially

guarantees link performance. Main downside is high price of

~$10,000, 4 to 5x of a qualifier.

 Qualifiers deliver a detailed technical test but are not

standards-compliant, aiming primarily to give a 'real world' test at a

lower price than certifiers.

 Verifiers provide tests such as wiremap and length which allow basic

troubleshooting, but not crosstalk, loss, skew, etc. They are also

much less expensive, ~$100-300.

 Wiremap testers only test continuity on all four pairs of the UTP

cable, with no advanced tests or troubleshooting information. These

tests are the lowest cost type, with some as low as ~$10.

Wiremap testers, verifiers, and certifiers are most common in surveillance

and covered below. Qualifiers are typically used more in IT centric

applications as they actually transmit real packets to test bandwidth and

allow for more in depth switch/network testing, instead of just the cable,

not typically necessary in surveillance.

http://ipvm.com/
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Certifiers

Certifiers test cables to ANSI/EIA/TIA standards, running a full battery of

tests, including those run by verifiers and qualifiers (wiremap, length),

while adding others and running more in depth crosstalk testing. The video

below provide a physical overview of Fluke's DSX-5000 certifier.

Note: Click here to view the Fluke Networks DSX-5000 video on IPVM.

These tests include:

 Crosstalk: This test measures the amount of signal which is leaked

from one pair of a cable to another, or from one cable to another.

This includes 6-8 different crosstalk tests (near end, far end, alien

crosstalk, etc.) depending on the category of the cable being tested.

Qualifiers simply test basic "crosstalk", without all of these detailed

measurements.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Copper_cable_certification
https://ipvm.com/reports/utp-cable-testing-guide
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Crosstalk_(electronics)
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 Propagation delay: This test is similar to latency, measuring the time

it takes for signal to reach the far end of the cable.

 Delay skew: Skew tests measure the difference in delay among all

four pairs of the cable. Significant differences can indicate cable

faults or stressed cables.

 Insertion/return loss: These are measurements of the signal loss

caused by connectors in the cable run (insertion loss) or by reflected

signal back at the test point (return loss) typically caused by poor

terminations or cable faults.

The video below demonstrates using a Fluke DSX-5000 certifier.

Note: Click here to view the demo video on IPVM.

Cable certifiers are far more costly than other testers, generally at least

$5,000 USD, though $10,000+ is not uncommon, with full kits including

fiber optic adapters often selling for $20,000. In addition to initial cost,

certifiers must be factory re-calibrated periodically (every 2-3 years), which

ranges from a few hundred to over a thousand dollars.

https://ipvm.com/reports/utp-cable-testing-guide
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Due to the very strict tolerances required for calibrated testers such as

these, only a handful of manufacturers sell cable certifiers, with the Fluke

DSX and Ideal LANtek [link no longer available] lines two of the most

common.

Certification Test Reports

One of the advantages of certifiers over verifiers or wiremap testers is that

they store reports which may then be submitted to the end user or

engineer as proof that all cables have passed and are properly installed.

This functionality is generally not included in other testers.

Reports may be typically be exported in PDF format or in a spreadsheet

(usually .csv) format detailing all tested cable drops in a given system. This

PDF is an example of a detailed test report produced by a cable certifier.

http://www.flukenetworks.com/datacom-cabling/Versiv/DSX-5000-Cableanalyzer
http://www.flukenetworks.com/datacom-cabling/Versiv/DSX-5000-Cableanalyzer
https://ipvm-uploads.s3.amazonaws.com/uploads/1b5f/a488/dsp4300_after.pdf
https://ipvm-uploads.s3.amazonaws.com/uploads/1b5f/a488/dsp4300_after.pdf
http://ipvm.com/
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Qualifiers

Qualifiers add some additional functions, but are not precisely calibrated

and testing to standards, making them the middle ground between

verifiers and certifiers.

The models typically include the wiremap, length, identification and service

detection of verifiers, but add functions such as:

 Service testing: Instead of simply detecting Ethernet service on a

cable, qualifiers runs simple tests to check cable bandwidth and

basic issues and determine whether it will support 10/100, GbE, etc.

These tests typically include crosstalk, though not to the level a

certifier tests.

 PoE testing: Instead of simply indicating that PoE is present,

qualifiers display measurements such as voltage and maximum

wattage, which can indicate whether a port is 802.3af or 802.at, and

troubleshoot issues with power budget.

 Saved test results: The vast majority of qualifiers record test results

to on-board storage, so these may be printed out or stored at the

end of a project for documentation.

 More detailed displays: Qualifiers display more detailed fault

information than verifiers, showing the estimated distance to the

cable fault, and whether it's a short or crosstalk issue, often caused

by crushed or damaged (but not cut) cables.

Qualifiers are a large price increase over verifiers. The Fluke CableIQ sells

for about $1,100 online, almost the times the price of their verifier model,

the MicroScanner. Some, such as Ideal's SignalTEK NT line (~$2,000 online),

are priced even higher.

https://www.google.com/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=1&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0CEkQFjAA&url=http://www.flukenetworks.com/enterprise-network/network-testing/CableIQ-Qualification-Tester&ei=jyzBVMbVEJbfsASgtoDgDg&usg=AFQjCNHfpY2ZG35dGKG-r7ZKtYf4WaG3PQ&bvm=bv.83829542,d.cWc
https://www.google.com/shopping/product/15022433611984399263?q=fluke+cableiq&espv=2&biw=1450&bih=937&bav=on.2,or.r_qf.&bvm=bv.83829542,d.cWc&ion=1&tch=1&ech=1&psi=MCzBVODNCYvGsQSbmoCgDg.1421945904683.5&prds=paur:ClkAsKraX983-qWTj2lXd5COdQaZ2je_kBmNnftg8YS9cDMPeX8BamYypG7u0l5smd9u1PY3MD4n-82e42WfL74QsTuwKctfbF79Pm3b7UtvhtNro3ZkOa3NSBIZAFPVH70y2Nm8nTNa3cVbihMGVgbU06T2YQ&ei=NSzBVOH_IrOAsQSzv4GgCg&ved=0CG0QpiswAA
https://www.google.com/webhp?sourceid=chrome-instant&ion=1&espv=2&ie=UTF-8
http://ipvm.com/
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Qualifiers are not as widely available as verfiers, with Fluke, the Ideal

SignalTEK NT, and ByteBrothers Low Voltage Pro [link no longer available],

being some of the most common and popular among installers.

Cable Verifiers

Cable verifiers perform the most common tests needed to ensure basic

cable performance, though exact features and functions vary by

manufacturer. Verifiers consist of the handheld test unit itself, and one or

more remote units, plugged into the far end of the cable to be tested.

Some also allow testing of coax cables via F connector.

Note: Click here to view the Verifier video on IPVM.

The most common features of verifiers are:

 Wiremap: Wiremap determines whether UTP is terminated correctly,

with the correct pairs in the right place on the connector, typically

to EIA/TIA 568A/B. This may be displayed graphically, via LEDs or

numbers. Graphical wiremap is much simpler to use for the

inexperienced, as it displays exactly which pins are the issue, and

https://www.idealnetworks.net/us/en/products/network-testing/network-transmission-tester-signaltek-nt.aspx
https://www.idealnetworks.net/us/en/products/network-testing/network-transmission-tester-signaltek-nt.aspx
https://ipvm.com/reports/utp-cable-testing-guide
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/TIA/EIA-568
http://ipvm.com/
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how they are crossed. In the case of coax cables, it simply shows

whether there are any shorts between shield and center conductor.

 Length/distance to fault: The verifier determines the length of cable

so installers may be sure UTP does not exceed 100m. This function

also shows the distance to cable faults, such as breaks and shorts, so

repairs can be made more easily.

 Cable identification: Each remote unit has a unique identifier, so that

users may connect to multiple cables or jacks at once, and use the

handheld unit to locate each. This can speed troubleshooting if

cables are existing or mislabeled, instead of having to check a single

cable at a time.

 Service detection: Many modern verifiers can detect the use of

Ethernet, PoE, or POTS telephony on a cable, and which pairs are

used. While this does not verify proper operation, it does show

whether a cable is plugged into a switch or cross-connected to a

phone line.

Verifiers generally do not save and store test results, a feature commonly

found in qualifiers and certifiers, though some exceptions are available,

such as the ByteBrothers RWC1000K [link no longer available].

Cable verifiers range in price from about $125-450 USD, with cost generally

driven by graphic vs. LED display, display size, and number of functions.

Lower cost models such as the Ideal VDV II (~$125 online) provide a smaller

display and numeric indication of wiremap compared to the graphical

display in more expensive models. More fully featured options such as

the Fluke MicroScanner (~$450 online) and ByteBrothers RWC1000K

https://www.google.com/shopping/product/6462509035744164298?q=ideal+vdv+ii&espv=2&biw=1450&bih=937&bav=on.2,or.r_qf.&bvm=bv.83829542,d.cWc&ion=1&tch=1&ech=1&psi=8CrBVOSQJ4jgsATL4YLwDg.1421945585783.5&prds=paur:ClkAsKraX2tm0efnJ5EzvB0CezcCGQ9_OmQ92La5fnQ1sQ4SlMtPVq5Rmg7W9L1MOHedrtRBorbORio1JosTzkcUV0eKxJNmAb1QRf5Ufi_lB2Ft9I-5GV88EhIZAFPVH70TwJ_U_uGobYPUWOIy3m4hz3Xv8w&ei=9irBVK7VBK_ksAST7IKADw&ved=0CHQQpiswAQ
http://www.flukenetworks.com/datacom-cabling/copper-testing/MicroScanner-Cable-Verifier
http://www.google.com/products/catalog?hl=en&tok=8VoOVHhWJdWUaME0PvKC8g&pq=microscanner%C2%B2&cp=1&gs_id=b&xhr=t&q=fluke+microscanner&safe=off&bav=on.2,or.r_gc.r_pw.r_cp.r_qf.,cf.osb&biw=1305&bih=735&um=1&ie=UTF-8&tbm=shop&cid=16136219184714154940&sa=X&ei=zw60T-vzFs6I6AG_nYHcDw&sqi=2&ved=0CMUBEPMCMAE
http://ipvm.com/
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(~$400), offer a larger graphical wiremap display, or the ability to save test

results.

Verifiers can easily pay for themselves the first time they are used for a

trouble ticket. They are able to report line breaks and the distance from the

verifier, saving time on discovery / troubleshooting.

Wiremap Tester / Network Cable Tester

These testers are extremely low cost and only wiremap, showing whether

each pair is connected at both ends, but not testing any other parameters.

This may be displayed on an LCD screen, but is often simply shown using 8

separate LEDs (one for each wire in a UTP cable), or occasionally 9 if

shielded cable is used.

The video below demonstrates wiremapper use.

Note: Click here to view the Cable Tester video on IPVM.

These testers are very limited and most useful for someone tasked with

making / checking patch cables. If structured cabling is involved, then a

verifier should be used since wiremap testers provide limited

troubleshooting information which could increase service time compared

to a verifier which displays distance to fault.

What Do I Need?

In general, integrators should keep at least a verifier on hand. Wiremap

and length are the key elements which should be tested in any cabling

install, prior to devices being installed. It is common for at least one or two

cables in an installation to have crossed or shorted pairs. Instead of simply

https://www.google.com/shopping/product/203781980850467451?q=byte+brothers+rwc1000k&safe=off&rlz=1C5CHFA_enUS503US503&espv=2&biw=1280&bih=805&bav=on.2,or.r_cp.r_qf.&bvm=bv.83829542,d.cWc&ion=1&tch=1&ech=1&psi=hCK_VIZA8_2wBNargWg.1421812357457.5&prds=paur:ClkAsKraXyOIzuzlNcATCEebVZt-YlDnP3v7rPPoB0kZhuH6gPIWKe5qnClGy1TwVnRD7gtO0TCdxtRXa8b1BOGpEqkHZRTeGoFZQfDnHF_WnV4iW4XZQE20ChIZAFPVH711ZUjQnU9vNLAOs-Q4cz7UKvjoDg&ei=jCK_VIjTJOOxsATJlYLoDg&ved=0CGUQpiswAA
https://ipvm.com/reports/utp-cable-testing-guide
http://ipvm.com/
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guessing and/or re-terminating the cable without diagnosing the problem,

a verifier may show exactly what is wrong.

Those doing mid-size installs with the budget to support it may want to

invest in a qualifier. The ability to test services and document results may

be used not only for installation and troubleshooting, but as a

differentiator, since many integrators (especially small ones) do not provide

these services or documentation.

Only in rare cases should integrators invest in a certifier, since the quantity

of cables in most security projects is low, and full-blown certification tests

not often required. In some instances, customers or RFPs may require a

certifier be used, and test results documented as part of the closeout

process. However, if this is only a periodic need, certifiers are available for

rent for a few hundred dollars, well below their out of pocket cost, as well

as the cost of maintaining their calibration.

Channel vs Permanent Link Testing

When discussing testing, the terms "Channel" and "Link" may come up.

These terms describe which section(s) of cable is being tested.

 Permanent link refers to the installed structured cabling section of a

network drop. This includes a patch panel, the main / horizontal

cable run, and the jack at the the other end.

 Channel includes the entire permanent link in addition to patch

cables connected to the permanent link. Note: It is important to use

the patch cables that will remain onsite and connected to the

devices, as opposed to using one patch cable to perform all channel

tests at a site.
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Typically, installers will test permanent link, since end users often perform

patching after installation. However, some may request that the entire

channel be certified. Additionally, when troubleshooting, it is often

beneficial to perform a channel test as it may find errors in patch cables or

other cross connects which a permanent link test will not. The method to

be used should be verified prior to testing.

Link and channel are certified using different adapters, with the link

adapters including a pre-terminated cable lead which plugs into jacks/patch

panels:
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Channel adapters including only an RJ45 jack, into which user patch cables

are connected, shown below:

Fiber Use and Testing

Most networks are twisted pair based (UTP/STP/ScTP, etc.), but fiber may

be used for remote cameras or backbone cabling. Fiber testing is a more

complex topic than even copper cable certification, requiring training in

order to perform properly. For more details, see: Using Fiber Optics for

Surveillance.

Note: Click here to view the Integrators poll results on IPVM.

Test your knowledge

Take this 5 question quiz now

https://ipvm.com/reports/fiber-optics-for-surveillance
https://ipvm.com/reports/fiber-optics-for-surveillance
https://ipvm.com/reports/utp-cable-testing-guide
https://ipvm.com/take/Network-Cable-Testing-Guide-Quiz
http://ipvm.com/
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Grounding and Bonding

One of the most misunderstood and sloppiest elements of network design,

grounding and bonding mistakes can lead to big problems.

We explain the key elements involved including:

 Differences between grounding and bonding

 The purpose of bonding and grounding in surveillance

 Published standards covering bonding and grounding

 Rack ground traps

 Chassis screws/bolts

 Third plug prong

 Camera side grounding

 Cable shield grounding

 Ground loop problems

Grounding vs Bonding Explained

Following the precept that electricity follows the path of least resistance,

grounding and bonding is the practice of installing electrically sensitive

equipment to an engineered point
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 Grounding (also called Earthing): Connecting electrical equipment

directly to a low impedance path to the earth.

 Bonding: Bonding connects all potentially sensitive equipment

together. While not explicitly 'grounded', bonding typically is tied to

a formal earth ground point, usually a bus bar or buried electrode.

Essentially, Grounding and Bonding describe different steps in the same

process; a grounded system is the goal, and bonding is the process of

connecting gear together for that purpose.

Purpose

The necessity of bonding and grounding in a surveillance system is two

fold:

 Safety: Anytime metal is in direct contact with electricity, it can

conduct errant currents. The only way to prevent the metallic chassis,

enclosures, racks, or conduit from being an electrocution risk is to

ensure it is bonded and connected to an earth ground. Even

ethernet networks can conduct or become traps for deadly currents,

and the general principles that apply to high-voltage systems also

apply to low-voltage work.

 Signal Integrity: This is achieved by both grounding and bonding.

Even non-hazardous currents can greatly disrupt the quality and

transmission of electrical impulses, typical to ethernet traffic. To a

lesser extent than safety, ground provides an outlet for these

potentially disruptive currents.

In a typical surveillance system, any of the devices that are in close

proximity to high-voltage sources - like ethernet switches or servers
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plugged into wall main outlets, and the cables and other devices connected

to that equipment - need to be properly grounded, and bonding is typically

the prescribed method of doing so.

Published Standards

Proper grounding and bonding for network attached systems are described

in two primary resources:

 TIA-942 [link no longer available]: As electrical safety applies to data

center designs, this specification describes minimum provisions for

grounding within a computer network utility.

 TIA-607-A/B: This substandard specifically describes the methods of

grounding and bonding mandated by TIA-942.

Together both of these documents form the basis of how surveillance

systems are properly bonded and grounded, including the three methods

described below.

Surveillance System Grounding

For video networks, three major types of grounding and bonding methods

are employed:

 Rack Ground Taps

 Chassis Screws/Bolts

 Third Plug Prong

In general, any or all of these methods should be used where presented.

These methods rely on the availability and proper installation of a formal

earth ground point designed into the architectural and electrical plans of a

https://global.ihs.com/doc_detail.cfm?currency_code=USD&customer_id=2125442A490A&oshid=2125442A4D0A&shopping_cart_id=2125442A4B0A&country_code=US&lang_code=ENGL&item_s_key=00576657&item_key_date=880331&input_doc_number=TIA-607&input_doc_title=
http://ipvm.com/
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facility. In most cases, this will be readily available within a data center or

server room in the form of a TGB or TMGB points [link no longer available].

Rack Ground Taps:

Most rackmount equipment is incidentally grounded through contact of

the mounting screws securing the devices to the rack. However, in many

cases, a more deliberate method is called for that typically involves

attaching a grounding wire to the chassis and rack by way of a bolted lug.

This method is described in the installation instructions of the

rack-mounted device, with the appropriate hardware and mounting

instructions included with those devices. A typical example from a

rackmount switch is shown below:

Chassis Screws/Bolts:

In other cases, a single screw or wire (often color-coded green) is located

on the metal mount or chassis of a device. Cameras designed for mounting

onto or in electrical junction boxes, or midspan PoE injectors are prime

examples where this method is found. The 'grounding point' where
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bonding cables or ground wires can be physically attached to the unit is

typically marked with a universal 'ground point' symbol:

For this type of grounding to be adequate, the attached wire must itself be

properly connected to a bond or ground point at the other end.

Third Plug Prong:

The most common type of grounding utility is also the least effective at

preventing surveillance system issues. Modern electrical devices include a

third prong designed into the modular plug and outlet connector. The

image below shows how this prong comes into contact with the (green)

ground wire attached to the outlet plug inside the wall:

http://incompliancemag.com/article/the-grounding-symbols/
http://ipvm.com/
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However, this type of ground often is purely to maintain safety of the

chassis by creating a path of least resistance between the device's internal

power supply, the enclosure, and the main electrical circuit. The grounding

property of this type of loop may not address any cabling or devices in turn

connected to the device by a network. As such, most switches and power

supplies include other methods of grounding in addition to a three-pronged

plug.

Camera Side Grounding: When the equipment and cabling leading to a

discrete camera is grounded, concerns about grounding the camera itself

are typically mitigated due to the source of electrocution being at the

switch or power supplying equipment. When the cable connecting a

camera is grounded, the camera is essentially bonded by the cable to a

ground point.

Typically, the biggest threat of shock or electrical damage on the camera

side is presented by lightning. If lightning strikes near the camera, the cable

can become a conduit for very dangerous extremely high voltages. A

'lightning arrestor' is typically used to isolate the surge of current as close

to the camera as possible.
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Cable Shield Grounding?Some varieties of cable include shielding or

metallic grounding elements within the bundle. Most commonly STP

(Shielded Twisted Pair) typically includes a foil sheath that surrounds pairs

or the entire group of pairs that must be grounded to dissipate potential

harmful electrical interference.

For STP cables, most shielding is designed to be grounded at the ethernet

jack at the switch. However, maintaining conductive contact with the

switch port and the cable's shield requires the connector itself to be

conductive. For example, note the difference between the 'UTP' and 'STP'

types below:

The 'STP' type is clad in a metallic surround that keeps the cable shield in

contact with the grounded jack. In order to preserve the property of

shielding, UTP style connectors cannot be used properly with STP cabling.

Ground-Loop Problems

In analog CCTV systems, when cameras and recorders are ground to points

with different potentials, the cable stretching between those two points

https://ipvm.com/reports/shielded-cable-examined
https://ipvm.com/reports/shielded-cable-examined
http://ipvm.com/
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can become the host for small but disruptive currents commonly called

'ground loops'. With the signal impedance of analog CCTV video signals

being especially sensitive to these currents, isolators or blockers [link no

longer available] are commonly used to trap and remove those currents.

With IP video, this is not a common problem simply due to the twisted pair

properties of UTP cabling. The cabling design makes it much more difficult

for such a current to interfere and travel in a 'loop' of cable, and therefore

is not a practical issue.
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Network Design & Security
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Cybersecurity

Keeping surveillance networks secure can be a daunting task, but there are

several methods that can greatly reduce risk, especially when used in

conjunction with each other.

We look at several security techniques, both physical and logical, used to

secure surveillance networks, including:

 Network Hardening Guides

 Password Security

 LDAP / Active Directory Integration

 VLANs (Virtual LANs)

 802.1X Authentication

 Disabling Switch Ports

 Disabling Network Ports

 Disabling Unused Services

 MAC Address Filtering

 Locking Plugs

 Physical Access Control

 Managing Network Security For Video Surveillance Systems

http://ipvm.com/
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Cybersecurity Critical

More than ever, cybersecurity has become a key issue, with published

vulnerabilities, hacks, and botnets on the rise.

In just the past 2 years, major vulnerabilities (and their effects) were

reported in multiple manufacturers, including:

 Hikvision Backdoor Exploit: A hardcoded backdoor which allows

attackers full control of Hikvision IP cameras.

 Dahua Hard-Coded Credentials Vulnerability: Hard-coded credentials

were found in firmware for cameras and NVRs, allowing for rogue

firmware uploads.

 Geovision 15 Backdoors and Vulnerabilities, including remote root

access and clear text credentials

 TVT Backdoor, Hardcoded authentication to download remote

system configuration - including login and password in clear text

 Axis Critical Security Vulnerability: A vulnerability allows attackers to

remotely initiate a telnet connection, allowing the attacker to take

over the device, reboot it, power it down, etc.

 Hacked Dahua Cameras Drive Massive Cyber Attack: As part of the

Mirai botnet, hacked Dahua cameras (and others) took down major

internet sites and even an entire country.

 See our Listings of Video Surveillance Cybersecurity Vulnerabilities

and Exploits for more information on these and other issues,

including new ones as they occur.

Because of the severity of these incidents and their increasing frequency, it

is critical that users understand the basics of cyber security for surveillance

systems, and how to protect against simple attacks at the very least.

https://ipvm.com/reports/hik-exploit
https://ipvm.com/reports/dahua-hard-cred
https://ipvm.com/reports/geovision-15
https://ipvm.com/reports/tvt-backdoor
https://ipvm.com/reports/axis-critical
https://ipvm.com/reports/axis-critical
https://ipvm.com/reports/axis-critical
https://ipvm.com/reports/dahua-ddos
https://ipvm.com/reports/mirai-liberia
https://ipvm.com/reports/security-exploits
https://ipvm.com/reports/security-exploits
http://ipvm.com/
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Network Hardening Guides

In the IT industry at large, network hardening guides are common, outlining

recommendations (as an example, see this Cisco hardening guide) to make

the network more secure. Many/most of these recommendations apply to

surveillance networks, as well, including controlling physical and login

address, securing passwords, disabling ports, etc.

However, many recommendations may be above and beyond what many IP

video integrators are capable of, or what is practical for a given system.

Complex authentication schemes such as 802.1x, LDAP integration, SNMP

monitoring, etc., are simply not worth the time/cost to implement for

many systems, given the limited risk.

Surveillance Hardening Guides Increasingly Common

Unlike IT, surveillance specific hardening guides have historically been rare.

However, this number has doubled in the past 2 years

 Axis cyber hardening guide

 Bosch IP Video and Data Security Guidebook

 Dahua Product Security Hardening Guide

 EagleEye Networks Security Camera Best Practices

 Genetec cyber hardening guide (requires partner login)

 Hanwha Network Hardening Guide

 Hikvision Network Security Hardening Guide

 Milestone cyber hardening guide

 OnSSI Hardening Guide

 Salient Video Surveillance System Hardening Guide

 Vivotek Security Hardening Guide

http://www.cisco.com/c/en/us/support/docs/ip/access-lists/13608-21.html
https://www.axis.com/files/manuals/gd_hardening_guide_70424_en_1704_lo.pdf
https://resource.boschsecurity.com/documents/Data_Security_Guideb_Special_enUS_9007221590612491.pdf
https://www.dahuasecurity.com/asset/upload/uploads/soft/20181120/Dahua-Product-Security-Hardening-Guide-V2_0_01.pdf
https://www.eagleeyenetworks.com/security-camera-system-cyber-best-practices/
https://www.genetec.com/about-us/news/blog/a-guide-to-hardening-your-security-center-system
https://www.hanwha-security.com/en/technical-guides/white-papers/?seq=28&menuCd=MN000230&srchTemp=
https://us.hikvision.com/sites/default/files/hardening_guide.pdf
https://content.milestonesys.com/m/570df01e5bff964e/original/XProtect-VMS-Hardening-Guide-.pdf
https://onssi.com/downloads/OnSSI_Ocularis_5_Hardening_Guide.pdf
https://support.salientsys.com/hc/en-us/article_attachments/360002550054/Salient_Systems_Hardening_Guide.PDF
http://download.vivotek.com/downloadfile/support/vivotek_security_hardening_guide_v01.pdf
http://ipvm.com/
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The exact recommendations in each of these guides vary, but most are

divided into basic and advanced levels, depending on the criticality of the

installation.

The Axis guide, for instance, varies from demo only (not production use) to

highly secure enterprise networks, and include basic best practices, such as

strong passwords, updating firmware, and disabling anonymous access,

through more complex practices, such as 802.1x authentication, SNMP

monitoring, and syslog servers.

While these guides are manufacturer-specific, providing instructions

pertinent to the camera or VMS, many recommendations are useful across

all manufacturers, and fall in line with IT industry best practices, and the

practices discussed below.

Strong Passwords

Strong passwords are the most basic security measure, but unfortunately,

ignored by many users. Many surveillance systems are deployed in the field

with default passwords on all equipment, including cameras, switches,

recorders, and more (see our IP Cameras Default Passwords List). Doing so

may make it easier for techs to access cameras but also make it simple for

anyone to log into one's cameras (see: Search Engine For Hacking IP

Cameras).

At the very least, all surveillance network devices, including cameras,

clients, and servers, should be changed from the defaults with strong

passwords, documented in a secure location. This prevents access to the

network using simple password guessing, requiring a more skilled attacker

and more complex methods.

https://ipvm.com/report/ip_cameras_default_passwords_directory
https://ipvm.com/updates/2235
https://ipvm.com/updates/2235
http://ipvm.com/
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Some manufacturers require changing the default password when

connecting for the first time (see a comparison of how Axis, Dahua and

Samsung set passwords). Indeed, an upcoming ONVIF Profile (Q) would

make changing default passwords mandatory, though how well that is

adopted remains to be seen.

LDAP/AD Integration

Using LDAP/Active Directory (AD) integration, VMS permissions are

assigned to network users managed by a central server (also called single

sign-on). Since these user accounts often implement password strength

and expiration rules, this integration may improve security over local VMS

accounts which do not have these restrictions. This reduces administration

overhead, since individual accounts do not to be created and maintained.

Typically, LDAP use is restricted to larger, enterprise systems, since many

small installations do not have an LDAP server implemented. Some small or

midsize systems which are installed in larger entities, especially education

and corporate facilities, may use LDAP as these organizations are likely to

use it for their network access control.

LDAP / AD could theoretically be used for IP cameras, but, in practice is not.

ActiveDirectory, as a Microsoft offering, is not supported by almost any IP

camera, which typically run on Linux. One Windows IP camera claimed to

do so, but it has not gained any meaningful market share.

Firewalls/Remote Access

To prevent unauthorized remote access, many surveillance systems are not

connected to the internet at all, instead on a totally separate LAN. This

reduces risk, but may make service more difficult, as updates to

https://ipvm.com/updates/2736
https://ipvm.com/updates/2736
https://ipvm.com/updates/2820
https://ipvm.com/updates/1959
https://ipvm.com/updates/1959
http://ipvm.com/
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surveillance software and firmware, usually simply downloaded, must be

loaded from USB or other means.

Those systems which are connected are typically behind a firewall, which

limits inbound/outbound traffic to only specific IP addresses and ports

which have been authorized. Other traffic is rejected. Properly

implemented, this may prevent the vast majority of attacks. Like cameras

and other surveillance equipment it is important to keep routers firmware

up to date. There have been two major security vulnerabilities related to

insecure routers. The first is a vulnerability in Cisco firmware, and the other

is the Russian government targeting infrastructure in part by attacking

insecure SOHO / SMB routers.

Remote Access Risks

For devices which require remote access, VMSes and cameras may require

one or more ports to be open. However, each open port presents a

possible opportunity for an attacker. Exactly how many and which varies by

the VMS. Users should refer to manufacturer documentation for which

ports must be open if remote access is required (for maintenance or

remote viewing), and we list some examples in our Network Ports for IP

Video Surveillance Tutorial.

P2P/Cloud Access

Alternatively, some manufacturers allow for "phone home" remote access,

which sets up a secure tunnel via an outbound connection without

requiring open ports, reducing risks. Many cameras and recorders use

cloud connections for remote access, such as Hikvision EZVIZ, Eagle Eye

Cloud VMS, and Genetec Cloud. Additionally, many remote desktop

https://www.us-cert.gov/ncas/current-activity
https://www.us-cert.gov/ncas/alerts/TA18-106A
https://ipvm.com/reports/remote-network-access-video-surveillance
https://ipvm.com/reports/network-ports-ip-video-surveillance
https://ipvm.com/reports/network-ports-ip-video-surveillance
https://ipvm.com/reports/hikvision-ezviz-test
https://ipvm.com/reports/eagle-eye-vms-test
https://ipvm.com/reports/eagle-eye-vms-test
https://ipvm.com/reports/genetec-cloud-test
http://ipvm.com/
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services use similar technology, such as LogMeIn, TeamViewer, SplashTop,

etc.

We discuss these methods in our Remote Network Access for Video

Surveillance tutorial.

VLANs

Virtual LANs (shortened to VLANs) improve security by segmenting traffic

into multiple virtual networks. So while other services, such as IP based

surveillance equipment or general office LAN traffic, may exist on the same

physical switch, for practical purposes the networks are invisible to each

other, and unreachable.

For example, in the image below, the surveillance equipment on VLAN 3

may not be reached by the office PC on VLAN 1, nor could a user on the

camera (VLAN 3)"see" traffic on the VoIP VLAN (VLAN 2).

VLANs are most commonly set up using 802.1Q tagging, which adds a

header to each frame containing VLAN information. This header is

https://ipvm.com/reports/remote-network-access-video-surveillance
https://ipvm.com/reports/remote-network-access-video-surveillance
https://ipvm.com/reports/vlans-for-surveillance
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/IEEE_802.1Q
http://ipvm.com/
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interpreted by the switch and traffic forwarded only to other devices on

the same VLAN.

Note that while traffic may not be intercepted across VLANs, bandwidth

constraints still exist. Numerous large video streams may negatively impact

VOIP and office application performance, while large file transfers may

affect the surveillance network. Because of this, VLANs are also most often

deployed in conjunction with Quality of Service (QoS), which prioritizes

network traffic, sending video packets ahead of file transfers, for example,

so video quality is not impacted.

See our VLANs for Surveillance guide for further information.

Disabling Unused Switch Ports

Another easy but typically overlooked method of keeping unauthorized

devices from accessing a switch is to disable all unused ports. This step

mitigates the risk of someone trying to access a security subnet by plugging

a patch cable into a switch or unused network jack. The option to disable

specific ports is a common option in managed switches, both low cost and

enterprise:

https://ipvm.com/reports/qos-for-surveillance
https://ipvm.com/reports/vlans-for-surveillance
http://ipvm.com/
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While effective at narrowing the number of potential access points, this

step does not necessarily prevent unauthorized access to a network, as

someone could potentially unplug a device (camera, workstation, printer)

from a previously authorized port or jack and access its port, unless

measures such as MAC filtering or 802.1X are in place.

Disabling Unused Network Ports

Many cameras ship with unneeded network ports turned on, such as Telnet,

SSH, FTP, etc., as we found in our NMAPing IP Cameras Test. These ports

are favorite targets of hackers (as illustrated by bitcoin miners and buffer

vulnerabilities found in Hikvision Cameras).

A quick 30 second scan of a popular IP camera reveals multiple open ports

other than those expected for web access and video streaming (80/554):

These ports should be disabled wherever possible to prevent potential

attacks.

https://ipvm.com/reports/nmap-ip-cameras
https://ipvm.com/reports/the-hikvision-hacking-scandal
http://ipvm.com/
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Disabling Unused Services

Unnecessary services on viewing workstations and servers should be

turned off. These may include manufacturer-specific update utilities,

various Microsoft update services, web services, etc. These unneeded

services may act as a backdoor for hackers or viruses, consume additional

processor and memory, and increase startup time.

These services should be disabled or set to operate only when manually

started, as seen here in Windows:

OS and Firmware Updates

OS and firmware updates are a matter of some debate, with some users

installing every available Windows Update, for example, while others insist

that these updates may break VMS software or camera integrations.

https://ipvm.com/reports/ip-camera-firmware-upgrade-directory
https://ipvm.com/reports/auto-updates
http://ipvm.com/
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However, these updates (especially Windows Update) often include

patches to newly discovered security vulnerabilities, such as the Heartbleed

SSL vulnerability, which affected millions of computers worldwide. Patches

for these significant issues should be installed.

Other, more routine, updates may be optional. Users especially concerned

about compatibility issues should contact their camera/recorder/VMS

manufacturers to see their recommendations for applying updates or not.

MAC Address Filtering

MAC address filtering allows only a specific list of devices to connect to the

switch. Other devices plugged into the switch are ignored, even if the port

previously was used by a valid device. MAC filtering is possible only using

managed switches.

In surveillance networks, MAC filtering is typically easy to administer. Once

all cameras, clients, and servers are connected, it is enabled, and

connected devices' MACs added to the whitelist. Since these devices in a

surveillance network are rarely changed out, little extra maintenance is

required. In other networks where devices may frequently be added or

removed, administrators may find filtering more cumbersome to

administer.

This image shows MAC filtering options in a typical managed switch

interface:

https://ipvm.com/forums/forums/video-surveillance/topics/heartbleed-bug-impact-on-video-surveillance
https://ipvm.com/forums/forums/video-surveillance/topics/heartbleed-bug-impact-on-video-surveillance
http://ipvm.com/
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See our Network Addressing for Video Surveillance Guide for more

discussion and a basic overview of MAC addresses.

802.1X

802.1X requires devices trying to connect to the network to have proper

credentials to be allowed on. This blocks random devices or attackers from

just jumping on a network.

Using 802.1X, a "supplicant" (client such a camera, PC, etc.) attempts to

connect to network via a switch or WAP (called the "authenticator"). The

authenticator then checks the credentials of the supplicant with a server,

call the authentication server (typically using a protocol called RADIUS, and

grants or denies access accordingly.

While 802.1X provides strong security, setting up a network to support it

can be cumbersome and involved. Not only must connected devices

(cameras, WAPs, client PCs, NVRs, etc.) support 802.1X integration, all

switches must, as well. Each of these devices must be individually

configured for 802.1X, adding additional configuration time to the install.

https://ipvm.com/updates/2818
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/RADIUS
http://ipvm.com/
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Because of these factors, which increase cost and administration overhead,

802.1X is rarely used in all but the most complex enterprise surveillance

networks, with users opting for simpler security measures instead.

Locking Plugs

Another layer of security that physically prevents connection or tampering

with network cabling by unauthorized devices are port plugs and cable

locks. These devices mechanically lock a cable into a switch, patch panel, or

wall jack, or fill unused switch ports, and may only be removed with a

proprietary tool.

While these types of locks are effective at stopping casual tampering, they

are not unbeatable or indestructible, and a determined intruder may

simply be able to force them out or pry them loose given enough time. As

such, locking plugs should be considered part of a good network security

program, but not the only element.

For a deeper look, read our Locking Down Network Connections update.

https://ipvm.com/updates/1404
http://ipvm.com/
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Door Locks and Physical Access

Finally, best practices call for controlling access to the most vulnerable

areas of a network, the rooms, closets, or racks where surveillance servers

and switches are typically mounted. By reducing the potential availability of

these areas, many risks from determined or even inadvertent threats can

be avoided. If doors cannot be secured, individual rack cages or switch

enclosures should be. Most modern IT cabinetry includes security

equipment as standard options:

As a result, many facilities employ electronic access control on server or

network equipment rooms. However, even non-exotic mechanical keys and

locks can do a great job of protecting sensitive areas when properly

managed.

http://ipvm.com/
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Managing Cybersecurity For Video Surveillance Systems

While all the steps below may improve security on their own, they are most

effective when documented as part of a written (and enforced) security

policy.

In surveillance, this policy is up to the individual install, but general,ly it

comes from one of two places:

 End user: When the surveillance network is part of a larger

corporate/enterprise LAN (whether sharing switches or dedicated),

end users most likely control the security policy for all network

devices, and may force these requirements upon integrators (for

better or worse).

 Integrator: If an end user does not have a security policy in place, the

installing integrator may choose to create one as part of their

documentation, requiring it to be followed in order for the warranty

to be enforced and limit liability in case of a breach.

Test your knowledge

Take this 12 question quiz now.

https://ipvm.com/take/Network-Security-2018
http://ipvm.com/
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Locking Down Network Connections

Accidents and inside attacks are risks when network connections are not

locked down. Security and video surveillance systems should be protected

against such attacks and can be done with relatively low-cost means.

IPVM explains how they work and what the tradeoffs are. To do so, IPVM

bought and tested these locking devices.

 PadJack RJ45 Port Lock

 Panduit Network Cable Lock

 PadJack USB Cable Lock

We include 3 video demonstrations, reviewing the methods, demonstrating

how they are used, and give our recommendations.

Why Lock Down

There are several motivators to install lock devices on surveillance

connections, for example:

 Keep all devices connected / prevent accidental disconnects from

other trades

 Prevent rogue / unapproved devices from connecting to the

surveillance network

https://www.padjack.com/padjack-versions/padjack-sve-rj45-lock/
https://www.panduit.com/en/products/copper-systems/physical-security-devices/lock-in-devices.html
https://www.padjack.com/usb-cable-lock-seal/
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 Even low cost embedded NVRs now include multiple Ethernet ports,

an easy point of entry for anyone with access to network racks

 Camera cables may be in easily accessible locations, such as

terminated to a "biscuit" jack in a ceiling or even simply plugged into

a bullet or box camera cable whip, requiring no tools for

disconnection

Summary / Overview

There are essentially three common types of port and cable locks

applicable to IP video and security systems.

Network cable locks are used to lock the patch cable

to the RJ45 port. They slide over the modular plug of

a patch cable, blocking the release tab, so it may not

be depressed to remove the cable. Some locks completely obscure the

entire tab to prevent potential tampering or breakage, while others leave it

exposed, but attempting to break it typically leaves

most of the tab engaged in the port, so the cable

may still not be removed.

RJ45 port locks are used to prevent access to empty

ports. They fit into unused ports such as Ethernet or patch panel ports,

extending a tab into the jack similar to a patch cable and locked in place

with a proprietary key. They are typically low profile, to prevent attackers

from gripping the plug with tools, such as pliers, to attempt to remove it.

USB port/cable locks: USB cable locks are used to

lock your USB device into the USB port e.g. prevent a

mouse from being disconnected from an NVR. They

http://ipvm.com/
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are typically multi component devices with one piece sliding into the

USB port alongside the cable, then another part wraps the cable securing

both lock parts, the USB cable, and the device. Many are single use and

must be cut to free the cable.

Vote / Poll

Note: Click here to view the Port poll results on IPVM.

Manufacturer Options

Multiple manufacturers provide patch cable and port locks, of varying

styles, including Panduit, Black Box, RJ Lockdown, and PadJack.

These devices range widely in price, from ~$3 USD for the lowest cost to

~$15 for serialized locking models.

Pre-terminated cables equipped with locking connectors are also available

[link no longer available].

Securing Patch Cables

Network cable locks provide a safeguard from connections being

maliciously or accidentally disconnected. These locks block the release tab

so it may not be depressed to release the cable from the jack/port.

There are some instances in which these models may not work:

 Cable whips: Patch cable locks likely will not work with most camera

cable whips if the whip must be weather proofed, as the

cover/gasket supplied by manufacturers likely cannot fit the locking

device inside it.

https://ipvm.com/reports/locking-patch-cables
http://panduit.com/Support/Search/index.htm?D=PSL-DCPLX&Ntx=mode matchallpartial&Dx=mode matchallpartial&Ntk=All&Nty=1&sid=1370E4FCAA99&Ne=1&Ntt=PSL-DCPLX&N=5000001+3005706&recName=PSL-DCPLX
https://www.blackbox.com/en-us/solutions/technology-solutions/lockport-cables
http://www.rjlockdown.com/index.html
https://www.padjack.com/
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 Booted patch cables: Cables with strain relief boots may block the

lock from being operated, forcing the boot to be trimmed or

removed to lock the cable.

 Inside camera housings: Finally, locks may simply not fit inside dome,

bullet, or other camera housings, due to space constraints. The may

work in some cases where a camera module may be removed from

the dome and replaced, but this adds additional installation time.

In the video below we demonstrate the installation and use of a patch

cable lock and these issues.

Note: Click here to view the Panduit Cable Lock video on IPVM.

Securing Unused Ports

While patch cable locks secure cables in use, unused ports may also be

secured. The image below shows an example of flush mount locking plugs,

which are used to secure unused physical ports, e.g., NVRs, switches,

midspans, wall jacks, patch panels, or any other female RJ45 connection.

https://ipvm.com/reports/locking-patch-cables
http://ipvm.com/
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Additionally, there are some port locks which are single use. For example,

the PadJack port lock (developed in coordination with the US National

Security Agency) snaps into the port and must be destroyed to remove it.

Additionally, each lock has a visible serial number, which may be tracked,

making it obvious if a lock has been removed or replaced. We tested the

PadJack SVE RJ45 port locks shown below.

In the video below we demonstrate the SVE RJ45 port lock, how it is

installed, and destroyed when removed:

Note: Click here to view the PadJack SVE video on IPVM.

Securing USB Cables

Finally, unauthorized access may also be achieved by connecting directly to

a device via USB ports. To mitigate this threat USB port locks and cable

locks can be used, either to lock down an unused port or to prevent an

in-use cable from being removed.

To prevent a USB device from being removed or track removal a USB lock

can be used to secure devices, which essentially consists of a thin piece of

https://ipvm.com/reports/locking-patch-cables
http://ipvm.com/
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plastic and strapping. In the video below we demonstrate securing a mouse

to an NVR using a PadJack USB cable lock.

Note: Click here to view the PadJack USB Cable Lock video on IPVM.

In addition to connected devices such as keyboard and mice, NVRs, servers,

and viewing clients will likely have a USB port or ports that are not in use.

USB port locks or port blockers can be used to prevent access to the open

ports, in a similar way that RJ45 locking plugs work. Shown below is a lock

that is inserted into a vacant USB port, making inaccessible to those

without the key. This model comes with adapters that can be used to

block a bank of USB ports with one lock.

Proprietary Removal Tools: Better Security, Worse Convenience

Locks which require proprietary tools are preferred if security is a concern.

Some locks use standard allen or Torx bits, or even small flat blade

screwdrivers, all of which are easy to come by, and thus provide only a

nominal level of security. These may still be of use when accidental

removal is a bigger concern than security.

https://www.padjack.com/usb-cable-lock-seal/
https://ipvm.com/reports/locking-patch-cables
http://ipvm.com/
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Proprietary removal tools are potentially a downside to using these locks.

All technicians who may install or service a system must carry a tool with

them, or they will have no way of removing the locks.

A tool may be left with someone on site, as well, as a precaution, but this

opens up the system to tampering. Replacement tools are inexpensive or

free and normally ship with the locks at no additional charge.

No Match For Determined Attackers

A truly determined attacker will find a way to defeat these locks, though

they provide a level of deterrence against less sophisticated vandals or

accidental removal. If the lock doesn't use proprietary tools, it is simple

enough to figure out what is needed to unlock it.

Even if it does use proprietary means, breaking, cutting away, or drilling

may still remove the lock relatively quickly, though will require more

noticeable motions and less concealable tools. It also may be as easy as

ordering the correct tool. If all else fails, those truly seeking to gain access

to a given cable may find a way to simply cut it and re-terminate it, which

will go undetected on most networks.

http://ipvm.com/
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For these reasons, cable locks and plugs are recommended as only one

layer of security to provide a modicum of deterrence and delay.

Layered Security Important

It is important to go beyond just physical security. For more information

on securing networks please check out these related reports:

 Cybersecurity for IP Video Surveillance Guide

 VLANs for Video Surveillance Tutorial

 Network Ports for IP Video Surveillance

 VPNs for Video Surveillance Guide

 Set Strong Password (Default Passwords Directory)

https://ipvm.com/reports/network-security-for-ip-video-surveillance
https://ipvm.com/reports/vlans-for-surveillance
https://ipvm.com/reports/network-ports-ip-video-surveillance
https://ipvm.com/reports/vpns
https://ipvm.com/reports/ip-cameras-default-passwords-directory
http://ipvm.com/
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Wireless Networking

Wireless networking is a niche in video surveillance applications, but it can

be a difficult one to understand with proper wireless design, equipment

selection, interference, and other factors impacting it usage.

We break down the key elements of wireless networking for video

surveillance:

 Topology: PTP vs PtMP vs Mesh

 Antennas: Internal vs External

 Antennas: Omnidirectional vs Directional

 Antennas and Gain

 Free Space Path Loss

 Frequencies Including Licensed and Unlicensed Ranges

 MIMO Radios

 Bandwidth Planning

 Transmission Range

 Wireless Products Specializing in Surveillance

 Maintenance

 Power Requirements

http://ipvm.com/
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Topology

There are three basic wireless network topologies in use in surveillance,

with varying uses depending on where and how cameras are deployed:

 Point-to point

 Point-to-Multipoint

 Mesh

Point-to-Point

First, and most common are point-to-point

(PtP) wireless links. In PtP networks, a single

radio at the device location is connected to a

single radio connected to the surveillance

network. PtP links are used in two common

applications:

 Connecting cameras: Most commonly, PtP radios are used to

connect cameras from a single location (such as a parking lot pole,

for example) to a surveillance system.

 Wireless backhaul: Point to point is also used in backhaul

applications, connecting two buildings together or connecting a

multipoint base station to another point in the network.

Directional antennas are most often used in PtP applications, with

multi-mile ranges possible. Many different frequency options are available,

from 900 MHz, to 2.4 and 5.8 GHz, and higher.
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Point-to-Multipoint

In point-to-multipoint (PtMP) wireless links, a single radio acts as base

station, connected to the central network, with multiple radios

transmitting to it. The radios used in PtMP setups may be the same as PtP

in many cases, though some manufacturers use special radios for the base

station to handle higher data rates possible when connecting numerous

client radios.

PtMP is used in applications where multiple

cameras must be dispersed around the area,

without dedicated wired connectivity, with

each camera sending video to the base station.

These systems range in size from a handful of

cameras in a parking lot to city-wide

surveillance systems, where clusters of cameras are connected via PtMP

before being backhauled through other means.

PtMP base stations typically use omnidirectional or wide angle directional

antennas (such as sectors), depending on whether cameras are located in

all directions or in one general direction. PtMP client radios most often use

narrower directional antennas.

http://ipvm.com/
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Mesh

In a mesh network, each wireless node

connects to two or more other radios,

providing more than one path for network

traffic. If one link fails, data is rerouted to

another path, reducing the chance of a total outage. However, if failover is

desired, the mesh must be carefully designed to handle failed links, or

traffic from one may quickly overload another.

Historically, mesh radios were typically more expensive than PtP or PtMP

models, and more time-consuming to configure. Because of this added

expense, it was most often seen in city surveillance, one of the few

applications with both the budget and need for these failover capabilities.

However, mesh node pricing has dropped and speeds (<$100 USD in some

cases) have increased significantly (over 1 Gb/s), making mesh available in

more applications. Additionally, mesh has become available to residential

customers with kits from Google, Netgear, and others to expand Wi-Fi

coverage throughout homes/businesses.

Mesh radios may use any type of antenna, depending on the distance to

other nodes, and how many it is connecting to.

Internal Antennas for IP Cameras

Having wireless built into an IP camera is statistically rare and the cameras

that do have integrated wireless, typically have short ranges and are

marketed for consumer use, not professional.

https://ipvm.com/reports/ubnt-mesh
https://ipvm.com/reports/ubnt-mesh
https://store.google.com/product/google_wifi
http://www.netgear.com/landings/mesh-network/
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As such, most professional video surveillance applications use standard

wired IP cameras, without integrated wireless, connected to an external

wireless radio using proper antennas.

Omnidirectional Antennas

Omnidirectional antennas radiate the signal in all directions. Most users are

familiar with this type of antenna as it is typically included with consumer

wireless routers, the black "rubber ducky" style as well as the "blade" seen

below. Outdoor models function the same way, but may be much larger

(3-5' long), depending on desired gain.
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Directional Antennas

Directional antennas are available in numerous styles with varying

beamwidths. Some provide tight coverage, 15 degrees horizontal or less,

while other may be wide, over 100 degrees. Note that antenna type (sector,

patch, parabolic, etc.) does not necessarily reflect beamwidth, and a wide

variety of options are available in each form factor.
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Performance Tradeoffs

Selecting the proper antenna depends on many factors, but essentially

comes down to these tradeoffs:

 Omnidirectional antennas are easiest to set up, requiring little or no

alignment, but offer the shortest range. They should be used only

when required to connect multiple cameras to a base station, for

example.

 Directional antennas such as patch and sector provide better range

performance due to their narrower beam pattern. They are most

commonly used both as external antennas and those built into

all-in-one radios. They may often be aimed by sight instead of

requiring more complex signal strength metering and aiming, and

are forgiving of small changes due to wind, sway, and vibration.

 Highly directional antenna such as parabolic provide the strongest

signal, but are difficult to aim due to their narrow beamwidth, often

requiring experienced technicians to install. These antennas are

most often aimed using lasers, signal strength meters, and other

more complex means, and are more susceptible to performance

issues due to sway or vibration than other types.

Antenna Impact On Gain

Gain is important because the higher the gain, everything else being equal,

the further the signal can transmit and more likely it can deal with

obstructions. Omnidirectional antennas are often as low as 3dB while

directional antennas can be 24dB or higher.
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Free Space Path Loss

In this section, we introduce the basics of figuring out how far a signal can

transmit, aka calculating free space path loss, for more, see: Training: RF

for Wireless Surveillance.

The factors that drive how far one can transmit include:

 The frequency being used: higher the frequency, the shorter one can

go (e.g., 5.8Ghz, everything else equal, has shorter range than

2.4Ghz).

 The gain of the antennas being used: the higher the gain (e.g., 24dB

instead of 12dB), the farther one can go.

 The sensitivity level the receiver requires. The higher the level, the

easier it is to meet but typically less bandwidth is available (e.g.,

-96dBm vs -74dBm for higher bandwidth levels).

 The transmission power of the radio. Most surveillance wireless

systems use licensed frequencies which cap how much power can be

put out, constraining how far the signal can go (unlike, e.g., a TV

station which is comparatively 'blasting' out transmissions at much

lower frequencies).

Because of the complex calculations required in FSPL, RF link budget

calculators are most often used, with user inputting distance, frequency,

antenna and cable information, and receiver sensitivity. The output of one

of these calculators for a sample 5.8 GHz link is shown below.

https://ipvm.com/reports/training-understanding-rf--radios-for-wireless-video-surveillance
https://ipvm.com/reports/training-understanding-rf--radios-for-wireless-video-surveillance
http://www.afar.net/rf-link-budget-calculator/
http://www.afar.net/rf-link-budget-calculator/
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Fresnel Zone

Although it's easy to think of wireless signal as a line or a cone, it is actually

an elliptical region between the transmitter and receiver, called the Fresnel

Zone. Simply put, the larger the distance between the radios, the larger the

diameter of the fresnel zone.

Because of this, the curvature of the earth may become an issue at very

long ranges (over several miles) as the ground begins to enter the fresnel

zone, requiring radios to be mounted higher to compensate. Additionally,

at shorter ranges, users should beware of other obstructions, such as trees,

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fresnel_zone
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fresnel_zone
http://ipvm.com/
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passing trucks, or buildings entering the fresnel zone, as they may also

cause absorption/reflection issues.

Calculators are commonly used to calculate the size of the fresnel zone and

corresponding mounting height, similar to link budget calculators.

Manufacturers may offer their own calculator, but many generic

calculators are readily available online.

Obstructions / Line Of Sight

Though some frequencies may penetrate obstructions better than others,

wireless links should ideally have clear line of sight (LOS) between radios

for best performance. Obstructions impact performance in three key ways:

 Absorption

 Reflection

 Multipath Propagation

When RF hits an obstruction, some of the signal is absorbed and/or

reflected, reducing the level of signal reaching the receiving end. How this

impacts performance depends on the material. For example, drywall and

wood studs (common home and office construction materials) absorb

relatively little signal. By contrast, heavy concrete, brick, and steel

https://www.google.com/search?q=fresnel+zone+calculator&rlz=1C5CHFA_enUS758US758&oq=fresnel+zone+calc&aqs=chrome.0.69i59j69i60l2j69i57j0j69i60.3769j0j4&sourceid=chrome&ie=UTF-8
http://ipvm.com/
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construction found in older buildings absorb and reflect much more power,

resulting in high attenuation.

Multipath is a partial reflection of the signal from its intended path,

resulting in it being received out of sync with the stronger non-reflected

transmission, reducing link quality. Highly reflective surfaces such as water

and glass, as well as foliage, are prone to multipath propagation even at

shorter ranges.

Frequency Selection

Frequency impacts wireless performance in two ways:

 Throughput: Simply put, the higher the frequency, the higher the

maximum theoretical throughput. High frequency radios may easily

transmit 1 Gbps speeds, while lower frequencies are limited to 2-5

Mbps.

 Penetration: Due to their larger wavelength, lower frequencies are

better able to penetrate and overcome partial or total obstacles.

Low frequencies (900 MHz, 2.4 GHz, etc.) may function in non-line of

sight (NLoS) applications, while 20 or 40 GHz high frequency radios

may see performance degraded by rain or fog due to moisture in the

air.

Because of this, users must carefully consider the maximum required

throughput, obstacles in the wireless transmission path, how they may

possibly be overcome, and how critical potential outages may be.

We discuss frequencies typically used in surveillance systems below.
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2.4/5.8 GHz

These frequencies are unlicensed, free for use by anyone, and most often

used in typical surveillance applications such as connecting cameras across

a parking lot, between two buildings, etc. Throughput varies depending on

transmission technology and number of radios (see MIMO, below) used,

but is typically in the range of ~25-40 for single radios, and 150 or more for

MIMO models.

However, these two bands are also used by 802.11 (a/b/g/n/ac) networks

in use in homes and business, increasing the potential for interference. 5.8

Ghz was previously more common in surveillance as it was less crowded

than the 2.4 band, but with 802.11n (and now 802.11ac) access points

common in both home and commercial settings, its advantage has been

greatly reduced.

2.4 GHz may be used in shorter or lower throughput non-line of sight

applications, as it may penetrate obstacles such as light tree cover.

However, 5.8 GHz generally requires line of sight.

Additionally, 2.4 and 5.8 GHz are less able to penetrate obstacles than

lower frequencies, making line of sight (LOS) key when deploying radios in

these bands. In professional video surveillance, 5.8Ghz is more frequently

used than 2.4Ghz as it is relatively less crowded.

900 MHz

900 MHz is the most common non-line of sight frequency, and is most

often used when cameras do not have a clear view of the base station, such

as parks or other areas with foliage cover.
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Its lower frequency band is better able to penetrate obstacles than 2.4 or

5.8 GHz radios. This penetration comes with a tradeoff, however, as 900

MHz wireless links typically have lower throughput than higher frequencies,

historically about ~15-25 Mb/s. However, newer MIMO models have

increased throughput significantly, with 100+ Mb/s now common.

The 900 MHz frequency band, like 2.4 and 5.8 GHz, is crowded and may

experience interference issues, as it is commonly used by many consumer

products, such as wireless phones and microwave ovens.

10+ GHz

Wireless radios above 5.8 GHz (10, 20, 60, 80 GHz, etc.) were historically

uncommon in surveillance but have seen wider use in the past few years,

due to their higher bandwidth capacity (often up to 1 Gb/s). However, with

802.11ac based MIMO radios now more common, this benefit has been

somewhat reduced.

These frequencies are much more susceptible to interference due to

environmental conditions such as rain, snow, and fog, making link budget

planning and proper alignment critical. However, radios in these

frequencies are less likely to see interference issues because few other

devices operate in these ranges, unlike 900 MHz or 2.4/5.8 GHz.

Additionally, radios in these bands are much more expensive than typical

2.4/5.8 GHz models, typically starting close to $1,000 USD per radio, with

$1,500-2,000 not uncommon.
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Licensed Bands

Some frequencies of the wireless spectrum are reserved for public safety

use. In the US, 4.9 GHz is regulated for this reason, and those entities

(typically, but not always, government entities) wishing to deploy radios in

this band must apply for use. Other governments may reserve different

bands.

Because the government restricts who may use the 4.9 GHz band and on

what channels in each area, interference issues are lessened compared to

unlicensed frequencies. Because it is restricted to public safety use, it is

most often seen in city surveillance, used by police and other emergency

personnel.

TV White Space

A recent development in wireless, TV white space frequencies were first

opened up to wireless network use in 2010. These radios use frequencies in

the VHF/UHF range which were vacated in the switch from analog to digital

broadcast TV. Since they use lower frequencies (between 54 and 806 MHz),

white space radios are better able to penetrate obstacles, but throughput

is lower than even 900 MHz, topping out at about 25 Mb/s in currently

available product options.

MIMO Radios

MIMO, short for Multiple In Multiple Out, spreads radio signal across two

or more paths to increase bandwidth and resistance to interference. MIMO

radios may use two or more distinct antennas, or more commonly a

dual-polarized antenna, which transmits both of these signals at once, with

https://ipvm.com/reports/whitespace-wireless-for-surveillance
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the beamwidths rotated 90 degrees. This image illustrates single versus

dual-polarized antennas:

Bandwidth Planning

Environmental and site conditions may impact bandwidth significantly,

especially as frequencies increase. 5.8 GHz frequencies and below are

generally not affected by any but the most severe weather, such as heavy

snow or torrential rain. Frequencies above this, however, may be impacted

greatly, and thus should not be used for critical surveillance links. Aside

from weather, slight changes in site conditions, such as foliage growing into

the path of transmission, or antennas shifting slightly may cause

intermittent issues, decreased bandwidth, or complete loss of link.

Manufacturer Bandwidth Claims

Be careful about manufacturer bandwidth claims. As a general rule of

thumb, discount specified bandwidth levels by 50% to 75% when

estimating potential for real world surveillance use. The good news is that

even with such caution, wireless bandwidth even for a single HD camera

(~2-8 Mb/s) is generally easy to deliver on a dedicated PtP link. However, as

wireless video systems get bigger and more complex, more careful

estimation and testing becomes critical.
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Transmission Range

There are no hard and fast rules for transmission range in wireless

networks. Distances are affected by issues such as obstructions, frequency

used, transmission power, and antenna gain.

In typical installations where line of sight is possible, such as parking lots,

distance is not much of a challenge when standard antennas in PtP or PtMP

configurations.

However, while multi-mile wireless links are easily possible with the right

equipment, many users will find the calculations required in these

scenarios challenging, and novice users should seek assistance from the

manufacturer or experienced integrators.

Additionally, the longer the link, the more precise antenna alignment must

be, making installation more difficult. Multi-mile links even must take the

curvature of the earth into account, as it may reflect or absorb signal at

long ranges, discussed above.

Wireless Products for Video Surveillance

Since cameras rarely have built-in wireless, typically surveillance systems

will use specialist wireless equipment instead of trying to connect to a

home or SMB wireless router.

Most wireless surveillance users typically deploy PTP or PtMP systems,

generally with lower cost systems (Ubiquiti is the most common). For more

on wireless product preferences, see: Favorite Wireless Video Surveillance

Manufacturers.

https://ipvm.com/reports/favorite-wireless-2016
https://ipvm.com/reports/favorite-wireless-2016
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In the 2000s, there was a lot of money and interest in mesh networking but

the high cost ($3,000+ per link was common) and complexity has relegated

that mostly to high-end, complicated projects.

Maintenance

Because wireless links are sensitive to fluctuations in site conditions,

routine maintenance is a key concern in any deployment. Antenna

alignment should be checked, connectors should be checked for corrosion,

foliage in the path of the link should be trimmed, and more. We examine

these issues in-depth in our Wireless Surveillance Recommendations.

Power Requirements A major obstruction to installing wireless-connected

cameras is determining the best available power source. The power draw

for a typical radio and camera will be low (less than 60 watts). Finding

continuous, clean supply near the required location is the primary obstacle.

If no power source exists, power draw will need to be taking into account

for Solar or Battery powered systems.Electrical License Required Always

consult a licensed electrician when installing a new or using an existing

power source. If you or the client do not have one on staff, you will need to

account for the additional cost of subcontracting one. This is important as

the supply voltages can cause injury or death to inexperienced technicians,

or damage expensive equipment. A licensed electrician will also ensure you

get the correct information about existing power sources (do not

automatically rely on the client's maintenance staff). The most common

power sources that are used:

 Utility Power

 Solar

 Battery

https://ipvm.com/reports/wireless-surveillance-maintenance-guidelines
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Utility Power

Powering wireless radios and cameras with a standard 110-120VAC @ 60

Hz (or 220-240VAC @ 50Hz ) utility-connected outlet or hardwired power

supply is the easiest solution.

For installation of a camera on a building that doesn't have existing

network connectivity, power can be pulled from a nearby electrical

junction box, or even by extended off an existing circuit. This can be

common on maintenance sheds, Sports Fields, and remote vehicle garage

installations.

Installing cameras on lighting poles may also use the electrical power that

is feeding the pole. This will depend on a few factors:

 Is the power at the pole centrally switched? In many commercial

situations, multiple lighting poles are controlled by a building located

timer, or photo-eye, which turns the power off to the lights during

the day.

 Is the power compatible with surveillance equipment? Some lighting

poles run on higher 3-phase voltages like 277 or 480 volts, so that

can prevent you from using that power without a step-down

transformer.

IPVM has a Guide on Using Switched Power for surveillance systems.

Solar Power

The viability of solar power for wireless video surveillance will depend on

the region you are installing. The US Government National Renewable

Energy Lab produces a map that shows the energy available in all 50 states.

https://www.allaboutcircuits.com/textbook/alternating-current/chpt-9/step-up-and-step-down-transformers/
https://www.allaboutcircuits.com/textbook/alternating-current/chpt-9/step-up-and-step-down-transformers/
https://ipvm.com/reports/pitfalls-of-switch-power
https://www.nrel.gov/gis/solar.html
http://ipvm.com/
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Other resources are available for estimating the solar energy available, like

the Global Solar Atlas. IPVM has a Guide for Solar Surveillance installation.

You will then need to calculate the energy required for your system, and

see if a combination of solar panels with battery backup will work where

you are installing.

Another factor to consider when installing a solar powered system is the

additional weight and aesthetics of both the solar panel and the associated

control boards and battery storage units.

Solar Power systems will result in higher recurring costs of maintaining the

solar panels and battery backup systems.

Battery Power

Battery backup power is part of any Solar Powered system and is added to

Switched Power installations when the power supply is unreliable.

Maintenance of the batteries is critical to the performance of any system

and will add recurring cost.

Cameras like Ezviz, Arlo or Blink that are completely battery-powered are

consumer-focused products, and integration with a VMS platform or ONVIF

support is rare. Manufacturers claim a battery life of 4-9 months. This could

be shortened to a few weeks depending on the amount of activity

monitored. Cameras will be taken offline while replacing the batteries in

some units. Cameras with rechargeable batteries may need to be

uninstalled while charging offline.

Test Your Knowledge

Take this 9 question quiz now

http://globalsolaratlas.info/
https://ipvm.com/reports/solar-surveillance-guide
https://ipvm.com/reports/mini-trooper
https://ipvm.com/reports/netgear-arlo-tested
https://ipvm.com/reports/wire-free-outdoor-camera-blink-xt-tested
https://ipvm.com/take/Wireless-Networking-For-Video-Surveillance-Guide-Quiz
http://ipvm.com/
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Remote Network Access

Remotely accessing surveillance systems is key in 2020, with more and

more users relying on mobile apps as their main way of operating the

system. However, remote access brings unique challenges, with system

security, ease of access, and configuration difficulty all needing to be

weighed against each other.

Five Remote Access Options for Video Surveillance

We explain how the five most common remote access options for video

surveillance work:

 Port forwarding

 Universal Plug and Play (UPnP)

 Dynamic DNS

 Cloud / 'Phone Home' (e.g., Hikvision EZVIZ, Axis AVHS, Nest Cam)

 Virtual Private Networks (VPNs)

(Related: Network Addressing for Video Surveillance Guide and Converged

vs. Dedicated Networks For Surveillance).

https://ipvm.com/reports/remote-access-stats
https://ipvm.com/reports/remote-access-stats
https://ipvm.com/reports/ip-camera-network-addressing-overview
https://ipvm.com/reports/using-converged-vs-dedicated-networks
https://ipvm.com/reports/using-converged-vs-dedicated-networks
http://ipvm.com/
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2020: Cyber Security Is Critical

Before putting any surveillance system on the internet, it is critical that

users understand the risks involved. Several major vulnerabilities were

reported in major manufacturers' cameras, including:

 Wyze Massive Data Leak - Millions of users' account data was

exposed publicly including email addresses, usernames, WiFi SSIDs,

and more.

 Bosch VDOO 2018 Vulnerability - A critical vulnerability that is

difficult to discover and requires sophisticated hacking skills to

exploit.

 Hikvision IP Camera Critical Vulnerability - Exploiting the vulnerability

allows attacks to either take over the device or crash the camera.

 Sony Talos 2018 Vulnerabilities - Allows commands to be executed

without Admin credentials, however attacker needs to know what

commands to execute so it is more complex than some other,

simpler vulnerabilities.

 Axis VDOO 2018 Vulnerabilities - Results in root access, however the

attack process is very complex, requires multiple steps and requires

advanced Linux knowledge and hacking skills.

 GeoVision's Unprecedented Vulnerabilities: 15 critical security

vulnerabilities. This includes root access as well as printing /

displaying all credentials in clear text.

 Hikvision Backdoor Exploit: Hikvision included a magic string that

allowed instant access to any camera, regardless of what the admin

password was, with the actor only needing to copy and paste.

 Vivotek Remote Stack Overflow Vulnerability:Very easy to exploit; no

special accounts, passwords, or device-specific strings/hashes are

https://ipvm.com/reports/network-security-for-ip-video-surveillance
https://ipvm.com/reports/wyze-leak
https://ipvm.com/reports/bosch-vdoo-2018-vulnerability
https://ipvm.com/reports/hik-vdoo
https://ipvm.com/reports/sony-talos
https://ipvm.com/forums/video-surveillance/topics/axis-vdoo
https://ipvm.com/reports/geovision-15
https://ipvm.com/reports/hik-exploit
https://ipvm.com/reports/viv-rs
http://ipvm.com/
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required to execute an exploit against an affected camera. Simply

sending a long URL with the malicious content.

 Hikvision Cloud Security Vulnerability: A critical vulnerability in

Hikvision's global cloud servers allowed an attacker to remotely take

over the server and get access to sensitive customer data.

See our Directory of Video Surveillance Cybersecurity Vulnerabilities and

Exploits for more information on these and other issues, including new

ones as they occur.

Because of the severity of these incidents and their increasing frequency, it

is critical that users understand the basics of cybersecurity for surveillance

systems, and how to protect against simple attacks at the very least.

We strongly recommend reviewing Network Security for IP Video

Surveillance before proceeding.

Remote Access More Common Than Ever

Responses from ~150 integrators show more than 2/3rds of customer

surveillance systems have some form of remote access:

https://ipvm.com/reports/hikvision-cloudv
https://ipvm.com/reports/security-exploits
https://ipvm.com/reports/security-exploits
https://ipvm.com/reports/network-security-for-ip-video-surveillance
https://ipvm.com/reports/network-security-for-ip-video-surveillance
https://ipvm.com/reports/remote-access-stats
http://ipvm.com/
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Integrators primarily use VPNs and DDNS / port forwarding with a growing

minority using P2P, as our related stats report shows:

Port Forwarding

Port forwarding maps the private IP address of the recorder or IP camera to

the public IP address of a user's router so that it can be remotely accessible.

Doing so requires router configuration changes complicated enough that

most networking novices will struggle to do it correctly.

To access a camera or recorder, ports 80 (HTTP) and 554 (RTSP video

streaming) are most often used and most often opened. Some systems

require additional ports to be opened for configuration, control, or

authentication, as well. For example, this image shows all the ports

forwarded by a Dahua DVR in a consumer router:

https://ipvm.com/reports/remote-access-19
http://ipvm.com/
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Note that if multiple devices are to be viewed via the internet, different

external ports must be mapped to their internal ports, as forwarding the

same port to two devices results in errors.

For example, if two NVRs are to be viewed remotely using IP address

145.10.234.12, and both use port 80, mappings may look like this:

 NVR1: 145.10.234.12:8080 ---> 192.168.3.8:80

 NVR2: 145.10.234.12:8081 ---> 192.168.3.9:80

Universal Plug And Play

Universal Plug and Play (UPnP) is a set of protocols which automate device

discovery and configuration on a local network. One of the aims of UPnP is

eliminating manual port forwarding (above), allowing a UPnP device to

automatically create port mappings in a router without any intervention

from the user.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Universal_Plug_and_Play
http://ipvm.com/
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For example, the image below shows UPnP port forwarding automatically

triggered by three separate Hikvision IP cameras (multiple ports per

camera):

However, in practice, UPnP is unreliable in many cases. In many business

networks, large and small, UPnP functions are turned off, requiring manual

port forwarding. In consumer use, port mappings may not function

properly, may be added more than once, may conflict with other devices,

or may simply not be added at all. Making things worse, error information

is rarely available when UPnP port mapping fails, leaving the user without

any means of troubleshooting. Because of these reasons, manual port

forwarding has proven more common in commercial surveillance.

Dynamic DNS

Typically, ISPs do not provide static IP addresses to residential and small

business accounts (without an additional charge), so over time, the public

http://ipvm.com/
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IP address assigned to them may change. For example, the public IP

address of your house may be 84.32.34.111 today but tomorrow it could be

84.32.34.119. If your remote video client is configured to connect to

84.32.34.111, tomorrow it would fail.

Dynamic DNS services resolve this IP address to a simpler hostname, e.g.

Site2-NVR3.dyndns.org instead of 10.132.4.3. The DDNS service updates

the IP address corresponding to each hostname periodically, or

automatically detects changes and updates immediately in some cases.

In surveillance, DDNS is most commonly used with DVRs/NVRs. Many

manufacturers host their own private DDNS services free to users who

purchase their equipment (though Hikvision no longer does), and many, if

not most, modern DVRs include a built-in DDNS client, used to keep the

device's IP address up to date.

DDNS is rarely used to connect individual cameras to a VMS, since the

device failing to update its IP address upon a change will render it

unreachable, resulting in lost video and requiring a site visit to repair.

Public Accessible Hacking Risk - UPnP, DDNS, and Port Forwarding

Using UPnP, DDNS and/or port forwarding exposes one's devices to the

entire public Internet, meaning that anyone can attempt to connect and

access one's device exposed (e.g., camera or recorder). Hackers can attack

hundreds of millions of devices a day across the public Internet, either

simply by randomly trying IP addresses or by finding lists of potentially

vulnerable devices (e.g., Shodan list of Hikvision public accessible - typically

port forwarded devices). For those unfamiliar with this risk, see The

Atlantic's The Inevitability of Being Hacked: We built a fake web toaster,

https://ipvm.com/reports/hikvision-online
https://www.shodan.io/search?query=hikvision
https://www.shodan.io/search?query=hikvision
https://www.theatlantic.com/technology/archive/2016/10/we-built-a-fake-web-toaster-and-it-was-hacked-in-an-hour/505571/
https://www.theatlantic.com/technology/archive/2016/10/we-built-a-fake-web-toaster-and-it-was-hacked-in-an-hour/505571/
http://ipvm.com/
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and it was compromised in an hour. More directly related to video

surveillance, the massive Dahua hacking and the Hikvision IP camera

hacking was driven by those devices being either port forwarded or UPnP

enabled. We do not recommend making your devices publicly accessible.

IPVM has put vulnerable cameras online [link no longer available]

demonstrating how easy some of these vulnerabilities are to exploit. We

also have a homework assignment in our Networking Course that requires

students to hack (our sample vulnerable) cameras.

Cloud / 'Phone Home'

To eliminate the complexity and potential for errors involved in manual

port forwarding, UPnP, and Dynamic DNS, cloud connections have become

more prevalent. Cloud connections are a form of VPN (sometimes called

application-specific VPNs) which requires limited or no user interaction to

configure.

Several manufacturers offer their own cloud platforms, such as Axis

Companion, Hikvision (Ezviz / Hik-Connect), Dahua Easy4IP, FLIR Cloud, and

more. Consumer/Internet of Things cameras and security/home

automation systems typically also use this type of connectivity, such

as Nest Cam, Samsung SmartCam, Canary, or Scout.

Cloud connections are generally made via a secure TLS (transport layer

security, an encryption protocol) tunnel, set up via these basic steps (noted

on the image below):

1. Initiating device sends a HELLO message to request a connection.

2. Server sends HELLO along with a security certificate.

3. A handshake is performed and a secure tunnel is set up.

https://www.theatlantic.com/technology/archive/2016/10/we-built-a-fake-web-toaster-and-it-was-hacked-in-an-hour/505571/
https://ipvm.com/reports/hack-dahua-recorders
https://ipvm.com/reports/hik-hack-map
https://ipvm.com/reports/hik-hack-map
https://ipvm.com/reports/hik-upnp
https://ipvm.com/reports/hik-upnp
https://ipvm.com/reports/hik-exploit
https://ipvm.com/training
https://ipvm.com/reports/axis-camera-companion-3-test
https://ipvm.com/reports/axis-camera-companion-3-test
https://ipvm.com/reports/hikvision-cloud-service-tested
https://ipvm.com/reports/google-nest-cam-test
https://ipvm.com/reports/samsung-outdoor-smartcam
https://ipvm.com/reports/canary-test
https://ipvm.com/reports/scout-test
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Transport_Layer_Security
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Transport_Layer_Security
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Public_key_certificate
http://ipvm.com/
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4. Once the TLS tunnel is in place, data sent through it is encrypted,

with protocol and data specifics obscured (shown only as

"application data" in the example below).

Below is a Wireshark trace for an Axis camera with AVHS enabled:

Though shown only as "Application Data" above, once the tunnel is set up,

typical protocols such as HTTP(S), RTSP, TCP, UDP, etc., are used for camera

control and streaming.

Cloud / 'phone home' connections are the easiest and most reliable overall

to provide remote access to home and small business. However, for

corporate or business users, IT administrators may be concerned about

allowing these devices to 'get around' their firewalls.

Push To Move To Cloud

While DDNS and port forwarding have been popular for years, there has

been a push to move to cloud services in the past year, at least in part due

to the increase in exploits and cyber attacks.

The best example of this is Hikvision's discontinuation of their free HiDDNS

service, forcing users to move to their Hik-Connect cloud platform or a

https://ipvm.com/reports/tcp-udp-video-surveillance
https://ipvm.com/reports/security-exploits
https://ipvm.com/reports/hikvision-online
https://ipvm.com/reports/hikvision-online
https://ipvm.com/reports/hikvision-cloud-service-tested
http://ipvm.com/
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third-party, typically paid, DDNS. Unfortunately, this change was made with

little warning, contradictory documentation, and uninformed tech support,

leading to much confusion about when services would be discontinued or

how new features would work. See our report Hikvision Discontinued

'Migration' Tested for more information.

Also note that while cloud services may be more secure as video and other

data is transferred via secure tunnel, security is moved from the control of

users to the manufacturer/developer providing the service, as well as those

providing hosting services. This means that, for example, if Hikvision's

EZVIZ service, Dahua Easy4IP, or Nest are breached, all users of the service

are likely to be impacted, instead of more limited numbers normally

associated with targeted hacks.

Dedicated Virtual Private Networks

The most common option historically for larger organizations to connect

remote cameras and sites is a dedicated VPN, typically using hardware

appliances (such as SonicWall or Cisco firewalls) located at each site. This

appliance creates a tunnel through the internet to the server location,

effectively creating a single video network, despite being in disparate

locations.

In surveillance, dedicated VPNs are generally used only used in larger

multi-site installations. VPN appliances have historically cost $300-500 per

site, though prices are dropping, with some options dropping to $100 or

less.

https://ipvm.com/reports/hikvision-migration
https://ipvm.com/reports/hikvision-migration
https://ipvm.com/forums/video-surveillance/topics/experience-with-ubiquiti-s-unifi-security-gateway
https://ipvm.com/forums/video-surveillance/topics/experience-with-ubiquiti-s-unifi-security-gateway
http://ipvm.com/
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Recommended - VPNs

We recommend VPNs to properly secure your video surveillance devices.

While port forwarding (or UPnP, DDNs, etc.) may be cheaper and simpler

up front, they expose your devices to being attacked and hacked as new

vulnerabilities are found. While cloud services are being improved, you run

the risk of them being exploited and/or the cloud service provider

accessing or abusing your system.

Test your knowledge

Take this 8 question quiz now.

https://ipvm.com/reports/vpns
https://ipvm.com/take/Remote-Network-Access-for-Video-Surveillance-Quiz
http://ipvm.com/
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UPS Backup Power

Backup power for surveillance systems generally rely on batteries,

especially since UPSes for computers are common and easily available.

However, uncertainty in picking the right backup power supply sized with

the right batteries is a common problem, and the pitfalls of poor selection

stretch beyond just having a weak system. In the note, we look at battery

backup, the most common method for surveillance power backup.

We examine:

 UPSes run time delivered

 Understanding UPS power units of measure

 How to calculate surveillance system wattage

 Using runtime graphs to determine supply duration

 How much backup runtime is needed

 Common factors affecting runtime

 Why consumer UPSes often are too weak

 Why battery equipped power supplies may not be enough

 Why commercial UPSes are often the best choice

 Using generators for longer runtimes

http://ipvm.com/
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UPS = Runtime Less Than 2 Hours

As a general rule of thumb, unless you are going to deploy huge arrays of

batteries, providing runtime of days for even a small surveillance system

(say 100W) is not feasible with UPSes, which are almost always designed

run for a few hours or less. Typical runtimes last from a few hours to tens

of minutes. The rationale is because UPSes are designed to bridge gaps in

the main supply, not to replace them for days on end.

Generators For Longer Time

For backup power lasting more than an hour or two, generators should be

used. For more on generators, see Generator Backup Power for

Surveillance.

UPS Power Units of Measure

Calculating power can be confusing unless basic units are defined. For

UPSes, three basic units are used to establish the relative size and runtime

of a UPS.

Watts: For a general idea of how much power a devices needs, Watts are

used. This power unit normalizes voltage into the figure, so comparing

devices that run at 12 VDC or 110 VAC can be done with no conversion.

Watts does not offer an idea of demand over time, but demand at a

moment. UPSes often express output power in Watts, and some finders

offer the option to search products using it like this example Tripplite

calculator. Specific examples include this APC 500W unit, Tripp-lite 540 W

unit, and CyberPower 900W unit. Despite being one of the more useful

ratings for selection purposes, the wattage rating is not often the leading

power value in product designations and may be buried in the tech specs.

https://ipvm.com/reports/backup-power-for-large-systems
https://ipvm.com/reports/backup-power-for-large-systems
https://www.tripplite.com/products/load-calculator
https://www.tripplite.com/products/load-calculator
http://www.amazon.com/Tripp-Lite-OMNIVS1000-Battery-Outlets/dp/B0000EZQ4G
http://www.amazon.com/APC-Back-UPS-Output-Discontinued-Manufacturer/dp/B0006HDFYK
http://www.amazon.com/APC-Back-UPS-Output-Discontinued-Manufacturer/dp/B0006HDFYK
http://www.amazon.com/CyberPower-CP1500AVRLCD-Intelligent-1500VA-Mini-Tower/dp/B000FBK3QK/ref=pd_sim_23_4?ie=UTF8&dpID=41wrQsZhufL&dpSrc=sims&preST=_AC_UL160_SR160,160_&refRID=1PEV5XC8Q1H992Z00VRJ
http://ipvm.com/
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Volt/Amps (VA): Many UPSes express power capacity with Volt Amps,

which is an alternative power unit. However, the unit is typically limited to

describing DC outputs only (it does not apply accurately to AC reactive

loads) while most UPS powered devices like servers, switches, or NVRs use

AC. UPSes use this term often to describe the capacity rating of their

internal batteries, which are DC, but the full amount of power they claim is

typically not available due to losses. The actual wattage available for

backup power use will be less than the theoretical VA rating of the unit.

Most UPSes use VA as the primarily capacity attribute, like this APC 350

VA unit that provides 200 W, this Tripp-lite 1500 VA unit that provides 900

W, and this CyberPower 1350 VA unit that provides 810 W.

Watt/Hours (Wh): For a measure of power over time, other units like

Watt/Hours are needed. Simply defined, 1 Watt Hour supplies 1 Watt over

60 minutes. UPSes do not provide this value as a spec sheet number

because their capacities are almost always less than an hour and demands

are often dynamic. Instead, they include Runtime Charts or Graphs that

help establish how long a given device supplies power at a given watt load.

To establish how much time a UPS can supply backup power, total system

power demand must be calculated first.

System UPS Calculation

The total system wattage combines the power needed by all system

components, including cameras, switches, and recorders or servers. The

calculation of total wattage follows this formula:

(Number of cameras * Watts consumed by camera) + (Power used by

recorders) + (Switch Power)

http://www.amazon.com/APC-BE350G-Back-UPS-6-outlet-Uninterruptible/dp/B001985SWW/ref=lp_764572_1_4?s=pc&ie=UTF8&qid=1453865885&sr=1-4
http://www.amazon.com/APC-BE350G-Back-UPS-6-outlet-Uninterruptible/dp/B001985SWW/ref=lp_764572_1_4?s=pc&ie=UTF8&qid=1453865885&sr=1-4
http://www.amazon.com/Tripp-Lite-SMART1500LCDT-1500VA-Battery/dp/B009TZTGWK/ref=sr_1_1?s=pc&ie=UTF8&qid=1453865800&sr=1-1&refinements=p_89:Tripp+Lite
http://www.amazon.com/CyberPower-CP1500AVRLCD-Intelligent-1500VA-Mini-Tower/dp/B000FBK3QK/ref=pd_sim_23_4?ie=UTF8&dpID=41wrQsZhufL&dpSrc=sims&preST=_AC_UL160_SR160,160_&refRID=1PEV5XC8Q1H992Z00VRJ
http://www.apc.com/products/runtime_for_extendedruntime.cfm?upsfamily=165
http://ipvm.com/
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So for an example small system using 8 cameras, an NVR appliance, and an

8 port switch:

(8 cameras * 6 W) + (70W NVR [link no longer available]) + (1.5W Switch) =

~125 W total

System Wattage vs. UPS Wattage

Though device loads and UPSes are both frequently described with the

same unit, watts (e.g., an NVR might need 30w or 70 watts, etc. and a UPS

might be rated for 300 watts or 700 watts, etc.), these cannot be easily

related. For example, a 30 watt NVR connected to a 300 watt UPS will not

run anywhere close to 10 hours, even if one (wrongly) assumes UPS

wattage can be divided by device wattage.

In practice, runtime / backup time is generally quite short. For

example, this 900W unit can only run a 900W load for ~5 minutes and a

450W one for ~14 minutes.

You must check the UPS runtime graph / chart to determine how long of

backup the UPS will provide.

Runtime Graphs / Chart

Runtime graphs (or charts) show how much backup time a given UPS will

deliver for a given load.

Some UPSes are designed to be more efficient at delivering low wattages,

others are more efficient at higher values. Other UPSes are just designed to

be cheap to purchase, so buying UPSes based on Wattage or VA ratings

alone is a mistake. The battery types and number of batteries affect the

http://www.downloads.netgear.com/files/GDC/datasheet/en/300-Series_FE_DS.pdf
http://www.apc.com/shop/us/en/products/APC-Smart-UPS-C-1500VA-LCD-120V/P-SMC1500
http://www.apc.com/products/runtime_for_extendedruntime.cfm?upsfamily=165
http://www.apc.com/products/runtime_for_extendedruntime.cfm?upsfamily=165
http://ipvm.com/
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total runtime abilities of a UPS, resulting in mixed UPS mixed performance.

Instead, the Runtime values will display performance in a usable way.

Once total demand wattage is known, a Runtime Graph will help pin down

how much battery capacity is available for how long. UPS manufacturers

typically express power runtime as a curve for system watt load, like the

examples below:

Example A:

Example B:

http://ipvm.com/
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These graphs display how the load variation affects minutes of battery

power. For example, for UPS Example A, a load of 50W will last

approximately 100 minutes, but a maximum 450W load will last ~3 minutes.

For UPS Example B, a 50W loads will last over 300 minutes, a 450W load

will last ~60 minutes, and a maximum 2700 W load will last 6 minutes.

While most manufacturers publish unit runtime charts, if they are not

available for a UPS unit, then battery runtime calculators from the

manufacturer (or white label reseller) are an equivalent alternative.

Once total power demand is known, finding the right backup source can be

selected. Battery backups are typically available in three different types:

Consumer UPS Options

The most common battery backup are small battery equipped surge

protectors, typically designed for general office use, and are designed to

plug into 120VAC wall outlets. However, these units typically are not built

http://www.backupbatterypower.com/pages/ups-run-time-calculator
http://ipvm.com/
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with enough battery power to run attached devices for more than a few

minutes and are not good solutions for surveillance systems.

Take this example 450W consumer-grade UPS, for our surveillance system

using 125W, the backup power would only last around 30 minutes, which

could be too short to be useful depending on typical outage durations.

These units are not always field serviceable, and even routine maintenance

like battery replacement is not always an option. Some consumer units are

instead designed as disposable.

Price

Consumer grade UPS units are frequently available between $100 - $500

for most battery configurations, with the biggest units typically sized for

1000W or under.

Battery Backed Power Supplies

Another surveillance system ready option are traditional low-voltage

power supplies equipped with batteries in the enclosure. This option

usually is useful to non-PoE powered cameras only, since only low voltage

hardwired cameras are wired to them. Product lines like the Altronix

ReServ or LifeSafety Power Helix are designed specifically for surveillance

http://www.apc.com/shop/us/en/products/APC-Power-Saving-Back-UPS-750/P-BE750G
https://www.altronix.com/products/ReServ3
https://www.altronix.com/products/ReServ3
http://www.lifesafetypower.com/products/redundant-power-systems
http://ipvm.com/
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camera use, with 12/24V individually fused outputs in a locking can.

However, these power supplies are useful only for camera power and other

system components like switches and recorders need additional backup

power sources.

Price

Battery backedup power supplies are typically the most cost efficient way

to add batteries to non-PoE cameras. While a typical 8 - 12 channel power

supply can cost $175 - $200, this is only ~$40 - $80 more expensive than

typical non-battery equipped equivalent models.

Commercial UPS Options

With consumer UPSes and battery equipped power supplies being

undersized, bigger more capable battery backup solutions are available,

but at prices well above typical consumer models.
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Commercial UPSes are generally available as minitower or rackmounted

units, and the physical larger footprint contains more batteries offering

much longer runtimes. For example, this configuration (Tripp-Lite

SU1500RTXLCD2U +1 BP48V24-2U) will run our example 125W system

above for over 6 hours, or 360 min. These units often include network

monitoring tools that notify when mains power drops, batteries are weak,

and general unit health checks. In general, internal battery packs can be

replaced as modules for less than 30% the cost of the full device.

Commercial UPSes may not use single phase, 120 VAC 'plug-in' power, but

require multiple phase or 220/240/477VAC power. Unlike consumer units

that can be dropped anywhere wall power is available, commercial units

typically require dedicated power circuits.

Examples of these heavy-duty UPSes are available from APC, Dell, and

Eaton [link no longer available] among others.

Price

Most commercial UPSes cost at least $500, with totals reaching thousands

of dollars when extra battery units are added. While the most expensive

http://www.tripplite.com/shared/literature/Flyer/Tripp-Lite-UPS-Battery-Backup-for-Security-Systems-Flyer-EN.PDF
http://www.tripplite.com/shared/literature/Flyer/Tripp-Lite-UPS-Battery-Backup-for-Security-Systems-Flyer-EN.PDF
http://www.apc.com/shop/au/en/products/APC-Smart-UPS-X-2200VA-Rack-Tower-LCD-200-240V/P-SMX2200RMHV2U
http://www.dellups.com/
http://ipvm.com/
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option, these unit typically offer the longest runtimes and the most

wattage.

Factors Impacting Runtime

Runtimes listed on graphs and specification sheets generally carry a

disclaimer warning against shorter than expected durations. These

disclaimers mention that battery life and, environmental condition around

UPS can shorten times. Here is why:

Battery Age: Over time, every battery will lose it's ability to store and

regenerate a charge, due to the decay of the internal cathode and anodes.

For a typical wet-cell battery, the same chemical reaction that excites

electrons in a cell will eventually lose potency over time, or may even lead

to the destruction on the cell itself. In most cases, the batteries inside a

UPS will have a lifespan of 3 - 5 years before needing to be replaced.

However, before then a battery can become weaker than what is stated on

the specsheets.

Environment: Cold Batteries are characteristically less efficient than warm

ones, and cells installed in semi-corrosive environments can experience

conductivity problems as corrosion takes place. If batteries are not kept in

temperate, environmentally controlled areas, they can prematurely fail or

operate under rated capacity. In many cases, outdoor UPSes include

heating elements or pads to keep cell temperature above freezing to avoid

damage and improve performance.

Temporary Loads: Camera options like IR illumination, PTZ motor

movement, heaters, or blowers can drive intermittent loads that are not
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typical were not accounted for during estimates, and these non-typical

loads can reduce battery power times.

Extended Runtimes Need More Power

When extended runtimes (days, not hours) are needed, alternative backup

power sources like generators or large capacity battery arrays are more

cost effective with longer supply times and lower operational costs. See

our Generator Backup Power for Surveillance note for more detail on those

options.

Quiz

Take the 8 Question UPS for Video Surveillance Quiz

https://ipvm.com/reports/backup-power-for-large-systems
https://ipvm.com/take/ups-vs
http://ipvm.com/
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Backup Power for Large Security Systems

Choosing the right backup power system depends on system size. While

small and medium systems greatly benefit from using UPS battery backup

sources, larger systems need a centralized generator power source.

How are these systems designed and specified? What type of maintenance

effort is needed to keep them ready to go at a moment's notice? Inside we

explain these factors:

 Comparing Generator Vs. Battery UPS Costs

 Why Generators May Actually Cost Less In Operation

 What Equipment Is Typically Needed For Generators

 Breaking Down Battery Maintenance Costs

 Why Generator Fuel Storage Can Be Problematic

Entire Building Or Surveillance Only Backup Power

The fundamental consideration of buying and maintaining backup

generators: Will backup power be less expensive to provide to the entire

building from a single point rather than many points for only the

surveillance system?
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When total power redundancy of the whole site is needed, a generator's

cost is justified more quickly, but if only surveillance redundancy is needed,

UPSes are often far less costly.

However for large video deployments, UPSes are typically deployed to

multiple panels, and each backup point requires considerable maintenance

effort to keep batteries working. Replacement cost for batteries alone can

grow quite large, and be thousands of dollars per year for medium-sized

video systems.

We contrast the costs of both types in the sections below:

Typical Generator System Infrastructure

Purchasing a single 10,000 - 12,000W generator should be more than

sufficient to power more than a hundred cameras and recording

equipment, even if cameras pulled 15W each. Overall, the cost of a backup

generator can be $25,000 - $35,000 for the type sized to run an entire

commercial site, while individual UPSes may cost as little as ~$50 - $200

per unit for a few outlets backed by batteries.

The major modification required at the Main Panel is a 'cutover' or 'transfer

switch' so that the generator does not backfeed power into supply circuits

when main power outages occur:
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Together, these components are installed by specialty contractors and

electricians, and unlike UPSes, generator systems are not typically within

the scope of security integrators to work on or maintain, further adding to

the cost.

Benchmarking UPS Costs

However, the comparative cost of a single generator can be less than

multiple, less individually expensive battery backup sources at entire

system scales. Take this sample breakdown below.

Presume a UPS was specified at 10 distribution panels:

 Each Distribution Panel Supplies 11 cameras

 Each Camera consumes a maximum 15 Watts

 Cameras need to work for at least 8 hours on backup power.

 (11 X 15W = 165W/h * 8 hours =1,320 W)
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 With a minimum 10% additional capacity specified, this example UPS

(APC Smart UPS SRT 3000VA) would be needed at each distribution

panel, at a cost of ~$3,000 per unit.

 With 10 distribution panels, the total cost of UPS for the system is

(10 X ~$3,000): ~$30,000.

Note: This price is only a purchase cost, and does not include additional

freight, installation, or setup costs. This workup excludes backup power for

recording equipment, which is typically provided separately.

Battery Maintenance Expensive

While $30k sounds steep, it still does not fully address all costs of a UPS

based system, either.

The core component in any UPS device is a series of batteries, each with a

defined service life requiring exchange over time. If these batteries are not

routinely inspected, discharged/recharged properly, and kept in

temperature controlled areas, they can prematurely fail:

http://www.apc.com/shop/us/en/products/APC-Smart-UPS-SRT-3000VA-RM-120V/P-SRT3000RMXLA
http://ipvm.com/
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In ideal situations, the batteries in each UPS unit are good for 3 - 5 years,

after which they must be replaced at a cost of hundreds per unit. The

replacement costs also incurs 'soft' labor costs to exchange batteries and

administrate a maintenance program, which can add thousands to those

upkeep costs.

Backup Generator

While the initial cost of a generator may be difficult to justify for small

systems, they show to be less expensive, easier to maintain, and simpler to

implement for larger systems. We detail those points below:
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Costs: Using the same design problem described above, we drop in a

natural gas powered generator and transfer switch instead of battery

backups:

 520 cameras X 15 W = 7,800 Watts

 Using standard 80% efficiency ratings, the generator needs to output

10,000 Watts.

 This example LP powered generator (Briggs & Stratton 040450) costs

~$3,500.

 (This generator consumes ~2 gallons of LP/hr at ~$3 per gallon, for 8

hours = ~$50 in fuel)

 Adding a Transfer Switch adds ~$1,000.

 The example system must be installed by a licensed electrician.

Presuming an install adding ~$3,500 electrician labor and shop

supplies, the total cost of a generator backup: ~$8,000.

The generator backup is (~3.75X) less expensive than the equivalent

battery backup for this system.

Fuel Considerations

Every generator needs a steady supply of fuel during operation. Unlike UPS

units, generator backups can supply indefinite electricity, but that ability is

limited to keeping the tanks full. There are typically two fuel options:

Gasoline/Diesel

Commonly generators, especially portable models, are powered by

common automotive fuels. These fuels are easy to procure and can be used

in a variety of equipment. However, storing this type of fuel is not casual.

https://www.google.com/shopping/product/5206317300181078692?q=10000+watt+backup+generator&safe=off&bav=on.2,or.r_qf.&bvm=bv.49784469,d.aWc,pv.xjs.s.en_US.MpiVkF51mpA.O&biw=1920&bih=979&tch=1&ech=1&psi=jkPxUZTfKZCFyQGu_4GQBQ.1374765969176.3&sa=X&ei=qUPxUYLLI8i4yAGtroDIAQ&ved=0CGEQgggwAA
http://ipvm.com/
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 Liquid fuel does not store indefinitely. It will phase separate over a

few months time if additives are not used.

 Starting diesel engines in cold climates is difficult.

 Basic generator maintenance starts with throwing out all the fuel

and cleaning/flushing the entire fuel system every few months.

 Fuel storage containers must be kept in a ventilated area and

electrically grounded against static discharge.

Unless the generator backup is frequently used, or a fuels management

program is already in place, other fuel options have advantages:

Natural Gas/Propane

However, not all fuels suffer from these same issues. Throughout much of

the globe, natural gas or bulk propane is a common heating fuel, and

permanent generators (not portable) are available that draw hard-piped

supply from existing building utilities. While the power output may be

slightly weaker or less efficient that Gas or Diesel units, the maintenance

trouble of fresh fuel and the simplified logistics of fuel supply outweigh the

disadvantages.

Unless large volumes of gasoline or diesel are already stored an maintained

on site, the safer and easier answer is using a facility's existing utility fuel

supply.

Transfer Switches

This device, typically hung adjacent to the main panel, is where the

generator's output power ties-in to the building wiring. The transfer switch

prevents a generator from 'back feeding' power into supply circuits,

potentially putting repair workers at risk.
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"Automatic Transfer Switches" that detect a main voltage drop,

automatically cut over and start the backup generator are common. This

feature prevents a momentary power outage until they can be manually

turned on.

Dealing with 'The Bump'

However, even with a generator, there may still be a need for battery

backup unit. Devices like NVR servers or DVR units should be installed with

a battery UPS for two reasons:

 Surge Protection: Generator power is notoriously 'dirty' and at times,

irregular and potentially damaging to sensitive electronics. A surge

protector helps to prevent catastrophic failure due to power spikes

and evens out/frequency syncs

 "Bump" Power: There is a small time period ( typically between

seconds and a minute) that a distribution circuit loses power

between a utility drop and when the backup generator produces

new power. This short power gap, also called a 'bump', is best

spanned by a UPS unit on reset sensitive devices like servers and

DVRs. Since a small drop in power can cause these units to reboot or

reset and be out of service for a period of time as a result.
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Because of this 'bump', using UPSes on 'headend' equipment is often still

needed when using backup generators.

http://ipvm.com/
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